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PREFACE 
The present study displays in the form of annotated 
bibliography resembles together all the M.Phil, dissertation 
submitted in Social Sciences (1975-1996) at Aligarh Muslim 
University. This bibliography is a small attempt in the wider 
endeavour of bibliographical control, resulting from knolwedge 
explosion. 
SCOPE 
Earlier research have been supressed by later research effort 
period 1975-1996 still has significance for future researches, as a 
guide to what has been done and what necessaries to be done, to 
fulfill the gaps in knowledge. This bibliography will serve as a 
map of the research efforts in social sciences at Aligarh Muslim 
University. In all 225 dissertations are dealt, subject wise details 
of these dissertaions in given below: 
S.No. 
(1) 
Subject 
Commerce 
No. of Dissertation 
42 
1 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Economics 
Education 
Sociology 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Islamic Studes 
Jeography 
Philosophy 
Library Science 
West Asian Studies 
History 
17 
7 
16 
45 
19 
13 
18 
7 
2 
8 
31 
METHODOLOGY 
The procedure followed in preparing the annotated 
bibliography was as follows: 
1. The list of M.Phil, dissertations in preparing in the Maulana 
Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim University was cross checked 
with that of Registrar's Office to find out if there were 
missing in the library. 
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2. As the library keeps all dissertations irrespective of the 
subjects in a single chronological order, the dissertations in 
social science subjects were mostly taken out and arranged 
subject wise. 
3. After this entries were made on 5" x 7" cards, keeping in 
mind the Anglo American Cataloguing Rules, AACR-I1. 
1978, for dissertations (manuscripts) (Rule No. 2.7 B 13) 
4. In the end of three separate alphabetical indexes are given: 
(i) Author Index 
(ii) Title Index 
(iii) Subject Index 
ARRANGEMENTS 
The item of bibliographical reference from each entry 
contains the following information: 
(a)Name of the authors (s) 
(b) Title of the dissertation 
(c)Name of the department 
iii 
(d) Year of submission 
(e)Bibliography with pages 
(f) Supervisor's name 
(g) Abstract 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
Adam Malik Khan. Contribution of muslim Spain to 
mathematics (M.Phil.) Department of Islamic Studies, AMU. 
1993. 131 p. Bibliography : p. 121-131. Supervisor: 
Ethesham Bin Hasan. 
EXPLANATIONS 
This, entry shows that what is the subject of the 
dissertation, and dissertation is taken from Islamic Studies 
Department, title "contribution of muslim Spain to 
mathematics" submitted by Adam Malik Khan under the 
supervision of Ethesham Bin Hasan and submitted in the 
year 1993 with total pages 131. 
ABSTRACT 
The entries in the bibliography contain abstracts 
giving essential information about the dissertation. Attempts 
have ben made to prepare indicative abstract, so that in most 
of the cases user needs are fulfilled with abstract itself. 
INDEX 
The index part contains list of subjects heading, author 
index, and title index. Each entry followed by entry number. 
It is hoped that it will be found very useful in consultation 
of the bibliography. 
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PART DNE 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
The Aligai'h Muslim University is a residential academic 
Institution which was established in 1920. Late Sir Syed Ahmed 
Khan, a great reformist of his age who felt the need of modern 
education for Indians, started a school as back as 1875 which later 
became a college under the title of Mohammedan Anglo Oriental 
College and ultimately became a University in 1920. It is now a 
well known University of International repute having a variety of 
modern and traditional faculties of such as : 
1. Faculty of Arts 
2. Faculty of Social Science 
3. Faculty of Life Science 
4. Faculty of Medicine 
5. Faculty of Unani Medicine 
6. Faculty of Engineering and Technology 
7. Faculty of Commerce 
8. Faculty of Law 
9. Facuty of Management Studies and Research 
10. Faculty of Theology 
FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
The faculty of Scocial Sciences comprises the following 
Departments: 
1. Centre of West Asian Studies 
2. Education 
1 
-> 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Economics 
History 
Islamic Studies 
Library Science 
Political Science 
Psycology 
Sociology 
Philosophy 
CENTRE OF WEST ASIAN STUDIES: 
It is multi-dispilinary research centre. The centre was 
established in late 1967 as an Area Studies Centre covering the 
fields of Social Sciences. At present, Polotical Science, Islamic 
culture, Economics, Geography, History and Arabic are covered. 
The centre started admitting students to Ph.D. in 1974. The centre 
took up, in March, 1983, a large research project on "A study of 
Scientific and Technological Development as Politics in West 
Asian and North Africa Acquistion of Documents and Analysis" 
awarded by NISTADS (GSIR). 
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS: 
The main thrust of the Department is to conduct empirical 
studies on income, employment and economic survays of rural 
areas neighbouring Aligarh, in particular, and U.P. in general. 
Progress of empirical studies conducted by individual teachers and 
research scholars is being constantly monitered. 
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION: 
This department is one of the oldest Departments of 
Education in Northern India providing professional training and 
faciliteis of higher education and research to prospective teachers 
coming almost all parts of the country. It has its origin in the 
"Training CoIIoge" established by the Aligarh Muslim University 
in 1923- barely three year after its first charter in 1920. 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY: 
The main thrust of the department has been the research. As 
the research work of the department is concerned, the University 
grants commission is visiting committee has observed 
appreciatively that a persual of the list of books and papers 
published by the members of the centre amply indicates the extent 
of the progress that has been made in research in various areas. 
This department recognised as a centre of Advance Study by the 
U.G.C., is perphaps the leading centre in world for the teaching 
and research on medieval Indian History. 
DEPARTMENT OF ISLAMIC STUDIES: 
Islamic Studies started functioning as a full fledged 
department in 1968-69 although it had co-existed with the 
department of Arabic since 1950. The department provided 
different cources in Islamic Studies relating the Islamic Culture 
and civilasition, Islamic Sciences, Socio-Political and religious 
awakening in the world of Islam. It also provides special cources 
in Arabic, Persian and Turkish to prepare interested students for 
advanced studies and research in Tslamic Studies. A number of 
teachers have published their books and research articles in 
reputed journals. 
DEPARTMENT OF LIBRARY SCIENCE: 
The department of Library science started teaching of library 
science at certificate level in 1951. It enjoys the distinction of 
being the first in India to have appointed full time Lectures in 
Library Science and the first to have introduced the Degree of 
B.Lib Sc. (in 1958-59). Keeping in view the need of trained 
manpower for documentation centres, special and Industrial 
Libraries and Libraries of Institutions of Higher Education and 
Learning, it introduced the M.Lib. Sc. Course in 1971. 
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICIAL SCIENCE: 
The department continued to be one of the most popular 
departments attracting between 1500, and 2000 students offering 
Political Science subject : at the undergraduate, Postgraduate and 
doctoral levels. The latest trends in the discipline were included in 
the syllabi and research project covering national and Internationa 
dimention were tapers. 
Research in various fields was angmented, varied aspects of 
Political Science were covered by the researchers in the 
department by the research scholars including Political thoughts, 
Political Theory, comparitive Government, Indian Politics (with 
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increasing emphasis on the role of muslims), Public 
Administration, International Law and International Relations. 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: 
The department of Sociology was opened in 1967 with 
undergraduate teaching. Postgraduate classes were added in 1970. 
Recently the department has revised its courses in counsultation 
with a few eminent sociologists. Apart from this, the department 
regularly organised seminars, symposia and lectures. 
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY : 
The department established in 1961. A member of research 
papers have been contributed by the teachers of the department in 
seminars and journals on Problems partaining to fundamental and 
applied areas of Psycology such as, death anxity, cognitive 
behaviour interpersonal relationsihip, need and apsiration, 
supervising styles, carrier planning and vigilance etc. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY : 
The department done its best to perform its main function of 
teaching modern philosophy , and promoting research in Muslim 
philosophy. The department is trying its best to promote a 
systematic, yet critical approach to Muslim Philosophy, religion 
and culture with the help of modern analytical tools and 
integrated methodololgy. Valuable individual research work on 
Muslim Philosophy was done by various scholars. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE : 
Scholars generally identify categories of knowledge: 
1. The natural sciences 
2. The humanities and 
3. The Social Sciences. 
The natural sciences concern nature and the physical world. 
The humanities tries to interpret the meaning of life on earth 
rather than dscribing the physical world or society. The social 
sciences focuses on our life with other people in groups. This 
include anthropology, economics, history, political science, social 
psycology, socialogy, criminology and science often. Some 
scholars also ragard education, ethics and philosophy as social 
sciences certain studies in other fields such as biology, geography, 
medicine, art and linguistics, may be said to fall with in the broad 
category of the social sciences. 
THE ORIGIN OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Although strictly speaking the social sciences do not precede 
the 19n century that is, as distinct and reconginsed disciplines of 
though-one must go back further in time for the origins of some of 
their fundamentals ideas and olyectives. In the largest sense, the 
origin go all the way back to the ancient greeks and their 
rationalist inquiries into the nature of man, state and morality. 
The heritage of both Greece and Rome is powerful one in the 
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history of social thought as it is in so many other areas of western 
society. 
Very different was the beginning of the social sciences. In 
the first place, the church throughout the middle ages and even 
into the renaissance and reformation was much more affective to 
what scholars wrote and thought about man's mind and his 
behaviour in society that it was toward what was being studied 
and written in physical sciences. 
Second, in the 17th century appeared in the powerful 
influences of the philospher Rene Descartes. Cartesianism as his 
philosophy was called, declared that the proper approach to 
understanding of the world including man and society, was 
through a few simple fundamental ideas of reality and then 
regorous almost geometerical dedication of more complex ides and 
eventually of large encompassing theories, from these simple 
ideas all of which decribes insisted were stock of common sense 
the mind that is to common all human beings at birth. It would be 
hard to exaggerate the impact of cartesianism on social, political 
and moral thought during the century and a half following 
publication of his discourse on method and meditations. 
The 19 th Century 
The fundamental idea, themes and problems of the social 
sciences in the 19th century are best understood as responses to the 
problems of order that was created in man's mind by the weakning 
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of the old order, or European Society, under the twin blows of the 
French revolution and Industrial revolution. The break up of the 
old order an order that had rested on kinship land social class, 
religion, local community and monarchy-set free as it were the 
complex elements of status, authority and wealth had been for so 
long consolidated. In the same way that the history of the 19th 
century, politics, industry and trade is basically about the 
practical efforts of human beings to reconsolidate these elements 
so that history of 19th century social thought is about theoritical 
efforts to reconsolidate them-that is to give them new context of 
meaning. 
The 20 th Century: 
What is seen in the 20 th century is not only an intensfication 
and spread of earlier tendencies in the social sciences but also the 
development of many new tendencies that in the aggregate, make 
the 19 century seem by comparison one of quiet unity and 
simplicity in the social sciences. 
In the 20 th century, the processes first governed by the 
democratic and industrial revolutions have gone on virtually 
unchecked in western society, penetrating more and moer sphere 
of one traditional morality and culture, leaving their impression 
on more and more nations, regions and localities. The impact of 
industrialism, technology, secularism and individualism up 
peoples long access formed to the ancient unities of tribe, local 
community, agriculture and religion was first to be seen in the 
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context of colonalism, and outgrowth of nationalism and 
capitalism in the west. 
The 20 th century is the century of nationalism beyond reach 
of any 19th century imagination, so far as magnitude is concerned. 
There is to seen too, especially during the later dicades of the 
century, a questioning of the role of reason in human affairs-a 
questioning that stands in stark contrast with the ascendancey of 
rationalism in the two or three centruries preceding. It might be 
thought that such intimations and presentiments as these have 
little to do with the social sceinces. This is true in the direct sense 
perhaps but not true when one examines the matter in terms of 
contexts and ambiences. The lost individual has been of as much 
concern to the social sceinces as to philosophy and literature. 
Ideas of alienation anomine, identify crisis and estrangment from 
m o r a s are life among the social sciences, particularly, of course 
those most directly concerned with the nature of the social bond 
such as Sociology, Social Psychology and Political Science. 
Relat ionship to Humanit ies : 
The Interdependence of the Social Sciences and the Humanities is 
important. In a Social Science, the scholar must consider the 
undelying values of a society, which are stated by the scholars of 
the humanities. For instance, suppose a political scientists wishes 
to determine scientifically whether an authoritarian or a 
representative form of political organisation and control would 
best serve a particular community. The scholar must first learn the 
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important which the community attaches to such values as the 
right of the individual to differ with authority, or to have a voice 
in policy and laws. Then the principles that guide its political 
action can be assessed. 
Relat ionship to Natura l Sciences: 
Scholars in the social sciences have developed certain ways 
of studying people and their institution. Generally these scholas 
hae harrowed from the natural sciences the methods they use to 
describe and explain the observed behaviour of human society. 
Their observagtions of the regularity of human behaviour lead 
scholars in the social sciences to form hypotheses (propositions) 
and then to lest te validity of these hypotheses. 
The social sciencs are still a comparatively new field of 
learing. History and Geography have existed as separate 
disciplines for a long time. But attempts to systamatically study 
human behaviour are new, and most scholars doubt that the 
scientific method can be used with complete success to understand 
any aspect of society. They see a wide Gulf between the exact 
nature if the natural sciences and the inexact nature of the social 
sciences. One of the most powerful tools of the natural sciences in 
the controlled experiment. Such a method is difficult to use in 
experiments involving human beings. 
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Aim of Social Sciences: 
The aim of all Social Sciences is to father of knowledge 
about the different aspects of nature so that nature could be made 
to serve manking. But, the way science is made use of in the 
modern world is indeed deplorable. Instead of science being 
harnessed to promote the welfare of manking, it is being 
increasingly made use of for destructive purposes. The Atom 
Bomb, the Hydrogen Bomb and the intercontinental balistic 
missiles are but a few of the results of scientific research which 
threaten very existence of manking. If the distructive aspect of 
scientific inventions has gained the upper hand, it is mistly 
because of the scant attention and regard paid to the study of 
social sciences. However, it is a welcome sign that people all the 
world over the beginning to realise, though slowly, that there has 
been a lop-sided development if sciences in general. Hence, of 
late, greater attention is being paid to the study of Social Sciences 
like comparative Religion, Politics, Economics, Criminology , 
Ethics,Anthropology,History, Social Geography etc. While the 
Physical Sciences enable us to control social behaviour in such a 
manner that the good of the society could be promoted. Herein lies 
the significance of the study of Social Sciences. 
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Method of Social Sciences : 
The Social Sciences are not subjects easy to study because 
of the following reasons : 
(a) Our passions, desires and wishes, concious and unconcious, 
too readily enter into the observation, selection and 
classification of facts with the result that we see only what 
we want to see and avoid seeing things that we do not want 
to see. 
(b) Social facts are complex. The colletion of facts is difficult. 
Even if we collect all the facts, interpretation of the facts is 
still more difficult. 
Since the behaviour of man hardly admits of exact 
measurment and experiments under controlled laboratory 
conditions, we cannot make much use of the experimental method. 
It is well-migb impossible to proceed with just a few assumptions 
in the social sciences because the subject matter is very complex. 
Hence, it is natural that the conclusions of the social sciences are 
not as exact as those of the physical or biological sciences. 
Further, accurate prediction is not possible in social sciences, 
while Physics, with the aid of the law of gravitation, can calculate 
beforehand the movement and the exact position of the planets, 
the social sciences cannot predict with accuracy the behaviour of 
man. That is so because "the human material is free and mobile". 
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The methods followed in social are many. Here we attempt 
to describe only the important among them: 
(1) Survey Method : 
The method involves the collection of data concerning the 
living and working conditions of people in a given area in order to 
help the formulation of practical social measures. The facts are 
collected and based on these facts some scheme is devised. 
Gunner Myrdal's An American Dilema was a survey which 
concerned itself with the question of race conflict., social, 
political, economics and educational segregation. 
(2) Case Method : 
Case-analysis penetrates more deeply, though less widely, 
than surveys. It emphaiszes the individual, his life and his 
situation. The investigator studies the life history of individual by 
personal interviews. Somethimes, letters are addressed and 
answers secured on what people are likely to say, and what they 
think and feel. Incrasing use of this method is made in the field of 
medicine and crimonology. The drawback of the method is the 
possibility of generalisation from one case or on un sufficient 
member of cases. 
(3) Questionaire and Interview Method : 
A list of question are drewn up and a mumber of people are 
asked to answer them. Needless to say that the questions must not 
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be numerous and too personal in nature. The sample must be 
representative and adequate. The interview, as a research tool, is 
more or less similar to the questionnair. The drewback of both 
coloured by the personal bias of the investigator. In spite of the 
drawback, both these methods have proved to be useful in 
investigating even intimate aspects of human life. 
(4) Sociometry : 
It is a set of techniques designed in such a way as to 
measure in quantitative and diagrammatic terms attractions and 
repulsion in interpersonal relations. It is being increasingly used 
in the analysis of personality traits, social status and group 
structure. The method was first stated by J.I.Moreno. 
(5) Public Opinion Poll 
Public opinion poll are conducted to guage the beliefs, 
setiments, and sttitudes of the public on any given propoosition. 
The modern public opinion poll has made much headway since the 
early attempts at guaging public opinion. The great drawback of 
this method is that public opinion may be deliberately 
manipulated. 
(6) Genetic Method : 
The method tries to explain the phenomenon in terms of its 
origin. It attempts to explain how social facts have come to be 
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what they are in the light of history. The genetick method is 
indispensable for the study of society and social phenomenon. 
(7) Statistical Method : 
The genetic method is descriptive. It attempts to describe 
social changes. But, a mere description of social phenomena may 
not be adequate. The statistical method, on the other hand, 
attempts at finding the tendencies after careful counting of social 
facts. The statistical method is useful only where facts can be 
counted, e.g. population studies. It is world while remembering, 
however, that there are many things in social life which cannot be 
counted, e.g. intellegence, character, morality etc. In these fields, 
the statistical is not of much use. 
(8) Comparative Method : 
The essence of the method is comaprison, analysis and 
sifting of the relevant from the irrelevent, by varying the 
circumstances when examining the phenomenon. The procedure 
prescribed by the method can be compared to a number of 
photographs of a particular object taken by many cameras at a 
given time. The method was used by Tylor to bring the elements 
of social life which are functioning releted. One of the difficulties 
of the method is that the data may not be available in a 
comparable fashion. 
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(9) Typological Method : 
In a strict sense, this method is more a method of 
interpretation of facts than of investigation. The method requires 
the interpretationn of "any part of society, whether institution or 
ideology, in terms of what it does, rather than in terms of its 
utility or origin. It maintains that there are prerequsities for 
society to continue as a going concern. Shch conditions must 
obtain if society is needs are to be met". For example, the 
institution of family is not only a response to the sexual needs of 
individuals, but also to the need of the society for continual 
replacewment. It is the functions that are emphasised in this case. 
(10) Cont ra l -Group Method : 
For any community legislation is necessary. But before such 
a law is actually enforced, it will be better if the law is tried on a 
small section of the community. The section on which the law 
enforced is known as the experimental group. The section which is 
not subjects to the law is known as the controlled group. The 
experiment can be tried on several groups one by one and the 
results assesed before the law is enforced on the whole 
community. 
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BRANCHES OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY : 
The one of the older sciences that can be traced back to the 
Greeks is History. From the outest history has laid claim to a field 
co-extensive with human interests. But, until comparatively recent 
times, it has served the social sciences mainly through the 
material it afforded for the interpretation of Politics. In the last 
century, history has not only become for more rigorus in its 
scientific method, but it has extended its scope to the inclusion of 
the manifold phenomenon of human life-individual and mass 
phenomena as well as those if formal political organisation. 
History is the study of the -past development of human 
societies. It is a social science in the sense that it represents a 
systematic attempt to learn about and to verify past events, to 
relate them to one another, and to discover their influence in 
shaping our civilisation. 
To understand any social situation we must know what 
brought it about we cannot understand the present unless we know 
the past. History, however, coannot give us a complete 
explanation of how or why the present developed from the past; 
nor can it, with any certainity, predict the future. There are no 
genral principles or laws of historical development which make 
such prediction possible. 
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We often say that history repeats itself, but literally this is 
not true. All that we mena is that the events of one period oftern 
show resemblances to those of an earlier period. Frank Knight, of 
the University of Chicago, once defined history as "the non-
repetative aspects of human experience" would not be history. 
Thus history does not enable us to predict the future with 
any certainity, it does enable us to discover certain trends in the 
development of human societies. For example, a trend that has 
been operating for 200 years with increasing intensity is the 
sepread of Industrialism when such a trend has continued without 
diminution upto the present, we may reasonably expact it to 
continue for sometime into the future. However, we should always 
remember that historical trends sometimes change with unexpected 
rapidity. 
The subject history that was developing during the first two 
decades of 20th century was 'now' in the sense that it was 
stimulated and giuded by the ideas, perspective and methods of 
social sciences. It has also undergone the division of labour into 
which the political history was expanded into the cutltural history, 
economic history and intellectual history. 
JURISPRUDENCE : 
The second of the older social science is Jurisprudence. 
Even in primitive society certain customs hardened into rigid 
coercive relations that we call law. But, it was primarily the 
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Romans and later the English who were responsible for cultivating 
this science. The accommodation of the old legal forms to the new 
social habits was slow. Infact, that there were many who 
considered Jurisprendence as something independent if, unrelated 
to other social sciences. It is only in recent times that a change for 
the better has come. We are now recognising in an increasing 
measure the raciprocal relations of law and economics. We are 
beginning to realise the influence of criminal law of penology. 
More and more do we hear nowadays of social Jurisprendence. In 
short, modern Jurisprendence, abandoning its early clain to 
complete independence, has been definitely recognised as one of 
the social sciences. 
ANTHROPOLOGY : 
The first of the newer social sciences is Anthropology. The 
study of the early man, historic and prehistoric, became possible 
only after the rise of some of the natural sciences like Geology. 
The later progress in the study of still existing primitive groups 
broadened the comrehension of all manner of early customs while 
Anthropology succeeded in throwing light on early political, 
economic and legal conditions, it received in turn from these 
sciences many a valuable suggestion. 
Anthropology is often called "the science of man", or more 
precisely, "the science of groups of men and their behaviour and 
productions". In a sense anthropology is the broadest of the social 
sciences because it concerns itself not only with all aspect of 
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group behaviour, nut also with certrain aspects of the bodily 
development of man. It is both a social and biological science. As 
a biological science, anthropology is concenred with such 
problems as racial differences, the intreritence of bodily traits, the 
growth and decay of human organism, and the influence of the 
natural environment on the physical characterstics of man. 
Anthropology can thus be divided into two broad fields, cultural 
anthropology and physical anthropology. The two, however, are 
very closely related, because one of the tasks of anthropology is to 
show the relationship between man's physical traits and his 
socially aquired characterstics. 
Cultural anthropology in practice, has been mainly 
concerned with primitive or folk culture, we can, however, add 
much to our understanding of modern socities by comparing them 
with those of primitive peoples. The study of other socities helps 
us to look at out own society more impersonally, to become aware 
of its special characterstics, and to see its problems in 
perspective. 
In the early years of this century Anthropology was still 
largly a "collection's paradise and museum activity". Although 
some universities in the world had already established a chair in 
this subject. 
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PENOLOGY : 
The second of the newer social sciences is Penology. The 
old criminal law as barbaric as the conception of vengeance. 
Society revenged itself by putting the malefactor out of the way. 
But, it was recognised that attention must be paid not only to the 
rights of the group but also to the possiblities of the individual, 
the first step was taken towards a more theory of punishment and 
the science of Penology was taken. Modern Penology is coming 
into intemate relations with economic and social conditions in 
general, 
SOCIOLOGY : 
Sociology is of recent origin and has scarcely come of age 
even today. It is the most ambitious of all science because, in a 
sense, it is the most comprehensive. Sociology endeavours to 
probe for deeper into relations which govern human association in 
general than -what politics or Economics or Jurisprendence by to 
do. Sociology, in short, is the social science per excellence. Its 
comprehensive mess makes socialogy the most difficult of all the 
social sciences. Nor is it surprising that broad generalisation 
lacking adequate proofs still hold an important place in 
sociological theory. Nevertheless, sociology remains the most 
imported of human sciences. In general, socialogists avoid 
cenrtering their attention on those relationships which arte 
primarily economic or politcal. There is, however, a considerable 
amount of overlapping between sociology and cultural 
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anthropology, but the sociologist puts more emphasis on present 
day social re la t ionships than do most anthropologists. 
Sociologists attempt to discover the factors which derermine 
social organisation and behaviour. There are very much concerned 
with the study of the social inter action : 
(1) of individuals with one another 
(2) of individuals with groups and 
(3) of groups with one another. 
Among their special interests are such topics as personality 
development, social classes, race relations, community 
organisation, marriage and the family crime, and the structure and 
functioning of various types of small social groups. 
The major field of sociology as they have come to be 
defined in the course of research work since 1954 are : 
(1) Population and human Ecology 
(2) Social Organisation 
(3) Social Psychology and collective behaviour, 
viewed from stand point of concrete subject matter as 
distinguished from a more systematic and abstract perspective, 
there have emerged many other recognised fields : 
(1) Urban and Rural Sociology 
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(2) Sociology Disorganisation 
(3) Sociology of Industrial race relations. 
ETHICS : 
It is essentially social in origin. In a certain sense it is the 
most subline of all sciences. For the right ordering of moral life is 
the ultimate aim of all human endeavour. Though ethical conduct 
is primatrily a question of the Individual morality itself has been 
increasingly recognised as the resultant of social forces. Without 
the groups, there would have been no conception of right and 
wrong. The fact that it deals primarily with the individual and that 
social relations are not outside its scope, makes Ethics a social 
science in part. 
PHILOSOPHY : 
Philosophy in a certain sense, the forerunner of scinece, was 
long considered as something entirely independent. At least a few 
system of Philosophy have been modified by the social and 
political environment. The consequence is that not only does 
social phlosophy as such demand growing attention but that all 
philosophy lends a more willing ear to social dicussions. In this 
sense, Philosophy is a semi-social science. 
P S Y C H O L O G Y : 
Psychology is not usually regarded as a social science, 
because it deals entirely with the mind and personalituy of the 
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individual. Since, however, man is a social cretures, his 
personality is largly shaped by his social environment and his 
reactions largely relate to that environment. In other words 
pschology is mecessarily very closely associated with the social 
sciencs. It is becoming social in a double sense. 
(a)The Individual mechanism of mental processes is 
interpreted, in part at least, in temrs of a social 
environment. 
(b) Psycology deals with the though processes of the 
group as such, the is, of individual not simply as 
unconsiously influenced by others but as purposively 
cooperationg with others. 
Psycology was originally, and remained, untill the 20th 
century, the study of mind relying upon introspection as the 
principal method, underwent revolutionary change in the last half 
of 14 n century as a consequence of further knowledge of 
physiological and menrological bases of mental activlity and the 
introduction of experimentation. 
Psychology went beyond the introspective analysis of 
conciousness and came to be concerned principally with the nature 
and genesis of self, individual differences and the processes of 
behaviour. Psychologists became greatly interested in, 
comparative and abnormal psychology, child study, educational 
methods mental tests and the development of personality. 
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SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY : 
From the standepoint of view of social sciences, by for the 
most significant development diving the 60 years is the emergence 
of the social psychology as a more or less an autonomous 
discipline. It is a specialised field in which the interests of 
psychologists, socialogists and anthropologists meet. During the 
las 60 years it has made rapid progress through an enormous 
amount of regorous observation, and experimentation. 
Sociologists, anthropologists, linguistics, psychiatricts, educators 
and social workers richly contributed to it. Now we have more 
penetrating understanding of how the individual becomes a 
person, how he is moulded by the groups with their culture in 
which he participates, how public openion and social movements 
move. Closely related to these advance is the progress in 
psychiatry, which itself has become closely allied to the social 
sciences. The establishment of child guidence centres, growth of 
mental hygiene movements and the wide use of social 
psychological and psychiatric techniques in the two world wars, 
and in general the wide interest in nemotic, psychotic symptoms in 
personality, attest to the impact of these new ideas upon our 
civilisation. 
GEOGRAPHY : 
Geography begain as the study of the earth's surface, but it 
soon advanced to consideration of the territorial distribution both 
of natural and social phenomena. As such it is in an excellent 
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position to analyse the interaction between man and his social 
heritage, on the other. Thus, it can help the social sciences to 
explain the regional pecularities of human societies and 
institutions. 
ECONOMICS : 
Most people want more than they can be afford to buy. If a 
family buys one thing, they may not be able to afford something 
else they would like. The same is true of nations. Whether a 
nation is rich or poor, most of people it want more than they can 
afford. They seek better schools, more houses and stronger armed 
forces. The field of economics studies how the things people need 
and want are made and brought to them. It also studies how people 
and nations choose the things they buy among the many thing they 
want. 
Economists define economics as the study of how goods and 
services get produced and how they are distributed. By goods and 
services, economist mean everything that can be bought and sold. 
By produced, they mean the processing and making goods and 
services. By distributed, they mean the way goods and services are 
divided among people. Capital goods, completion, consumption 
distribution. Good and services, gross domestic product, gross 
national product, income, inflation, investment, labour force, 
monopoly, production, profits, standard of living supply and 
demand law etc. 
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Every nation must orgnise the production and distribution of 
goods and services wanted by the citizens. To do this, a nation's 
economic system must have solve the five basic problems : 
(1) what shall be product 
(2) how shall goods and services produces ? 
(3) who shall get the goods and services ? 
(4) how fast shall the economy grow ? 
(5) how shall allocate the resource ? 
Different economic system have developed because nations 
have never agreed on how to solve their basic economic problems. 
Three important economic systems today are : 
(1) capitalism, it is called capitalism because an 
individual can own land and such capitl as factories 
building, and rail roads. 
(2) Mixed economy invlove more government control and 
planning than do capitalist economy. In a mixed economy, 
the government own and run such improtent industries, as 
steel mills, coal mines and rail roads. 
(3) Communism is based on government ownership of 
mearly all productive resources. 
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In a purely communist country, the governement direct all 
important activity. 
EDUCATION : 
Education is the process by which people acquire 
knowledge, skills, habits, values or attitudess. The world 
education is also used to describe the result of the educational 
process. Education should help people become useful memebrs of 
society. It should also help them develop an appreciation of their 
cultural heritage and live more satisfying lives. The most common 
way to get on education is to attend school. But much education 
also takes place outside the classroom. 
Education involves both learning and teaching. Sometimes, 
people learn by teaching themselves. But they also learn with the 
help of other people, such as parents or teachers. Parents are a 
child's first and perhaps most important teachers. They teach heir 
childern attitudes, habits and values that help shape their charcter 
and remain with them throughout life. But few parents have either 
the time or ability to teach their children everythig they need to to 
know. Instead, they turned over many educational responsibilities 
to professional educators. 
Teachers and school have the chief responsibility for 
education. The organised institutions provides formal education. 
Learning the results from less organised institution is called 
informal education. Education also helped people adjust to 
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change. This benefit has become increasingly important because 
social changes today take place with increasing speed and affect 
the lives of more and more people. Education can help a person 
skills for adjusting to them. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE : 
Perhaps the earlist of the social sciences is politics, for the 
most important of human groups has, in general been the state. 
The state is not indeed the earliest group nor has it always been 
the most important. But, when scientific discussion arose in 
Greece, the chief concern of the Greek ages was political science 
because it dealt with the Polis, the highest from of the self 
governing common wealth. 
Political science deals with govenrment. In the broadest 
sense government includes all the social arrangements which 
maintain peace and order within a given society, which put 
pressure on individuals to conform to social patterns, and which 
provide for collective action for the common good, for example, in 
organising a military force, in building roads or in conserving 
natural resources. In a modern society political authority is 
centered in an institution which is called the state, or sometimes 
the nation-state. The state is the special phase of social order 
which political scientists single out for investigation. 
The major interest of political scientists are as follows : 
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(1) politics or the struggle for power among those who 
seek to control the state 
(2) laws and the ways in which they are created and 
interpreted 
(3) administration; or the organisation provided for 
enforcing laws and carrying out public policies 
(4) political theories of the nature and functions of the 
state 
(5) international relations, or the ways in which 
independent sovereign powers deal with one another in 
the world community of nations. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
COMMERCE, CEMENT INDUSTRY, PROLEBMS, CHURK 
FACTORY, MIRZAPUR 
1. Mohd. Yameen. Problems and prospects of Churk Cement 
Factory of Mirzapur (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, 
A.M.U.,1989, 91 p. Bibliography : p 84-89. Supervisor : 
Habib-ur-Rehman. 
The present study has been divided into four chapters. The 
first chapter contains an over-view of cement industry of India. 
Second chapter is intended to study the growth and development 
of Churk Cement Factory of Mirzapur. The third chapter is 
devoted to critically examine the various problems confronting the 
Churk Cement Factory. The forth is an attempt to deal with the 
prospoects of Churk cement Factory. 
—- , MARKETING, ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INDIA 
2. Guldraz Ahmad. Marketing Problems of Consumer 
Electronic Product in India (M.Phil). Department of 
Commerce, A.M.U. 1990, 138 p. Bibliography : p 135-138. 
Supervisor : Shareef-ur-Rehman. 
The study has been divided into five chapters. In the first 
chapter an attempt has been made to discuss the growth and 
development of electronics industry in India. The secons chapter 
deals to highlight the problems of electronics industry in India. 
The third chapter is devoted the prospects of electronic industry at 
the national level. The forth chapter is meant for the analysis fo 
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consumer electronic industry in India. The fifth chapter is 
confined to the discussion of the marketing problems of consumer 
electronic products in India. 
, SHIPPING, DEVELOPMENT, INDIA 
3. Ahmad Hussain. Study of the development of Shipping in 
India (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 1993. 109 
p. Bibliography : p. 103-109. Supervisor : Nafees Baig. 
The work has been divided into three chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the role and significance of transport in general 
and shipping transport in particular. In the second chapter, the 
pattern of growth and development has been shown during the 
plans period. The third chapter highlights the various problems 
which are responsible for the retarted development of Indian 
Shipping. 
, TOURISM, ORGANISATION, INDIA, TOURISM 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
4. Aftab Alam. Organisation and working of ITDC (India 
Tourism Development Corporation) (M.Phil). Department of 
Commerce, A.M.U.1994. 167 p. Bibliograpgy. P.159-167. 
Supervisor : Javed Alam. 
The study has been divided into five chapters. In the first 
chapter, it is observed that India's Tourism is not of merely an 
extensive nature but to some extent it is an attractive and 
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traditional structure of ITDC, which is an implementing agency of 
India's Tourism, under the aegis of the Department of Toursim. 
The third chapter examines the role of ITDC in the promotion of 
Tourism. In the fourth chapter, has been emphasised and stipulates 
the determination of future course of action. In this chapter entire 
ITDC's planning prospects and contribution has been discussed. 
, TRADE, FOREIGN, EXPORT POLICY, INDIA 
5. Abdus Salam Critical study of export policy of India 
since 1970(M.phil.).Department of Economic of 
A.M.U.1992. 109p. Bibliography. plOO-109 Supervisor: 
Abdul Wahab. 
The presnt study is divided into three chapters. Chapters 
first examine the importance of exports in Indian economy in the 
background of theoritical and historical relationship between 
export second and economic development. India's export 
experience since 1970-71 is reviewed in chapter second. An 
attempthas been made in this chapter to analyse and evaluate 
India's export performance both at the macro and micro level 
.India's export performance is also reviewed in the context of the 
country 's import performance as well as in relation to world 
exports. India's export policy during the period under the review 
in evaluate in chapter third. 
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- --, , , , INDIA 
6. Farooqui, Tauqir Alam, India's exports to selected Asian 
Countries during nineteen seventies (M.Phil). Department of 
Economics, A.M.U. 1990. 140 p. Bibliography : p.130-140. 
Supervisor : Kishwar Shabbir. 
India's export performance to the selected ASEAN 
(Malaysia, Singapore) countries. Present study is limited to the 
performance, problems of India's exports in this market.To some 
extent study will also analyse, the economic situation in these 
countries particularly the position of import requirements so that a 
solid foundation could be laid for closer economic co-operation 
depending on mutual economic benefits. 
, , , INDIA-JAPAN 
7. Imran Saleem. Study of Indo-Japan trade since fifth five 
year plan (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 1990. 
94 p. Bibliography : p.89-94. Supervisor : Ishrat H.Farooqui. 
The work has been divided into four chapters. In chapter one 
Indo-Japan trade is seen in the world perspective. In the second 
chapter evolution of Indo-Japan trade is studied with important 
events that have taken place and have had substanicial effets on 
Indo-Japan Trade. Third chapter presents and analytical view of 
trends in the value of bitoleral trade. Forth chapter deals with the 
compositional shifts in Indo-Japan trade. 
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, TRANSPORTATION, RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT, 
INDIA 
8. Gupta, Durgesh Nandini. Development of Railways in 
India since 1951 (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, 
A.M.U. 1985. 82p. Bibliography : p 77-82. Supervisor : 
Nafees Baig. 
This dissertation is divided into four chapters. The first 
chapter provides an introduction to the historical development of 
railways in India. In the second chapter an attempt has been made 
to put into focus the changes in railways policy during plan record 
with special reference to passenger and goods traffic. The third 
chapter provides a practical approach to some of the railways 
problems with suitable suggestions and recommendations. 
-, , ROAD, BIHAR 
9. Iqbal Sayeed. Development of road transport in the state 
of Bihar during plan period (M.Phil). Departemnt of 
Commerce, A.M.U. 1992. 83 p. Bibliography : p.81-83. 
Supervisor : Nafeees Baig. 
. The work has been divided into three chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the development aspects of road transport in 
India. In the second chapter, an attempt has been unable to 
examine and analyse the general development of road transport in 
Bihar. The third chapter is devoted to make a critical study of the 
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working and management of the Bihar State Road Transport 
Corporation. 
ECONOMICS, AGRICULTURE, PRICES, INDIA 
10. Nisar Ahmad. Trends of agriculture prices in India since 
independence (M.Phil.). Department of Economics, 
AMU. 1986.p. 154. Bibliography: p. 145-154. Supervisor: 
Kishwar Shabbir. 
Analysing the long-term behaviour of agricultural prices. The 
effort is find out how agricultural prices have behaved since 
independence, especially since the beginning of economic 
planning, how much economic planning has been able to change 
the structure of food prices and to what extent has it been able to 
bring about stability in prices. The purpose of present study is 
also to examine various factors that affect the agricultural prices. 
- , , PRODUCTION, SPICES, INDIA 
11 . Mohd.Tufail. Production trends of spices in India 
(M.Phil.). Department of commerce, AMU. 1989.151 p. 
Bibliography: p. 144-151. Supervisor: Badar Iqbal. 
Study contains seven chapters. In the first chapter an attempt has 
been made to study the historical background in chronological 
order with a view to give in clearcut picture on the evolution 
spices. The second chapter is devoted to an examination of the 
socio- economic significance of spices. Third, fourth, fifth, sixth 
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and seventh chapter studies the climate, soil and varieties of black 
peeper, cardamon, chillies, jinger and turmeric. 
, —, -, SUGERCANE, U.P. 
12 . Abu Sama, Mohd. t r ends in production of sugercane in 
U.P.(M.Phil.). Department of Economics, AMU. 1989. 127 p. 
Bibliography: p. 120-127. Supervison: Kishwar Shabbir. 
The study is divided into five chapters. The first chapter deals 
with trends of Area and production of sugercane in India. Pattern 
and distribution of area and production for different important 
crops have also been analysed. In the second chapter trends of 
area, production and productivity of sugarcane in various states 
have been analysed to highlight the importence of Uttar Pradesh. 
Chapter third deals with trends of area production and 
productivity of sugarcane in u.p. The whole state has been divided 
into five economic regions. Trends of area, production and 
productivity of- wheat and paddy in the state have also been 
analysed. Chapter fourth discusses the sugar and sugarcane policy 
in detail. Chapter fifth analyses the various factors affecting 
sugarcane production. 
, , , TOBACO, PRICES, FARRUKHABAD 
13 . Mushtaq Ahmad. Production and prices of Tobacco in 
District Farrukhabad (M. Phil.). Department of 
Economics,AMU. 1990.94p. Bibliography : p. 89-94. 
Supervisor: Abdul Mannan Siddiqui. 
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The work has been divided into four chapters. The first chapter 
deals with the trends of tobacco area, tobacco production and 
tobacco productivity in all the the seels and trends of tobacco and 
potato prices of the district. Chapter second deals with the impact 
of price and non- price variables on tobacco acreage by using the 
multiple regression analysis. Chapter third discusses the 
marketing of raw tobacco in district Farrukhabad. Chapter four 
deals with agricultural price policy and tobacco policy. 
,-- - , role of BANKING, LAND DEVELOPMENT 
BANK, ALIGARH 
14 . Asif Ali Khan. Role of the Land Development Bank in 
the agricultural development of Aligarh district (M.Phil.). 
Department of comerce AMU. 1988. 69p. Bibliography: p. 
65-69. Supervisor: Mahfoozur Rehman. 
Role of the Land Development Bank in the agricultural 
development of Aligarh. This dissertation has been divided into 
four chapters. They are:(l) Problem of agriculture sector in 
Aligarh District. (2) Finencing agencies of the District which 
extend help to agriculture sector.(3) The role of the land 
Development Bank.(4) Apprisal of the situation. 
, --, TECHNOLOGY, SHAHJAHANPUR 
15. Siddiqui, Idris. Modernisation of agriculture in selected 
villages of Shahjahanpur (M.Phil.). Department of 
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Economics, AMU. 1986. 76 p. Bibliography: p. 73-76. 
Supervisor: Kishwar Shabbir. 
The present study aims at finding out the impact of modernisation 
on agricultural out put in four villages Viz. Bhawalphera, Bernai, 
Shahganj and Katia in district Shahjahanpur, Uttar Pradesh. 
, BANKING, COOPERATIVE BANK, ALIGARH 
16. Mohd. Riaz. Study of the working of central cooperative 
Bank of Aligarh (M.Phil.). Department of commerce, AMU. 
1990. 110 p. Bibliography: p. 105-110. Supervisor: 
Mahfoozur Rahman. 
The study has been presented in five chapters. The first chapter 
gives an extensive profile of growth and development of 
cooperative movement in u.p. with special reference to Aligarh 
District. The second chapter deals with origin and growth of the 
Aligarh District central cooperative Bank. The Bank was 
established in 1916 and now has seventeen branches in the 
Dictrict. The third chapter presents a detailed study of the 
finencial resources of the Bank. The fourth chapter discusses the 
loan operation of the Bank. The fifth chapter deals with the 
management system of the Bank, which comprise the general body 
and a board of Directors and a committee of management. 
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,MUSLIMS 
17. Mohd.Hassan Concept of co-operation and and 
relevence to the Muslim society (M.phil).Department of 
Commerce , A.M.U. 1989. 118.p. Biblioography:p-l 11-
118.Supervisior :Samiuddin. 
Relevance of the principle of co-operation and how far they have 
been drawn from Islam or in other words how far islamic principle 
have influenced the philosophy of the co-operative movement.The 
present study has been divided in four chapters .The first chapter 
deals with Muslim society and Co-operation.The third chapter 
deals with the Islamic laws and co-operation.The fourth chapter 
deals with cooperation and Islam and the fifth with co-operation 
and its relevence with Muslim society. 
, ,ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BANK, role in 
DEVLOPMENT 
18 . Nighat Ahmad .Islamic Development Bank and its role 
in the development of member countries (M.phil.). 
Department of Economics, A.M.U. 1989. 138 p. 
Bibliography: p 137-138. Supervision M.A.Raz. 
Evaluate the working of IDB,firstly as financial institution 
working on non-conventional banking principle and secondly as an 
agency catering to the credit needs of the less developed 
countries.The subject matter of the study has been discussed in 
five chapters. The first chapter deals with the principle of Islamic 
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banking as these from the basis of financial transactions 
conducted by I.D.B. In the second chapter the formation,structure 
and function of the I.D.B. have disscussed as well as the 
operations conducted by it during the period under review.In the 
third chapter details have been given on the the diffent types of 
financial assistance rendered by the I.D.B.to member countries. In 
the fourth chapter an analysis has been made regarding assistance 
provided to individual member countries and the possible impact 
of these operation on their economics. In the last section of the 
present study ,some observation have been made regarding the 
func t ion ing of I.D.B. 
, ,LEAD BANK,CANARA BANK,ALIGARH. 
19. Abdul Khalique Lead Bank Scheme:a case study of 
Canara Bank in Aligarh district.(M.phil.).Department of 
Economics, A.M.U. 1991. 155p. Bibliography p-144-155. 
Supervisor :A.Z.Rizvi. 
Lead bank providing finance to different sectors of the 
economy for alround development of the district.The study is 
divided into four chapters.The first chapter deals with the 
geographical location of the Aligarh District , its climatic 
conditionand the administrative set up. It also deals with the 
importance of agriculture and industries in the district economy. 
Chapter second explain the various bankable scheme falling under 
agriculture and allied activities, village and cottage industries and 
tertiary sector activities. Chapter third deals with the historical 
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sketch of the Canara bank, its performance in Aligarh District in 
matter related to branch expansion, mobilisation of saving and 
bank leading .Chapter fourth examine the performance of Canara 
Bank and other nationalised and non-nationalised financial 
institution in financing various schemes under priority sectors. 
, ,WORLD BANK, role in ENERGY PROJECTS, 
INDIA 
20. Mohammed Mansoor.Role of the world bank in the 
development of energy projects in india (M.Phil.). Department 
of Commerce, A.M.U. 1985. 81p. Bibliography:p.75-81. 
supervisor :Nafees Baig . 
The present work has been divided into three chapetrs .The first 
chapters has been devoted to examine the socio-economic 
significance of energy in India and its role in the advanced of 
different sector of our economy such as agriculture sector, 
Industries sector and transport sector etc. Chapter second analysis 
the role of foreign capital in economic development of 
India.chapter third access the role of World Bank Group in the 
economic development of energy projects in India and pinpoints 
the terms and conditions of loans. It also examine their 
contribution in this regard. 
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,CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT, CONSUMER CO-
OPERATION, ALIGARH. 
21. Ansari, Ather Pervez. consumer Co-operation in Aligarh 
(M.phil.). Department of Commerce, A.M.U.1988. 57 p. 
Bibliography : p55-57. Supervisor : Samiuddin. 
The dissertation has been divided into four chapters.Chapter 
first deals with Consumer co-operation chapter second discuss 
planning in primary consumer co-operation. And chapter third 
highlights consumer co-operation in u.p.And lastly chapter fourth 
deals with primary consumer co-operative stores (Aligarh). 
, ,MARKETING, ALIGARH. 
22. Beg, Mirza Rehan. Study of the growth and development 
of co-operatives in Aligarh (M.phil). Department of 
Commerce, A.M.U. 1990. 221p. Bibliography: p.210-221. 
Supervisor : Samiuddin. 
The study has been presented in six chapter. The first 
chapter gives an extensive profile of Aligarh district relating to 
the economic conditions, infrastructural facilities in the district as 
well as historical background. The second chapter deals with 
origin and growth of the co-operative movement in India with 
special reference to Aligarh district. The Third chapter present the 
progress and development and preference of Agriculture Credit 
Societies in the Aligarh.The fourth chapter deals with the 
evolution of progress, working and performance of Aligarh 
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District Central Co-operative Bank Ltd . The fifth chapter presents 
the functioning of Land Development Bank in India. The sixth 
chapter deals with the evolution of non-agriculture Credit 
Societies in India. 
, , , BIJNORE 
23. Choudhary, Mohd. Amir. Growth of co-operative 
Institution in Bijnore District. (M.phil). Deprtment of 
Commerce, A.M.U. 1993. 89 p. Bibliography: p.81-89. 
Supervisor: Samiuddin. 
The present study has been divided into four chapters. The 
first chapter deals with the origin and growth of Co-operative 
Movement in uttar pradesh with reference to district Bijnore .The 
second chapter is devoted towards the Agricultural Cooperative 
Credit Societies in Bijnore District. The third chapter discuss the 
working of the Bijnore Central Co-operative Bank. Fourth chapter 
is devoted to the Land Development Bank. This bank has playing 
significant role in financing long term agriculture projects. 
, ECONOMIC PLANNING, INDUSTRIAL POLICY, 
INDIA 
24. Irafan Ahmad. Critical appreciation of the 1991 
Industrial Policy of India (M.phil.). Department of 
commerce, A.M.U. 1993. 124p. Bibliography :pl20-124. 
Supervisor : Mushtaque Ahmad. 
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Contribution of industrial policy towards the rapid Industrial 
Growth and development of the nation. The work has been divided 
into four chapters.The first chapter highlights briefly the role of 
Industrial policy in relation to developing nation along with its 
socio-economic significance. The second chapter discuss the 
origin and the historical of Industrial Policy during the plan 
period and focusses attention on the post-independence industrial 
policy. The third chapter examine the New Industrial Policy of 
1991 with special reference Industrial Licensing, Foreign 
investment, Foreign Technology Agreements, Public Sector 
Policy. In the fourth chapter, an attempt has been made to make a 
critical appreciation of the Industrial Policy of 1991. 
, , ISLAMIC REPUBLIC, IRAN 
25. Parsayan, Abbas. Commercial policy of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran(M.phiL). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 
1989 179j>. Bibliography, pl74-179. Supervisor: Shah 
Mohammad Waseem. 
Role of commercial policy in the economic development of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran.The dissertation is divided into three 
chapters.The first chapter deals with the salient features of the 
Iranian Economy and the changes during the pre and post 
revolution periods.The second draws attention towards the 
commercial policy of Iran's dependence on the United State and 
other western countries.The third chapter also focusses on the 
commercial policy of Iran during the post revolution period, i.e. 
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1979-85. The Islamic country's neither east nor west policy role is 
discussed in the diversification of direction and composition of 
foreign trade. 
, INDUSTRY, LABOUR, SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, 
ALIGARH 
26. Rajiv Mohan. Socio-economic survey of casual labourers 
in Aligarh City (M.Phil). Department of Economics, A.M.U. 
1991. 87 p. Bibliography : p 85-87 Supervisor : Kishwar 
Shabbir. 
Facts related to the variety of problems faced by casual 
labourers in commercially Industrial urban areas. The present 
survey study has been classified into four chapters. The first 
chapter is introductory, which comprehensively covers background 
of casual workers. In the second chapter results of the present 
survey got from the analusis of statistics collected in present 
study. The third chapter describes the inplications of these reuslts 
on the social and economic life of casual labourers rendering their 
services in Aligarh city. And, also on the labour market of 
Aligarh. 
, , , TRADE UNIONS, COTTON 
TEXTILE, KANPUR 
27. Ghazala Saghir. Trade unions in cotton textile industry 
in Kanpur (M.Phil). Department of Economics, A.M.U. 
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1988. 45 p. Bibliography : p. 42-45. Supervisor : Aulad 
Ahmad Siddiqui. 
Functioning of trade unions in Kanpur. The work has been 
devided into three chapters. Chapter first discuss the major trade 
uniouns in the cotton textile industry in Kanpur. Chapter second 
describes the welfare programes taken buy the trade unions, 
employers and the government for the workers, chapter third 
discusses the important methods used for the settlement of 
industrial disputes. 
, , SMALL-SCALE, ALIGARH 
28. Izhar Ahmad. Small Scale Industries of Aligarh 
(M.Phil). Department of Economics, A.M.U. 1985. 55 p. 
Bibliography : p 50-55 Supervsor : Aulad Ahmad Siddiqui. 
This smal-scale industries of Aligarh a survey of seven 
blocks in different part of city have been conducted. The blocks 
covered under survey are located in old city i.e. in upper kote, 
Achal Taal, Khirni Gate, Delhi Darwaza, Bania Para, because the 
laregest number of unorganiseed manufacturing industries are 
located in these areas. The survey schedule contains 10 parts. Part 
I; Identification of enterprise Part II; details of operation. Part III; 
countains inventory of fixed asses; Part IV; Information regarding 
inventory of working capital, Part V; oustanding loans at theend 
of year from any financial institution, Part VI; average 
employment, Part VII; quantity and value of raw materials, Part 
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VIII; contain information regarding quantity and value of product 
etc. Part IX; quantity of product and value rold during the year 
were recorded, Part X; extra information regarding enterprises. 
—- , INDUSTRILISATION, ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL 
FINANCE CORPORATION, INDIA 
29. Ansari, Saghir Ahmad. Role of I.F.C. in Industrtial 
development of India (M.Phil). Department of Economics, 
A.M.U. 1986. 138 p. Bibliography : p 130-138 supervisor : 
Kishwar Shabbir. 
Contribution made by IFCI toward Industrial development in 
India and its role in it. The study is divided into four chapters. 
First chapter deals with the provission of industial finance in 
India. In the second chapter, an assesment of the overall 
operations of IFCI has been made. The third chapter examines the 
role of IFCI in financing the various industries in India. Apart 
from its projects financing operations, IFCI has also undertaken a 
promotional measure to accelerate the process of Industrialisation 
in the country. This promotional role of IFCI has been analysed in 
the forth chapter. 
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, INSURANCE , LIFE INSURANCE, BUSINESS, INDIA 
30. Mohammad Talha. Study of development of life 
insurance business in India since 1956 (M.Phil). Department 
of Economics, A.M.U. 1986 104 p. Bibliography : p. 98-104. 
Supervisor : Nafees Baig. 
Importance of life insurance business as an institution which 
plays an important role in balanced and integrated socio-economic 
development of the country. The present work has been divided 
into four chpaters. In the first chapter an attempt has been made to 
study the historical background of life insurance business in India. 
The second chapter is devoted to an examination of the pattern of 
grouwth of life insurance business in India since nationalisation. 
In the third chpater, the problems and challenges of life insurance 
business have been analysed. 
, LABOUR, ORGANISATION, INTERNATIONAL 
LABOUR ORGANISATION 
31. Fateh Mohd. Origin, objectives and performance of 
International Labour Organisation (M.Phil). Department of 
Economics, A.M.U. 148 p. Bibliography : p 146-148. 
Supervisor : Mohd. Yusuf. 
Origin, objects an performanc of ILO. The present 
dissertation included five chapters. In chapter first the hisrorical 
background and upto-date development of the International Labour 
Organisation outlined. The chapter second describes the structure 
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of the organisation-Governing Body, International Labour 
Conference, and International Labour Office and also the 
membership of the ILO and financeial resource of the 
organisation. Chapter third examines the objectives and in detail 
the function of the organisation. Chapter forth contains the 
importance of the main areas of ILO's work such as human rughts, 
human resources and employment, conditions of work and social 
policy, social security, industial relations, women children and 
young persons, education research and tranning activities etc. 
— , , TRANING PROGRAMMES, RAILWAY 
WORKERS, NORTHERN ZONE 
32. Qureshi, Tariq. Training programmes of Railway 
workers in Northern Zone since 1952 (M.Phil). Department 
of Economics, A.M.U. 1993. 102 p. Bibliography : p 94-102. 
Supervisor : Nafees baig. 
The dissertation is devided into five chapters. Chapters first 
deals with the problems of personnel and manpower planning in 
India Railways. Chapter second deals with the socio-economic 
significance of railways workers training and its role in imporving 
the performance of railways is also discussed. Chapter third has 
been devoted to the stury of the role of training programmes to the 
workers in the railways with special reference to northern zone. 
The impact of training on the efficiency of northern railways has 
been dicsussed in chpate forth. 
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, , WELFARE POLICIES, GOVERNMENT, U.P. 
33. Gohar Anjum. Critical review of labour welfare policies 
of the Government of U.P. (M.Phil). Department of 
Economics, A.M.U. 1990. 120 p. Bibligraphy : p 115-120. 
Supervisor : Masood Ali. 
Strength and weakness of the existing provisions for the 
welfare of eomployees in U.P. the dissertation has been divided 
into four chapters they are: ( l)Labour Welfare A Conceptional 
Frame Work (2) Labour Welfare in India (3)Labour Welfare 
Schemes of U.P. (4) Impact of Labour Welfare Scheme in U.P. 
—- , LAND amd PROPERTY, LAND REFORMS, IRAN 
34. Ahmad Ali. Land Reform programme in Iran (M.Phil). 
Department of Economics, A.M.U. 1987. 117 p. 
Bibliography p 112-117. Supervisor : Mohd. Yusuf. 
The work has been divided into five chapters. First chapter 
deals with economic background of Iran and examines in detail the 
agrarian chonditons. Second chapter discusses in detail system of 
land tenure in Iran in respect of share-cropping system and 
security of tenure. The objectives and implementation of land 
reform law of 1962 under three phases has been analysed in 
chapter third. The effect of land reform programme about 
owenership of land and size of holding, agricultural production 
and pruductivity, income, distribution of rural and urban 
population, are duscussed in chapter four. 
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MANUFACTURE, BRASSWARE INDUSTRY, 
MORADABAD 
35. Mohd. Sajid. Development of Brassware Industry of 
Moradabad (M.Phil). Department of Economics, A.M.U. 
1989 105 p. Bibliography : p 99-105. Supervisor : Shane 
Ahmad Naqvi. 
Focus the various problems ratarding the growth of this 
industry. The study has been divided into five chapters. First 
chapter deals with the origin and growth of the brassware industry 
of Moradabad. The second chapter is devoted to the analysis of the 
role of various agencies of the development of the Industry. Third 
chapter tries to analyse the of Brassware Industry in the economic 
development. The forth chapter brings out to date analysis and 
interpretations of the industry. The fifth chapter attemts to analyse 
problems faced by Brassware Industry of Moradbad. 
, , CARPET INDUSTRY, BHADOHI 
36. Basheerul Haque. Study of carpet industry of Bhadohi 
(M.Phil). Deparement of Economics, A.M.U. 1990 122 p. 
Bibliography : p 111-122. Supervisor : Samiuddin. 
The present study has been divided into four chapters. The 
first chapter in a historical background of carpet industry. The 
second chapter deals with growth and development of carpet 
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industry in Bhadohi as well as export performance of carpet. In 
third chapter, an effort has been made to explain the role of 
government organisations, their functins, and problems of carpet 
industry in Bhadohi have been analysed in forth chapter. 
- —, , COTTON INDUSTRY, KANPUR 
37. Munawar Sultana. Study of Cotton Textile Mills of 
Kanpur (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 1989. 
124 p. Bibliography : p 120-125. Supervisor : Samiuddin. 
The present study has been divided into six chapters. The 
first chapter highlights the historical background of cotton textile 
industry of India with the particular reference to Kanpur Cotton 
Texitle Mills. The second chapter deals with the policies 
announced by the government of India increase the production of 
cloth. The third chpater concenred with brief history of all the 
nine cotton textile mills of Kanpur and their pattern of growth and 
developmennt. .Forth chapter highlights the role of Kanpur Textile 
Association and Uttar Pradesh Government. The fifth chapter 
deals with the role of Texitle Association, U.P. Government and 
Labour Union towards the problems of labour in cotton textile 
mills of Kanpur. The sixth chapter has been devoted to identify 
the problems of cotton textile mills of Kanpur. 
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—-, , DIAMOND INDUSTRY, PRODUCTION, 
INDIA 
3 8. Tarique Imam. Growth pattern of diamond Industry in 
India (M.Phil). Department of commerce, A.M.U. 1993. 73 
p. Biblliography : p 64-73. Supervisor : Badar Alam Iqbal. 
Different trends in the world rough diamonds production, 
world and India's diamond pruductin and exports. The present 
dissertation has been divided into three chapter. The first chapter 
highlight the Indian diamond in world perspective. Second chapter 
analyses the growth pattern of Indian Diamond Industry its 
texation pattern, trends in important exports of diamonds. Third 
chapter examines the major constraints affecting the growth and 
development of Indian diamond industry with special reference to 
exports. 
, , FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY, AGRA 
39. Mohd. Asif. Enterpersonal performance of foot wear 
industy of Agra (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 
1992. 211 p. Bibliography : p 187-211. Supervisor : Mohd. 
Farooqui. 
Socio-economic geographical and occupational background 
of entreprenuers, and to judge the impact of these factors on the 
performance of the entrepreneurs in footwear industry of Agra. 
The dissertation is divided into three chapters. Chapter first 
throws a light on the history and evolution of footwear industry of 
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Agra, production capacity and export performance of the industry. 
Chapter second deals with the performance of the entrepreneurs in 
footwear industry in Agra. Chapter third, is concerned with the 
problem area of footwear industry in Agra. 
, , HANDLOOM INDUSTRY, DEVELOPMENT, 
UTTAR PRADESH. 
40. Adeel Ahmad. Development of Handloom Industry in 
U.P. (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 1988 135 
p. Bibliography : p 130-135. Supervisor : Ali Safdar Husain. 
The dissertation is divided into six chapters. In the first 
chapter, it has been highlights that U.P. is endowed with natural 
resources to sustain and develop industries in the rural areas of 
the state. The second chapter has drawn attention to the labour 
intensive industries which the state, in cooperation with 
population, can manage to start without committing massive 
capital, and foremost of them being the handlooms. Third chapter 
elaborated the historical role of the handloom. The problem of 
financing, inadequate supply of raw materials, absence of 
marketing facilities etc have heen dealt upon in forth chapter. The 
fifth chapter outlines the direction of the state 's efforts and 
allocative pariorities in the budget. The sixth chapter categorically 
puts forth the problems and the suggestions for the political 
thinkers and the economist to pounder over. 
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, MUSLIMS , GORAKHPUR 
41. Armanullah. Study of problems and performance of 
Muslims enterpreneurs in handloom industy of Gorakhpur 
(M.Phil). Department of Commerce, A.M.U. 1992. 207 p. 
Bibliography : p. 200-207. Supervisor : Sammiuddin. 
Focus the various problems causing the decline of handloom 
industry owned by muslim enterpreneurs. The study has been 
divided into five chapters. The first chapter deals with the concept 
of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship. The second chapter deals 
with the origin and growth of handloom industry in India. Third 
chapter studies the.growth and development of handloom industry 
in U.P. Forth chapter analyse s the performance of Muslim 
enterpreneurs in handloom industry of Gorakhpur. The fifth 
chapter deals with the problems of mslims enterpreneurs in 
handloom industry of Gorakhpur. 
,
 r , HEAVY DRUGS INDUSTRY, INDIA 
42. Khaliq Ahmad. Problems and prospects of Heavy Drugs 
Industry in India (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, 
A.M.U. 1985. 102 p. Bibliography : p 96-102. Supervisor : 
Abdul Farooq. 
In the first chapter, an attempt has been made to study the 
present as well as the past trends in production in monetary as 
well as in physical terms, pricing mechanism prevailing in the 
industry and the research and developmennt activities undertaken. 
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In the second chapter developments during plan perid have been 
reviewed. In the third chapter, 33 major pharmaceutical companies 
share in terms of production, export and inverstment has been 
analysed. In chapter forth, the percentage expenditure incurred by 
the companies on research and develeopment activities has been 
given. In the last chapter, the problems faced by the manufacturers 
of the drugs as well as by the consumers have been identified and 
their possible solutions have been suggested. 
, , JUTE INDUSTRY, INDIA 
43. Ansari, Mohd. Zakaria. Grwath pattern of Jute Industry 
in India (M. Phil.). Department of Commerce,AMU 1991, 
135 p. Bibliography, p. 130-135. Supervisor : Ali Safdar 
Hussain. 
The present study in undertaken to examine the main 
problems of the jute industry. The dissertation is divided into 
three chapters they are: (1 in t roduct ion to Jute Textile Industry of 
India (2)Growth pattern of Jute Textile Industry (3) Problems 
faced by the Jute Textile Industry. 
, , LEATHER INDUSTRY, U.P. 
44. Mahmood Alam. Problems and prospects of Leather 
Industry in U.P. (M.Phil.) Department of Commerce, AMU, 
1991. 178 p. Bibliography: p. 175-178. Supervisor : Ziaul 
Ghani. 
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The main objective of the present study is to identify the 
problem of different facts of leather Indusstry in U.P. viz. 
Flaying, carcass recovery and by product utilisation training and 
finishing, and production of leather goods. The present study is 
divided into four chapters. The first chapter present an over view 
of leather industry in India. Second chapter deals with the origin 
and growth of leather industry in Uttar Pradesh. Third chapter is 
concerned with problems and prospects of leather Industry in 
Uttar Pradesh. Forth chapter focuses on the role of Govt, 
organisation in the development of leather industry of Uttar 
Pradesh. 
, , LOCK INDUSTRY, ALIGARH 
45. Faridi, Iffat. Lock manufacturing industry in Aligarh 
(M.Phil.) Department of Economics, AMU. 1986, 110 p. 
Bibliography : p. 97-110. Supervisor : Mohd. Shabbir. 
The present study deals with lock manufacturing Industry in 
Aligarh. The subject matter of the study has been discussed in five 
chapters. In the first chapter a general view of the small scale 
industries has been given, their significant contribution in Indian 
economy has been discussed. In chapter second, an economic 
profile of U.P., position and contribution of small scale Industries 
in the state has been briefly discussed. Chapter third presents a 
brief history of the Aligarh Lock Industry has been evaluated, 
highlighting the different aspects of production. Chapter fourth 
highlights the financial and marketing structure of lock industry, 
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the problem related to them and their remedies. Chapter fifth 
deals with the technical problems of the Industry. 
, , , ALIGARH 
46. Haseeb Khan. Problems and prospects of Lock Industtry 
of Aligarh (M.Phil.) Department of Commerce, AMU. 1989. 
140 p. Bibliography : p. 130-14-. Supervisor : Asif Ali 
Khan. 
The present thesis deals with problems and prospects of Lock 
Industry of Aligarh. The dissertation has been divided into four 
chapter they are : (1) Problems and prospects (2)Organisational 
constitution of Aligarh Lock Industry (3) Financial problems of 
Aligarh Lock Industry (4) Cost Revenue Analysis of Aligarh Lock 
Industry. 
, PUBLIC SECTOR, HfcON arid. STEEL INDUSTRY, 
PRODUCTION 
47. Abdul Qayyum, Problems of Producting in Public Sector 
Iron and Steel Indusry (M.Phil). Department of Commerce, 
AMU. 1984. 140 p. Bibliography : p.. 130-140 . Supervisor : 
Mohd. Asif Ali. 
The dissertation has been divided into four chapters. The 
first chapter is concerned with the growth and development of 
social Industry in India. In the second chapter, an attempt has 
been made to evolve an appropriate methodology for the 
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measurement of productivity of Iron and steel Industry. The third 
chapter deals with an appraisal of performance of Iron and steel 
industry. The fourth chapter basically presents an analysis of 
productivity changes in the essential inputs of the Industry, 
namely, Man, Material and Capital. 
, ORGANISATION INDUSTRY, BHARAT HEAVY 
ELECTRONICS LTD., WORKING 
48. Yunus AH. Study of organisation and working of Bharat 
Heavy Electronics Ltd. (M.Phil.). Department of Commerce, 
AMU. 1994, 119 p. Bibliography : 112-119. Supervisor : 
Nafees Baig. 
The present study contains three chapters. The first chapter 
is exclusively devoted to unable an in-depth study of concept of 
the organisational setup. Th second chapter briefly takes up the 
task of throwing light on growth and development aspects of 
BHEL since its* inception. The second chapter also explains the 
organistional structure of BHEL. In the third chapter effeorts have 
been made to critically analyse the working and perforence of 
BHEL. 
, , — , FERTILISER CORPORATION 
WORKING, INDIA 
49. Abdul Quadeeer. Study of the working of fertiliser 
corporation of India (FCI) (M.Phil.) Department of 
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Commerce, AMU. 1986 202 p. Bibliography : p. 201-202. 
Supervisor : Abdul Farooq. 
The disseerttion has been divided into five chapters. In the 
first chapter, the fertiliser Industry and its historical perspective, 
the importence of fertilisers and Government's role in its 
promotion has been summed up to highlight the importance of the 
problem. The second chapter is devoted to stud the plantwise 
production capacity of FCI plants. In the third chapter, an 
attempts has been made to analyse FCI's profit performance, 
which covers FCI's losses and the plant wise share in losses. In 
the forth chapter attention has been diverted towards sales 
performances of FCI. The last chapter has been spare for 
discussing th problems of FCI which are causing low-level of 
production high input consumption and other consequences 
leading ultimately to losses. 
, —, JAL NIGAM, POWERS, FUNCTIONS, U.P. 
50. Raziuddin Ahmad. Study of th working of the U.P. Jal 
Nigam (M.Phil.) Department of Commerce, AMU. 1992. 98 
p. Bibliography : p. 90-98. Supervisor : Farooq Khan. 
Working of Uttar Pradesh Jal Nigam and highlight its 
objectives and functions. The present work has been divided into 
three chaptes. In the first chapter an attempt has been made to 
study the introduction and historical backgroun^rof Uttar Pradesh 
Jal Nigam. The chapter also deals with objectives, powers and 
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importance of Jal Nigam. The second chapter is devoted to the 
ogranisation and functions of Uttar Pradesh jal Nigam. This 
chapter examines the organisational set up and main functions of 
appraisal of working of Uttar Pradesh Jal Nigam has been made. 
, , MARUTI UDYOG LTD., WORKING 
51. Siddiqui, Faheem Usman. Study of Organisation and 
working of Maruti Udyog Limited (M.Phil). Department of 
Commerce, AMU. 1990. 154 p. Bibliography : p. 136-154. 
Supervisor : Nafees Baig. 
The study contains four chapters. Chapter first discussed the 
growth pattern of automobile industry and the problem of 
automobile industry. Chapter second deals with the historical 
development of the Maruti Udyog Limited. Chapter third explains 
the organisational structure of the company. It also covers the 
same basic elements of the Japanese management and their role in 
organisatiaona-1 set up of the Maruti Udyog Limited. 
, , OIL and NATURAL GAS CORPORATION, 
WORKING AND POLICIES 
52. Mohd. Jawed. Study of organisation and working of 
ONGC (M.Phil.). Department of Commerce, AMU. 1988. 
191 p. Bibliography : p. 181-191. Supervisor : Habibur 
Rahman. 
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The subject matter has been presented in five chapters. The 
first chapter deals with the historical overview of O.N.G.C.'s 
development. In the second chapter attention has been focussed on 
the activities and working of O.N.G.C. in general. The third 
chapter throws light on the personnel policies of O.N.G.C. chapter 
four is devoted to the organisational structure of O.N.G.C. It has 
discussed the main features and pattern of the organisational 
structure of O.N.G.C. chapter fifth evaluates the working 
effeciency of O.N.G.C. through the paramentes of sales, 
production, profitability, productivity, financial position and 
liquidity. 
, , OIL INDIA LTD., WORKING 
53. Sheeba Manzoor. Study of Organiation and working of 
Oil India Limited (M.Phil.) Department of Commerce, AMU. 
1990 86 p. Bibliography, p 80-86. Supervisor : Nafees Baig. 
Performance and achievement of the Oil Industry in the 
Country with a focus on the orgaanisation and working of the Oil 
India Limited. The disseration has been divided into three 
chapters. The first chapter deals with the historical importence of 
Oil Industry in India. In the second chapter attention has been 
focussed on the organisation and working of Oil India Limited as 
an important unit of the oil sector chapter third makes a 
comparison of Oil India Limited with some other units in the Oil 
Sector particularly with the O.N.G.C. and Indian Oil Corporation 
of India. 
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, —, RAILWAY BOARD, WORKING 
54. Imamul Haque. Critical study of the working of India's 
Railway Board (M.Phil.) Department of Commerce, AMU. 
1986, 135 p. Bibliography : p. 130-133. Supervisor : 
Samiuddin. 
Working of the Railway Board and to suggest measures 
aimed at increasing its efficiency. The present work has been 
divided into four chapters. The first chapter introduces the history 
of Railway Management in India. The second chapter in devoted 
to the Railway Board and its present organisation structure. The 
thrid chapter deals with the powers and functions of the Railway 
Board. The fourth chapter is devoted to the supervison done by the 
Railway Board. 
-, , STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LTD, 
WORKING 
55. Zaheeruddin . Organisatioan and working of Steel 
Authority of India Limited (M.Phil) Department of 
Commerce, AMU. 1995. 134 p. Bibliography: p. 130-134. 
Supervisor : Mushtaque Ahmad. 
Contribution of Iron and steel industry in the overall 
industrail growth and development of the nation. The work has 
been divided ito four chapters. The first chapter deals with the 
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historical background and evelopment of Iron and Steel Industrial 
Units. The second chapter deals with the development of the Iron 
and Steel Industry. The third chapter deals with the problems and 
prospects of the Steel Industry. Fourth chapter examines an 
analysis the organisation and performance of the Steel Authority 
of India. 
, , THERMAL POWER STATION HARDUAGANJ, 
WORKING 
56. Ansari, Mohammad Shoeb. Organisation and working of 
Harduaganj Thermal Power Statioan (M.Phil). Department of 
Commerce, AMU. 1989. 110 p. Bibliography, p 100-110. 
Supervisor : Nafees Baig. 
Contribution and performance of Harduaganj Thermal Power 
Station. The work has been divided into three chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the various development aspects off the 
Harduaganj Thermal Power station. The chapter highlights the 
socio-economic significance of the power station and its role in 
providing the basic infrastructure for various sectors of the State 
economy. In the second chapter, an attempt has been made to 
examine and analyse the organisational and control problems 
associated with this unit. This third chapter is devoted to make a 
critical study of working and management of Harduaganj Thermal 
Power Station. 
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, , URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, 
WORKING a M MANAGEMENT 
57. Baig, Mirza Saleem. Working and Management of 
Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO) 
(M.Phil). Department of Commerce, AMU. 1990. 125 p. 
Bibliography : p. 120-125. Supervisor : Naimuddin Siddiqui. 
Working and management of Housing and Urban 
Development Corporation. The dissertation has been divided into 
five chpaters. In the chapter first, "Analysis of Housing problems 
in the country has examined thread base it concludes with the 
observation that the problem is indeed, grim in the urban sector 
relatively to the rural sector. The second chapter, "Role of 
HUDCO under five year plan" Outlines the measures taken by the 
HUDCO to ameliorate the housing problem under the five year 
plans. The chapter third "HUDCO's Resources and utilisation of 
funds" highlights the financial resource position of HUDCO. 
Chapter fourth the working of Management of HUDCO" deals with 
the working and management of HUDCO' deals with the workig 
and management of HUDCO revelas rising trend in profitability 
due to effeciently managed 
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, - - , ORGANISED INDUSTRIES, TECHNICAL 
EDUCAITON, SKILL FORMATION, INDIA 
58. Zeba Sheereen. Technical educaiton and skill formation 
in the Organised Industries in India (M.Phil). Department of 
Economics, AMU. 1989. 80 p. Bibliography : 74-80. 
Supervisor: Mahmood Alam. 
The present study is an attempt to examine the technical 
educaiton in India has served its purpose, that of supplying 
acquired technical manpower for the economic development of the 
country during the period 1961-84. 
, UNEMPLOYMENT, MUSLIMS, OLD DELHI 
59. Qureshi, Sabiha. Unemployment of Muslims in Old 
Delhi since 1980 (M.Phil.). Department of Economics, 
AMU. 1988. 128 p. Bibliography:- p. 125-128 Supervisor: 
Mahmood Alam. 
Problem of unemployment, which has engulfed the entire 
Indian Economy from highly, qualified manpower to the lowest 
unskilled strata of Job seekers. The work has been divided iinto 
three chapters. Chapter first attempts to present the concept and 
measurement of unemployment, which includes definition and 
types of unemployment models of employment and explains the 
measurement of unemployment. Chapter second reviews previous 
studies of unemployment in India in general and of Muslims in 
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particularl. Chapter third reports the findings of the field survey 
and attempts to analyse them. 
EDUCAITON, EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS, AL-GHAZALI 
and IBN KHALDUM 
60. Tarannum. Comparative study of the educaitonal 
thoughts of Al-Ghazali and Ibn Khaldum (M.Phil). 
Department of Educaiton, AMU. 1994. 199 p. Bibliography : 
p. 168-195. Supervisor: Najmul Haq. 
Contribution of two thinkers of th Middle ages (al-Ghazali 
and Ibn-Khaldum) in the field of educaiton. And at the same time 
the present work also aims at making the comparative study of the 
educaitonal thoughts of thses great thinkers of the Middle ages, a 
pleriod when almost the whole of Eurpoe was logged up in th 
Mirky abysm of ignorence. 
EXAMINATION, EXAMINERS, MARKING 
BEHAVIOUR 
61. Mahmood Ali Marking behaviour in eassy examination 
as a function of certain personal characteristics of the 
Examinaers (M.Phil). Department of Education, AMU. 
1994. 101 p. Bibliography: p.97-101. Supervisor : C.P.S. 
Chauhan. 
The major task of this study is to examine how makring 
standard of examiners varies with certain personal qualities of the 
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examiners such as academic and professional qualification, sex, 
age, teaching experience, and certain other similar variable. 
—, PSYCHOLOGY, PERSONALITY, LEARNERS, 
INTELLIGENCE 
62. Kazmi, Zeba. Personality of high and low achievers at 
different levels of Intelligence (M.Phil). Department of 
Educaitonal AMU 1990. 72 p. Bibliography: p. 70-72. 
Supervisor : R.C. Deva. 
The present research compare the personality characteristics 
of high and low achieves at different levels of Intelligence. The 
study seeks to compare the personality characteristisc of (a) High 
and low achieving students of high intelligence, (b) High and low 
achieveing tstudents of low intelligence (c) High achieving 
students of high and low intelligence (d) achieving students of 
high and low intelligence. 
- , PERSONAL VALUES, GIRLS, 
ADOLESCENT 
63. Rozina Shabnam. Sociometric study of personal values 
of aolescent Girls (M.Phil). Department of Education, AMU. 
1989. 98.p Bibliography: p. 94-98. Supervisor : Sudha 
Sharma. 
This study is an attempt to investigate the personal values of 
those who are popular among and those who are isolates. This 
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investigation aims at findin out the personal value when makes 
them popular, neglectees, rejectees and Isolates in the society. 
, , LEARNERS, INTRA-INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES 
64. Seema Parveen. Study of the personality correlates of 
Intra-Individual differences of over and under - achievers in 
different school subjeccts (M.Phil.). Department of 
Educaiton, AMU. 1994. 192 p. Bibliography: p. 180-192. 
Supervisor: Najmul Haq. 
The purpose of the present Investigation to Identify the 
Intra-individual differences among the over and under achievers in 
different areas of knowledge and then to find out the caused and 
concomittant factors in th non cognitive area of personality 
characteristics 
, SECONDARY, TEACHER MORALE role of 
STANDARDS 
65. Anis Jahan. Comparative study of teacher morale in 
schools affiliated to central board of secondary educaiton, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, residential and private 
school (M.Phil). Department of Education, AMU. 1989. 68 
p. Supervisor: Mehtab Singh. 
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Teachers morale of different types of schools was the results 
of the importence of teacher morale in building good standards of 
our educational Institutions which in turn help on the advancement 
and achievement of a nation. The study aims at studying 
comparatively the teacher morale. The schools affiliated to 
C.B.S.E., A.M.U., Aligarh residentail schools. 
—- , —, TEACHING PROFESSION, SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 
66. Shariqe, Ashraf Sulaiman. Study of attitude of 
Secondary School Teachers towars teaching profession in 
relationa to their Educaitonal viewpoint (M.Phil). 
Department of Education, AMU. 1981. 150 p. Bibliography: 
p. 120-150. Supervisor: Safia Sultana. 
The main purpose of the study was to investigate attitudes of 
secondary schoo teachers in relation to their educational view 
points. The specific objectives of the study included (a) Study of 
attitude of teachers towards various aspects of teaching profession 
(b) Study of view points of beliefs of teachers about ducational 
matters (c) Find out the relationship between attitudes and 
educational view points. 
GEOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CROPS, PRICES, GANGA-
YAMUNA DOAB 
67. Shahab Fazil. Influence of changing prices on cropping 
pattern in the district of Upper Ganga-Yamuna doab 
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(M.Phil) Department of Geography, AMU. 1989. 213 p. 
Bibliography: p. 208-213. Supervisor: Abha Lakshmi Singh. 
The present work is divided into four chapters. First chpater 
is devoted to agricultural prices which tries to elaborate role-price 
mechanism, concept of agricultural prices, their types, prices of 
agricultural commodities and their trends. Chapter second makes 
an attempts to analyse the structure and relief, drainage, climate 
and soils of upper Ganga Yamuna doab. Chapter third deals with 
agricultural lack ground of study region. Chapter four studies 
tedns in prices of food grains and non-food grains in al the five 
district of the study region. 
DEVELOPMENT, AGRICULTURE role of 
TECHNOLGY, WESTERN U.P. 
68. Waliullah Khan. Role of technological and institutional 
factors in the agricultural development in western Uttar 
Pradesh since 1950. (M.Phil.). Department of Geography, 
AMU. 1987. 163 p. Bibliograpy: p. 158-163. Supervisor : 
Farooq Siddiqi. 
This disserrtation is divided into two chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the problem, how the technological and 
institutional innovations diffused in western Pradesh and what is 
their impact in th development of agriculture. Second chapter 
examined the role of technological and Institutioanal factos in 
increasing the agricultural productivity in the study area. 
, , , , SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
TRANSFORMATION, GANGA-YAMUNA DOAB 
69. Sarwar Alam. New agricultural technology and socio-
economic tranformation in the district of Ganga Yamuna 
doab, (M.Phil). Department of Geography, AMU. 1990. 
133p. Bibliograpy p. 127-133. Supervisor: Azimuddin 
Qureshi. 
The present work is an examination based on conceptual and 
methodological analaysis to understand the agricultural 
p roduc t iv i ty and its technological and institutional correlates. 
The whole work is divided into three chapters. First chapter deals 
with the general physical characterists of the region. Second 
chapter deals with the conceptual frame work. Third chapter deals 
with the study technological and institutaionl factors influenceing 
over agricultral tranformation. 
,
 T, , UPPER GANGA - YAMUNA DOAB 
70. Shagufta Naseem. Modern inputs as a determinant for 
agricultural development in upper Ganga yamuna doab 
(M.Phil.) Department of Geography, AMU. 1987. 181p. 
Bibliography: p. 167-181. Supervisor: Shafaat Ali. 
Agricultural productivity has increased by using various 
modern inputs i.e. implement fertilisers irrigation, high yielding 
varieties, pesticides and insecticides and soon. The present study 
is divided into three chapter. First chapter deals with some aspects 
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of physical environment of the study area. The second chapter 
deals with the meaning and scope of the proposed work. Third 
chapter delass with t he role of modern inputs in agricultural 
development. Forth chapter deals with the impact of modern 
inputs on agricultural productivity. 
, , impact on ECOLOGY, ROHILKHAND 
71. Siddiqui, Narduddin. Developmental activities and 
ecological conditions of Rohilkhand (M.Phil). Department of 
Geography AMU - 1990. 147 p. Bibliography: p. 141-147. 
Supervisor: Shahid Hasan. 
The present study aims at aplying the theoritical postualtes 
like Industrialisation agriculture population growth etc. on the 
ecological conditions of Rohilkhand. 
, —- , impact on ENVIRONMENT, FRINGE 
AREAS, ALIGARH 
72. Siddiqui, Mansoor Alam. Impact of Development on th 
Environment of the Fringe areas of Aligarh City (M.Phil). 
Department of Geography, AMU. 1994. 131 p. Bibliography, 
p. 124-131. Supervisor: Abha Laxmi Singh. 
The present work divided into five chapters. First chapter is 
dealing with the concept of development and environment and the 
relationship between environment and development. Second 
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chapter is dealing with the concept of urban frings, urbanisation, 
development and characteristics rural frings and delineation of 
fringe areas. Third chapter is dealing with the physical personality 
of the study area. Chapter forth deals with the impact of city 
development on the environment of the final areas i.e. influence of 
agriculture, general influence on health has been discussed. 
, , PLANNING, WASTELANDS, LUNIBASIN 
73. Shabnam Khanam. Development strategies for 
wastelands in Luni Basin (M.Phil). Department of Geogrphy, 
AMU. 1988. 146 p. Bibliography: p. 139-146. Supervisor: 
Salahuddin Qureshi. 
This dissetatioan is divide into four chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the mature conept meaning and causes of 
wastelands. In the second chapter the physical frame work of Luin 
Basin has been dealt. The third chapter deals with the different 
types of Wastel-ands in Luni Basin. Forth chapter deals with the 
remedial measures and the treatments, reclammation and 
manageement of these wasteland. 
, , , RURAL, MICROLEVEL 
74. Asrar Alam. Micro level planning far intergrated rural 
development (M.Phil). Deparatment of Geography, AMU. 
1996. 203 p. Bibliography: p. 194-203.Supervisor. Syeed 
Ahmad. 
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The present works is divided into three chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the history, objectives and different theories of 
planning, as a tool of planning. The second chapter deals with the 
aspects of rural development. The third chapter presents the 
geographaical background of the study area. 
, , WORK PRTICIPATION, U.P. 
75. Shafiqullah. Regional pattern of work participation in 
the levels of development in U.P. (M.Phil.). Department of 
Geography, AMU. 1990. 123 p. Bibliography: p. 110-123. 
Supervisor : Farasat Ali Siddiqi. 
The present disserrtaioan is discussed under five chapters. 
Chapter first deals with the concept and framework of work 
participation. Chapter second describes factors of work 
participation differencials chapter third discussed the 
comparatibility of data and methodology. Chapter forth is devoted 
to the review of available literature on relevent problem. The last 
chapter highlights the work participation rate in Uttar Pradesh. 
ECOLOGY, WILDELIFE impact of 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
76. Shahina Taiyab. Impact of agricultural development on 
wild life ecology around Dudhwa National Park (M.Phil.) 
Department of Geography, AMU. 1987. 215 p. Bibliography: 
p. 210-215. Supervisor: Abha Lakshmi Singh. 
The study is related to the general problem of wild life 
preservation. The present study divided into four chapters. First 
chapter is related to the ecosystem, the concept of geography. 
Second chapter is related to economic development and ecological 
imbalance. The third chapter is related to the ecological animal 
geography. The last chapter of this study devoted to a brief 
geographyical account of the study Dudhwa National Park, 
Lakhimpur Kheri. 
FERTILITY, SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DETERMINATIOAN, GHAZIPUR AND VARABASI 
77. Mohd. Wasiullah. Socio-economic determination of 
fertility differntials: a comparative study of Ghazipur and 
Varanasi districts of Uttar Pradeh (M.Phil.) Department of 
Geography, AMU. 1993. 142 p. Bibliography: p. 136-142. 
Supervisor : Farasat Ali Siddiqui. 
This dissertation is divided into three chapters. First chapter 
deals with the conceptual framework of fertility, its measurement. 
Second chapter covers the determinants of fertility. Chapter third 
is related to the study area in which physical and economic 
characteristics of the districts are discussed separately. 
'-\ M-£IV 
, , STATUS OF WOMEN, role of SOCIO-
ECONOMIC FACTORS, EASTERN U.P. 
78. Siddiqi, Ghyas Alam. Role of sociio-economic factos in 
the distribution of fertility status of women in eastern Uttar 
Pradesh (M.Phil.). Department of Geography, AMU. 1993. 
120 p. Bibliography, p. 115-120. Supervisor : Farasat Ali 
Siddiqui 
The present work divided into three chapters. Chapter first 
deals with the conceptual framework of fertility. Chapter second 
covers impact of socio-economic development of fertility. Chapter 
third discusses the distribution of fertility in eastern U.P. 
, MIGRATION, INTEGRAL, U.P. 
79. Siddiqui, Yusuf. Regional analysis of the pattern of 
intergral migration in Uttar Pradeh (M.Phil.). Department of 
Geography, AMU. 1987. 160 p. Bibliograpy :p. 146-160. 
Supervisor : Rafiullah. 
The present dissertation discussed under three chapters. 
Chapter first deals with interval migration, a conceptual 
framework. Chaper second deals with significance of interval 
migration. Chapter third highlights provoking factors and theories 
of imigration. 
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, NUTRIONAL DEFICIENCY DISEASES |n 
relation to ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
80. Waseem Ahmad. Distr ibut ion of nutritional deficiency 
diseases in relation to environmental factors in central 
Ganga Ghaghra Doab (M.Phil.). Department of Geography, 
AMU. 1975. 120 p. Bibliography 117-120. Supervisor: Niaz 
Ahmad Siddiqui. 
POLLUTION and ENVIRONMENTAL 
DEGRADATION, ALIGARH 
81. Shabnam Khan. Nature of Pollution and Environmental 
Degration in Aligarh district (M.Phil.). Department of 
Geography AMU. 1990 230 p. Bibliography: p 225-230. 
Supervisor : Farooq Siddiqui. 
Study in divided into four chapters. Chapter first throws 
light on the work done in the field of environmental degration 
and other related aspect. Chapter second deals with the nature of 
environmental pollution emphasising its causes, sources and 
effects on various phenomena on earth's surface. Chapter third 
describes the physical background of the study area especially its 
relief, climate, drainage, socials etc. Chapter four covering 
highlights of certain aspects which play important role in 
increasing environmental degration, like increasing populatioan, 
urbanisatioan, trasportation network and rapid industrilisation in 
Aligarh district. 
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—, SERVICE CENTERS, HIERARCHY, BIHAR PLAIN 
82. Shahid Imam. Hierarchy of service centres in Bihar plain 
(M.Phil.). Department of Geography, AMU. 1994. 140 p. 
Bibliography : p. 131-140. Supervisor : Sayeed Ahmad 
The basic purpose of the present research is to study the 
structure and function system located in Bihar state. 
-, SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT and. HUMAN WELL 
BEING, TRIVENDRUM 
83. Sara Poonnaose. Social environment and human well 
being in urban habitat study of Trivendrum (M.Phil.) 
Department of Geography, AMU. 1986 162 p. Bibliography: 
p. 159-162. Supervisor: Abdul Aziz. 
This is a study of Trivendrum city in which the author has 
tried to investgate the well being of people in different areas of 
the city with reference to various social criteria. The study is 
organised into four chapters. Chapter first gives informatioan on 
th origin of studies in human well being, need to develop good 
indications to measure well being, and the different indications 
that have been choosen for various studies. Chapter second is an 
analyses of the geogrpahical condition and historical growth of 
Trivendrum. Chapter third is a brief over view of the general 
characteristic of the urban environment and the availability of 
infrastrucctural facilities and amenities in the city chapter fourth 
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is basicaly concerned with the ways in which human well being 
varies over city space. 
, WATER RESOURCES, UTILISATION, U.P. 
84. Shadab Fatima. Distribution and ulitisation of under 
ground water resources in Uttar Pradesh (M.Phil.) 
Department of Geography, AMU. 1987. 140 p. Bibliography, 
p. 138-140. Supervisor: Mehdi Raza. 
The present work is divided into four chapters. Chapter one 
discusses the conceptual parameters of resourc. The second 
chapter deals with water resources, while third one has been 
devoted exlusively to ground water resources. The forth chapter 
contains discussion about the geographical introduction of Uttar 
Pradesh and the last chapter studies the occurrene and behaviour 
of ground water in Uttar Pradesh. 
HISTORY, INDIA, ASSAM, AHOM ARCHITECTURE (1228-
1838) 
85. Kamaluddin Ahmad. Chief features of the Ahom 
architecture (M.Phil.). Department of History, AMU. 1982. 
150 p. Bibliiography: p. 140-150. Supervisor: Jagat Vir 
Singh. 
The development of architecture during the period of the 
Ahom rule (1228 A.D./ to 1838 A.D.) in Assam reveals the fact 
that the architectural movement in this region, like all great 
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architecture, passed through three successive stages. The literary 
evidences envisage that from the date of establishment of th Ahom 
kingdom by Sukhapha to the end of the reign of Supimpha (1228 
A.D. to 1497 A.D.), as many as 12 kings of the Ahom family ruled 
over their newly acquired Kingdom, but only Sukapha is endowed 
with the credit of founding a city at charaisdeo hill in the district 
of Sibsagar. This city is regarded as the first capital of Ahoms. No 
other king seemed to give alternation to the art of Building so far 
as the information furnished by the contemporary records excet 
for Susempha who is said to have the Nagasankar temple 
constructed on the ruins of an old temple in the district of 
Darreing. 
, , AWADH (OUDH), AGRARIAN CONDITIONS 
(1802-1855) 
86. Zaheer Husain, Syed. Agrarian conditions in Oudh 
(M.Phil). Department of History, AMU. 1981. 116.p 
Bibliography: p. 110-116. Supervisor: Irfan Habib. 
Agrarian conditions of Oudh during this period of English 
domination of Oudh, from 1802 to 1855. A picture of misrule was 
constranttly presented by the residents and British Oficials to 
justify constant interference in the affairs of Oudh. The atempt in 
this dissertiaon is to none from generalites to specific facts of 
agrrarian life and administration of the Oudh principality in the 
hope that this would help to overcome in part at least the bias 
built into the bulk of our evidence. No modern work has coverd 
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this particular theme, although even from the point of view of 
political history, it is of considerable significance in that the 
Oudh Government was chiefly ensured for the rural anorchy that 
supposedly prevailed in the state. 
, , , MUGHAL EMPIRE, AKBAR (1556-
1580) 
87. Mohd. Taiyab. Subha of Awadh under Akbar (1556-
1580) (M.Phil). Department of History, AMU. 1976. 105 p. 
Bibliography: p. 100-105. Supervisor: Arshad Ali Azmi. 
This study of the territory of Awadh covers the period from 
the accessoon of Akbar down to 1580 when the Mughal Empire 
was divided into twlve subas and Awadh became one of them. This 
study also deals with the administative arrangements of the 
region till 1580. Various aspects of the adminsitration have been 
considered, viz. Local administration, the land revenu demand and 
the method of .assessment and the administrative and similarity 
problems created by the Afghans of the east and local chiefs allied 
with them. Also included the study of the local ruling groups, 
distribution of Zamindar castes; the Shaikhzada famialies of the 
region and then role in the local administration. Finally attention 
has been focussed on the economy of the region - its trade and 
commerce, the importent manufacturing centres, mines and 
minutes. An attempt has also been made to traced the growth of 
urban centres and new township. 
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, , BHAKTI MOVEMENT, in relation to 
SUFISM 
88. Raza Haider, Syed. Relations of the Bhakti Saints with 
Muslim sufis (M.Phil.) Department of History. AMU. 1984. 
148 p. Bibliography: p. 144-148. Supervisor: Jagatvir Singh. 
According to the philosphoy of Hinduism one can attain 
salvation by the way of devotion (Bhakti). Bhakti has been 
defined as the worship of a personal deity in a spirit of love, as 
personal faith in personal God. So the Bhakti movement was first 
appeared around six century in Tamil Country and from there 
spread through out much of the country by different saints, but it 
was systemised by Ramanja in the twelth century and after that 
this movement was propagated throughout India by Ramananda, 
Kabir, Nanak, Surdas, Ramdas,Tulsidas, Mirabai and others. The 
main aim of this movement was to unite Hindus and Muslims so 
the result of Bhakti movement was that the two great cultures 
came into close contact with each other. In the same time sufi 
movement was also flourished in the country. The Sufi saints 
started the policy which was based on humanism and equality. 
, , EDUCATION, MUSLIM WOMEN, ALIGARH 
MOVEMENT 
89. Nasreen Kauser. Movement for the education of Muslim 
women with special reference to the contribution of the 
Aligarh Movement (M.Phil.). Department of History, AMU. 
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197. 150 p. Bibliography : p. 140-150. Supervisor: Iqtidara 
Alam Khan. 
The success of sheikh Abdullah's efforts in the form of the 
growth of the school into college and its integration with the 
M.A.O. College, Aligarh Muslim University, shows that the 
problem of women's educaiton had assumed a character which was 
not merely local. It was now a problem that was national in scope, 
and formed a major part of the struggle for women's 
emanicipation. Participation through financial aid or efforts to win 
public approval, as also to gain sufficient attendance in the 
already existing instituion at Aligarh came from areas that were 
widesperead. For e.g. as has already been pointed out, the 
decissive factor in the very existence of the school was the 
financial aid given by the Begum of Bhopal. Her ceaseless 
involvement with the school brought to the for front more radical 
issues like a Boarding House for women; this necessarily meant 
that for the first time women would be venturing outside their 
homes and participating in a process that with time would become 
more collective. The opening of the Boarding House then enabvled 
women from all parts of the country to live together and 
participate more fully in the process of educating themselves. It 
meet essentially that a way was being opened for women 
themselves to become a motive force in the movement for their 
education. 
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FREEDOM MOVEMENT, NON 
COOPERATION, ALIGARH UNIVERSITY, (1919-1922) 
90. Aijaz Ahmad. Aligarh and Non-cooperation Movement, 
1919-1922 (M.Phil). Department of History, AMU. 1994. 
107 p. Bibliography: p. 101-107. Supervisor: Iqbal Hussain. 
The present study brings forth some hitherto hiden facts of 
Aligarh in the Freedom Movement. In this disserrtationa, on th 
basis of archival material, Government records, news papers 
reports and contemporary writings, an attempt has been made to 
look into the political activities in the M.A.O. College, Aligarh. 
The study has been served into theree chapters. The first chapters 
Aligarh and its political ideology, 1911-1918" deals with the 
Khilafat, question and the response of the Muslim Community. 
The second chapter deals with Aligarh and National Politics, 
1912-22. The third chapter is devoted to pattern of Education in 
Aligarh, 1919-.22. Here the writer of this dissertation has 
discussed the pattern of educatiaona in Aligarh before the rise of 
the nationalists and afterwards. 
, , , role of JAMIAT-UL-ULMA-I-HIND 
(1920-1947) 
91. Nafees Ahmad. Jamiat-ul-Ulema-I-Hind (1920-1947) 
(M.Phil.). Department of History, AMU. 1985. 344 p. 
Bibliography: p. 325-344. Supervisor: Zahiruddin Malik. 
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Analyses in historical context the foundation aims, 
orgtanisation and plans of action of Jamiat-ul-Ulema-I-Hind, a 
political organisation of the Indian Ulema. It also attempts to 
examine its role in the freedome movement of the country and 
reasons of success it achieved during the critical years, 1919-
1947. The leadoers of the Jamiat wanted to build up a harmonious 
society composed off all religious commenities of India. They 
were the unequivocal champions of the Hindu-Muslim unity which 
alone could accomplish the ideal of independence. 
, , — , role of MAZHARUL HAQ 
92. Hassan Imam. Mazharul Haq and his role in the freedom 
struggle (M.Phil.) Department of History, AMU. 1989. 178 
p. Bibliography: p. 170-178 Supervisor: M. Zameeruddin 
Siddiqui. 
The present study is divided into six chapters. The first 
chapter deals with political biography of Mazhoorul Haq and any 
other aspects which could not be dealth with or described 
elseuwhere like the communal electrocates, Separation of Bihar 
from Bengal, Champaran movement, Hindu-Muslim unity and 
presidential address etc. In the second chapter Kanpur machhli 
Bazar Mosque case an attempt has been made to make a detaild 
study of the case and the special emphasis on Mazahrul Haq who 
had worked there as a defence lawyer of the case. During this 
period Mazharul Haq came into close association with many 
prominent leaders of the day and got popularity all over India. In 
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the third chapter attempt have been made to discuss the 
background of the Pan-Islamic Movement and its impact on the 
Indian Muslims but a special emphasis has been made to discuss 
the role played by Mazharul haq and his association with the 
young turks and the paper Jehan-e-Islam. In the forth chapter, 
Home Rule Movement whith its background and impact on the 
national movement with its background and impact on the national 
movement has been studied at length. But in this chapter emphasis 
has been laid on the participation of Mazharul haq in the 
movement, covering sufficiently other leaders of Bihar in the 
national movement. In the fifth chapter discussion ensures on the 
Anti-Rowlatt Act agitation. In this chapter an attempt has been 
made to discuss the Anti-Rowlatt Act agaitation, its background 
and its reaction on the masses, but special emphasis has been laid 
on th role played by Mazharul Haq in organising many protest 
meetings in Bihar against this Act. In the last chapter, Khilafat 
and the Non-Cooperatioan Movements have been attempted with a 
view to discussing the Khilafat institution and the position of 
Khalifa in the Muslim World in necessary details. It was a period 
when the two great communities of India viz Hindus and Muslims 
united on the one plafrorm to fight against the British 
imperialism. 
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, GUJRAT, SULTAN MAHMUD BEGARH 
93. Ajaz Bano. Reign of Sultan Mehmood Begarh (M.Phil.). 
Department of History, AMU. 1983 101 p. Bibliography, p. 
96-101. Supervisor: I.H. Siddiqui. 
Chapter one of this work deals with the establishment of the 
Turkish rule in Gujrat. After the conquest of Alauddin Khalji, 
Gujarat was ruled by a number of Governors on behalf on the 
Delhi Sultan. It continued to be a part of Delhi Sultanate till the 
disintegration of Tughlaq dynesty. The second chapter discusses 
the emergence of the sultanate of Gujrat. The weak Tughlaq 
Sultans lost their control over the outlying provinces and Trimur's 
invasion in 1398 AD. The third chapter begins with the history of 
the reign of Mehmud Begarh who ruled over Gujrat for more than 
fifty years form 1459 A.D As a great warriors, he conquesred 
many countries and expanded the boundary of Gujrat. His power 
was establishd and maintained by a well organised army. It i s sa id 
that in the last year of his reign it consisted one lakh soldiers.The 
fouth chapter deals with the socio-religious and economic 
condition of Gujrat under the reign of Mehmud Begarh such as 
the languages, customs, religions, food habits, and source 
entertainment of the people, and trade and commerce of Gujrat. 
The last chapter discusses the process of learning in the reign of 
Mehmud Begarh, though Mehmud Begarh had never received a 
systematic education, he had gained considereable knowledge by 
his constant association with men of learning. He made many 
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madarsas and patronised scholars. Persian literature floushied 
many workers were translated into persian from Arabic during this 
period. 
, , HISTIORAGRAPHPY, EURPEAN SOURCES, 
MUSLIM SOCIETY 
94. Parvez Hasan. Muslim Society as depicted in the 
Euroean Source (M.Phil) Department of History, AMU. 
1984. 87 p. Bibliography: p. 86-87. Supervisor: Zameruddin 
Siddiqui. 
The European sources form an insperable element of 
histrorical matained supporting the edufice of Indian society 
during the medieval period. The Eurpean travellers, adventures, 
merchants, factors, priests, missionaries, marines etc. who visited 
India during the mughal period, particularly the 17 century, 
recorded the contemporary events, circumstances and conditions 
political, social economic, cultural and administrative 
topographical details, Ideas and concepts, trade, flora, social 
norms, behaviour and etiquette and sundry other aspects of life in 
India. 
, , MUGHAL EMPIRE, ADMINISTRATION, 
BURAUCRACY, SHAH JAHAN, MIR BAKHSHI 
95. Mohammad Hamid. Position of Mir Bakhshi under 
Shahjahan (M.Phil.) Department of History, AMU. 1984. 
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160 p. Bibliography, p. 155-160. Supervisor : Zameeruddin 
Sidiqui. 
Institution of Mir Bakhshi from its inception to eflorescene 
and is dividied into six chapters. Chapter first deals with the 
etymology of Bakhshi, the gensis of the prototype of Bakshi in 
pre-Mugal history and the origin and developmeent of the office 
of bakhsi udner Akber as well as the growth of the office of 
Bakshi under Akbar and Jahangir together with discussion of the 
duties and functions association with the office of Mir Bakshi, his 
military and civil objections, the qualificaitons normally needed 
in a grand to reach that office the literary, martial and 
bureaucratic requirements and the social and political status of the 
incubements to that high office. Chapter second gives 
biograpahical details of all Mir Bakhshis who served under Sahah 
Jahan. It supplements the list of Mir Bakhshi given by Ibn Hasan 
who hasd traced it upto the 23 r d regnal year of Shah Jahan and 
leaving a substaincial gap of eight years in which the affice was 
held in succession by Khalillulah Khan, Mohabbat Khan, 
Muhamed Amir Khan, Mir Muhamad, Itigad Khan, Mirza Bahman 
yar. Chapter third seeks to determine the relative importance of 
the Mir Bakhshi viz. a viz the Diwan, the Khan-e-Saman and the 
Sadrus-Sudur on one hand the Nazim and the provencial Bakhshis 
on the other. Chapter fourth deals with the Mir Bakhshi and the 
Intelligence department of the empire, too. This office was an 
integral part of the administrative structure and the whole 
spectrum of the affairs and occurrence of the imperial policies. 
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The progress of administrative arrangements and the social and 
economic condition obtaining in the Subahs and the Sankars. 
Chapter fifth dwels on the importance and working of the Mir 
Bakhsi in relation to the mansab system. Chapter sixth discusses 
the sundry and multi farous functions of a susbsidiary nature 
performed by the Mir Bakhshi. These include relatively main 
minor duties of the Mir Bakhshi connected with the army, the 
procedure regarding the appointment the royal towns, appointment 
of Royal Guard etc. 
, , , , , LOWER 
96. Ali Nadeem. Lower bureaucracy of the Mughal Empire 
(M.Phil.) Department of History, AMU. 1986. 161 p. 
Bibliography. P. 156-157. Supervisor: Irfan Habib. 
Origin of individual bureaucrats their class-roots, as it were 
and such further questions as whether they were bound to one 
master or not? What was their commercial interests, their 
educaiton and training, and political and social outlook? To 
facilitate such a study of the lower ranks of the official class 
researcher have chosen for dose biographycal scruting three 
Muslim and four Hindu burecurates of low medium level who hve 
left behind their own accounts in the shape of histories, memories 
and even letters. Among the Hindu burucrates whom researcher 
have choosen, Surat Singh was a Kamboh Balkrishan Brahman and 
Isardas Nagar were Brahmins and Brahmins was a Kayasth. As far 
as the three Muslim bureucrates are concerned, two were of 
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foreign origin Bayazid Bayat a Turani, and Itimad Ali Khan aur 
Irani one, Shaikh Farid Bukhari was an Indian Muslim. 
-, , — , AURENGZEB, AJMER 
97. Moin, Syed Liyaqat Hussain. City of Ajmer during later 
years of Aurengzeb's region (M.Phil.) Department of 
History, AMU. 1978. 160. p. Bibliography: p. 150-160. 
Supervisor: Zahiruddin Malik. 
Political history of the city of Ajmer and the inner working 
of local administration structure in all of its ranifying branches 
during the second half of Aurangzeb's reign. It also examines 
some distinct facts of social and religouis life of the people of 
Ajmer. These problem are discussed in the perspective of change 
and developments that took place in first two decades of 
Aurangzeb's rule. 
, , , , BIHAR 
98. Ansarul Haque, Mohammad. Bihar under Aurengzeb 
(1658-1707). (M.Phil.). Department of History, AMU. 1984. 
450 p. Bibliography, p. 420. - 450. Supervisor: Zahiruddin 
Malik. 
This dissertation divided into seven chapters. In the first 
chapter an attempt has been made to trace the various phase of the 
great political transition through which Bihar had pased during the 
pre-Mughal period, from the thirteenth to seventeenth century, and 
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analyses the chages effected in the socio-political structure of the 
region. The second chapter deals with a detailed discussion of 
military compaings carried out in the early phase of Aurengzeb's 
reign, narrating the events which led to the conquest of Palamu 
and suppression of revolts raised by local Zamindars.The third 
chapter is devoted to a detailed biographical sketches of the 
governers, their tennures their achievements and failures. The 
fourht chapter is concerned with an exaustive disucssion of the 
working of local administrative structure in all of its ranifying 
branches during the reign of Aurangzeb. Various aspects off 
administraiton, viz. Town, village and judicial etc. have been 
analysed. The fifth chapter examines the land - revenue 
administration with a detailed discussion on various aspects of 
agrarian problem etc. The sixth chapter delinate the economic 
conditions in Bihar during the period under review. The seventh 
chapter deals with a details discussion of social and cultural life 
of thepeople of Bihar during the period covered. 
, —- , , , RAJA JAI SINGH 
99. Baig, Mirza Mumtaz. Mirza Raja Jai Singh's carrier 
under Aurangzeb (M.Phil.). Department of History, AMU. 
1993. 118 p. Bibliography: p. 114-118 Supervisor:M.P. Singh 
Mirza Raja Jai Singh, a scion of the reputed Rajput 
family of Kachwahas of Amer. This family have no doubts, 
historically been an important through out the ages of 
Indian history. The Rajput Mugal alliance which became 
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material during the easy years of Akbar's reign and 
subsequently developed into matrimonial relation, proved to 
be the water shed in the history of Mugals as well as 
Rajputs. Raja Bharmal, Bhagwantdas and Man Singh were 
the pillars of Mughal empire in their times. When Aurangzeb 
sat on the throne, Jai Singh was the most prominent general 
whom the new emperor relied upon most. Certainly it was 
Jai Singh who contrbuted maximum to Aurangzeb, in 
winning the crown. It was in the reign of Aurangzeb that 
Raja Jai Singh was chosen to lead an all time powerful 
Mughal army in the hilly lands of Deccan against Shivaji, a 
co-religionist. Jai Singh very successfully opend his 
operations against Shivaji and compelled him to surrender 
before the Mughals. 
, , , FOOD, CLOTHING and HOUSING, 
LABOURERS 
100. Nishat Manzer. Food clothing and housing of the 
labourers in the Mugal India during seventeenth 
century (M.Phil.) Department of History, AMU. 1986. 
155 p. Bibliography :p. 152-155.Supervisor: Z.U. Malik 
Socio-economic conditions of the urban and rural 
poors, apart from peasents during the seventeeth century in India. 
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This work is divided into four chapters. Chapter first deals with 
the different categories of labourers, artisans and servants -
skilled and unskilled both, in the Mugal India in a rather 
systematic manner. Chapter second in devoted to the study of food 
habits, manners of clothing and conditions of housing of all these 
classes. Chapter third treats with the wages given to all these 
persons. How they were paid and whether these wages were 
suffice for them or not, constitute the main discussion. In the 
fourth chapter, various customs and rites observed at the 
occassions of marriage, birth, death and festivals are observed. 
— , , , SARAIS 
101. Ravindra Kumar. Sarais in Mughal India (M.Phil). 
Department of History, A.M.U. 1978 119 p. 
Bibliography : pl5-119. Supervisor : Iqtidar Alam. 
Structure and working of the institution of Sarias in 
Mughal -period. Some of the aspects on which this is 
focussed are : geographical distribution of sarais, factors 
promoting this Institutions, the organisational set up of 
sarais, categories of people using sarais, and facilities 
provided in them. In addition to above, the architectural 
features, namely, the planning and lay out of sarais and the 
utilisation of space in it have also been studied. This study 
have presented in two parts; the first part comprises of an 
analysis of the working of the institution of sarais, while in 
the second part the planning and layout of eight surviving 
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structure of sarais belonging to different periods ranging 
from the second half of 16th century to the first half of 18th 
century has been discussed. 
, , TRADE and COMMERCE, 
SHAHJAHANABAD (1637-1739) 
102. Fatima Ahmad Imam. Economic history of Delhi from 
Shahjahanabad to 1739 (M.Phil). Department of History, 
A.M.U. 172 p. Bibliogrraphy : p 160-172. Supervisor : 
Shireen Moosvi. 
The trade and commerce at Shahjahanabad was 
expectedly brisk througout our period (1637-1739). The 
merchants and marchandise from foreign countries as well as 
from the Mughal empire itself, were attracted to the city. To 
satisfy the needs of such a big population, there developed 
several shopping centres and markets in the city, specially in 
the kicinity of the palace-fortress and the main streets of the 
city and around the mosque. The markets of Shahjahanabad 
were well planned and the planners and architects of the 
capital city seen to have attached much importance to them. 
Special care had been taken to make these shopping centres, 
not only comfortable but also dilightful to the eyes. The 
descriptions of the markets given by the authorities, suggest 
strongly that deliberate efforts were made to beautify the 
markets, for example by building a canal in the middle of 
the main shopping centre. 
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, , MUGHAL PAINTINGS, PROFESSION and 
CRAFTS 
103. Rana Firdaus. Professions and crafts as depicted in 
Mughal paintings (M.Phil). Department of History, 
A.M.U. 213 p. Bibliography : p 202-213. Supervisor : 
Jan Qaisar. 
Crafts and Craftsman of the Mughal period and also the 
various professions requiring relevant skills, as depicted in 
Mughal paintings during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
But a study primarily based on painting will naturally suffer from 
some limitations. Mughal paintings are, in a sense, mostly court 
paintings. The Mughal painters often added on a host of details by 
way of 'filing' up the paintings or to give substance to the main 
theme, thus the 'trivia' of everyday life that is noticeable in most 
paintings in turn provides us much valuable information, amongst 
other things, on the crafts and professions of that time. 
—- ,— , MUGHAL RECORDS, EAST INDIA 
COMPANY 
104. Farhat Hasan. Mughal records on the english east India 
Company; a calendar to 1740 (M.Phil). Department of 
History, A.M.U. 1987 p 187. Supervisor : Shireen 
Moosvi. 
In this dissertation researcher made a attempt of translating 
and annotating 55 Mughal documents. These documents totalling 
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fifty five, have nine Farmans : five of Shahjahan three of 
Aurangzeb and one of Farrukhsiyar. These are seven Nishans : one 
of prince Khurram, four of Shah Shuja and one each of 
Mohammad Azam and Asimu-sh-Shan. Beside these, there is one 
Hukum of empress Nur Jahan, one sale-deed document and thirty 
Parwanas. 
-- , , MUSLIM COMMUNITIES, SOCIETY arid. 
CULTURE, EAST 
105. Mohd. Alauddin. Muslim Communities of eastern India 
(Excluding Bengal), a historical survey of their settlement, 
society and culture (M.Phil). Department of History, A.M.U. 
1987. 163 p. Bibliography p 156-163. Supervisor 
Ishitiyaq Ahmad. 
For the first time the north eastern region of India came into 
contact with the Muslim in the beginning of 13th century when 
Mohammad Bakhtiyar Khalji launched his Tibet expedition 
through this region when he passed through Kamrup on his way 
back from the disastions and inconculsive Tibet compaign, he was 
infested by the local population under the leadership of the Rai. A 
number of Muslims were taken capitves on his occasion. The 
beginning of Muslim settlement in this region may be traced back 
to these captives and their descendants. The most remarkable 
event duering the 18th century was the establishment of a Muslim 
colony in the neighbourhood of Hajo. During the last part of this 
century Alauddin Hussain Shah, the Sultan of Bengal, invaded. 
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Assam and conquered the region. It is said that it was this prince 
who brought a venerated Muslim Saint Ghayasuddin Auliya to 
preach Islam among the local people and built a grand mosque 
there. 
,--- , MUSLIM MERCHANTS, KERALA 
106. Abdul Haque. Muslim merchants of Kerala in the 
nineteenth century (M.Phil). Department of History, 
A.M.U. 1982. 171 p. Bibliography : p 161-171. 
Supervisor : M.Zameeruddin Siddiqui. 
Different aspects of the life of Muslim merchants during the 
19th century. The background is provided by the first chapter 
dealing with the trading activities of the Muslims since ancient 
times. The chapter also point out to the motives and effects behind 
the emergence of the Portuguese and the contact of the Muslim 
merchants with the english and the dutch. Then comes the 
description of the trade centres of Kerala in the second chapter. 
Chapter third gives an account of the commercial, agricultural and 
industrial products of the state. After the advent of the 
Portuguese, though the Muslims continued their traditional 
profession, a section of them moved to the interior and turned 
agriculturists. So the muslims had a role in the production as well 
as the trade. 
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, , PUNJAB, GHAZNAVID'S RULE, LIFE and 
CONDITIONS 
107. Jabir Raza, Mohd. Syed. Life and conditions in Punjab 
under the Ghaznavid's rule during 11th century (M.Phil). 
Department of History, A.M.U. 1985. 177 p. 
Bibliography : p 160-177. Supervisor : Iqtidar Hussain 
Siddiqui. 
The conquest of Punjab by Mahmud destroyed the rule 
of the last Hindu Shahya Dynasty in the region. The 
Ghaznavids developed two places into urban centres of 
importance. The places were Peshawar and Lahore. It was 
during this period that Lahore was called 'little Ghaznin'. 
During this period, the influence of Islamic culture 
permeated in the entire regions. The sufis played an 
important role in the early Medieval Indian society. The 
prominent sufis viz. Shaikh Ismail, Shaikh Hussain Zanjani 
and Shaikh Ali Hujwiri came to Lahore and settled here to 
preach Islam and made deep and far reaching contribution to 
the religious life of the regions. 
, , , JAT, JAGIRS, SIXTEENTH 
CENTURY 
108. Iftikhar Ahmad Khan. Punjab in the sixteenth century 
(M.Phil). Department of History,A.M.U. 1983.157p. Bibliography : 
p 154-157. Supervisor : Iqtidar Alam Khan. 
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The Punjab has much in common with the rest of the alluvial 
plaine of Northern India. However, the substancially lower 
rainfall averages and, consequently, heavy reliance of medieval 
economy on rivers and well irrigatoin, set it off from the Garigetic 
plains. Further more, the rise and spread of Sikhism imparted to it 
a cultural identity. In chapter first the geographical conditions of 
the region are discussed in some detail. The revival of agriculture, 
after the extensive devastations caused by the Mongol raiders in 
the 13th to 14th centuries, had its corollary in the large scale Jatt 
settlement of the region between the 11th and 16th centuries has 
been documented inchapter second. Chapter third and forth are 
devoted to a survey of the land controlling tribes and castes. 
Finally, in chapter fifth, the political administrative arrangements 
worked out by the imperial government to establish control over 
the region, with special reference to the system of Jagirs, have 
been examined. 
, -——--, SOUTH, QUTB SHAHI DYNESTY, 
GOLKUNDA BIJAPUR RELATIONS 
109. Masood Ahmad. Qutb Shahi relations with Bijapur 
(M.Phil). Department of History, A.M.U. 1979. 97 p. 
Bibliography : p 90-97. Supervisor : Zameerudding 
Siddiqui. 
The Qutb Shahi dynesty of Golkunda occupied a unique 
position in the Deccan. It played a vital role in the polical, 
diplomatic and cutlural history of south India. The study is 
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divided into five chapters. Chapter first deals with the prelude to 
the foundation of the Qutb Shahi dynesty in Golkunda. Chapter 
second deals with the siginificant initial phase of Golkunda's 
existence and the nature of its relationship with the sister state of 
Bihapur during the period of Sultan Quli Qutubul Mulk and 
Jamshid Quli Qutb-ul-Mulk and the short period of Sultan Quli 
Qutb-ul-Mulk. Chapter third is devoted to the Golkunda, Bijapur 
relations during the reign of Ibrahim Qutb Shah in whose glarious 
reign social and cultural achievements of Golkunda reached their 
zenith. Chapter forth deals with the new phase of Qutb Shahi 
relations with Bijapur under Muhammad Quli Qutb Shah and 
Mohammad Qutb Shahi, 1580-1626. New dimention were added to 
the problem of the Deccan by the Mughal intervention after 
Akbar's conquest of Gujrat in 1572. Chapter fifth desribes and 
analyses the phase of the Golkunda, Bijapur relations vis-a-vis the 
Mughal pressure from the North as well as the subersive activities 
of the Marathas, the period of Abdullah Qutb Shah and Abdul 
Hasan Qutb Shah. Chapter sixth discusses the Qutb Shahi relations 
with Bijapur in the fields of social, economic and cultural field. 
Some significant developments of Golkunda, Bijapur relations in 
agricultural, Industrial and commercial fields, the trade routes, the 
artistic and architectural developments and social relations are 
briefly described in the chapter. 
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, SUFISM, KERALA 
110. Kunhali, V.Sufism in Kerala (M.Phil). Department of 
History, A.M.U. 1981. 165 p. Bibliography : p 160-165. 
Supervisor : Zameeruddin Siddiqui. 
Sufism as found in the Mappila community of Kerala. The 
plan of the work is as follows. The first chapter of the work deals 
with the historical background. The growth of sufism in Keral is 
discussed in the second chapter. It has been noted that sifusm 
spread in Kerala from the time of the early Arab traders, though 
only a very few instances of its interrelation with other parts of 
the country could be traced. In the third chapter eleven sufi orders 
which exerted markded influence on the Mappilas are discussed. 
Chapter four is on the idiology and existing sufi practices in the 
life of the Mappilas. The profound veneration for 'Auliya' the 
unique influence of the concept of Jihad and the respect for 
Martyr saints are discussed in the next chapter. Many aspect of 
sufi influence on the Mappilas noted in the field work undertaken 
for this study have been discussed in the last chapter. 
, , SYED AHMAD, POLITICAL THOUGHTS, 
INDIAN NATIONAL CONGRESS 
111. Farid Ahmad. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Beck and the 
Indian National Congress (M.Phil). Department of 
History, A.M.U. 1989. 139 p. Bibliography : p 132-139. 
Supervisor : Iqbal Hussain. 
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Important phase of modern Indian history. The study is 
divided into four chapters. The first chapter deals with the 
development of Political thought of Sir Syed . An attempt has 
been made in this study to analyse the impact of the rebellion of 
1857 specially on the question of the survival of the Muslims and 
his interpretation of the rebellion and covers the Muslim response 
to the modern education highlighting Syed Ahmad Khan's view in 
this regard. In addition, attempt has also been made to retrace the 
'language controvercy' (i.e. the Urdu and Hindi) and Syed's 
opinion on it. Also discussed are his view's on the issues of self-
government. The second chapter deals with the modren 
educational institutions of the period like the Delhi college, Agra 
College and Bareilly College and here an attempt has been made 
to find out the involvement of the muslims in modern education. 
This chapter also gives an account of Syed's early experiments in 
establishing modern educational institutions. It deals with Sir 
Syed's journey to England for writing an answer toWilliam Muir's 
book. The third chapter is devoted to the emergence of Theodore 
Beck in the M.A.O. College. Beck had joined the MAO College 
with a purpose. An attempt has been made to highlight his overall 
purpose with the help of contemporary records. The forth chapter 
descusses Syed Ahmad's role in the national politics and analysis 
his view between 1858-1898. This period alsocovers the phase of 
the foundation of the Indian National Congress (1885). Since the 
Syed Ahamd had already developed a view in regard to the British 
rule in India, his opposition to the congress therefore, required a 
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special threatment. Thererfore, the opinon of Sir Syed and other 
Nationalist Muslims on the Congress and their arguments has been 
discussed in detail. 
— , , , TAHZIB-UL-AKHLAQ, RELIOUS, 
SOCIAL and POLITICAL TRENDS 
112. Pervaz Nazir. Religious, social and political trends in 
Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan (M.Phl). 
Department of History, A.M.U. 1995. 103 p. Biblography 
: p 85-103. Supervisor : M.P.Singh. 
Investigate on the basis of articles contributed by various 
scholars to Tahzib into the problem of muslims and how Sir Syed 
and his associates sought to solve them. Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq from 
1870 onwards became spokesman of muslim intellectuals and 
reformists whose mission was educational, social and economic 
upliftment of Muslim. Sir Syed wanted muslims to set aside 
orthodox traditions and conservatism and to became part and 
parcle of Indian main streem. 
, , TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, MEDIEVEL 
INDIA 
113. Ishrat Alam. textile technology in medieval India 
(M.Phil). Department of History, A.M.U. 1984. 92 p. 
Bibliography : p 80-92. Supervisor : Irfan Habib. 
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In the present dissertation, an attempt has been made to look 
for information wherever possible,in Persian texts and in Sanskrit 
and Pali works, European travellers, accounts and records, 
supplemented by contermprary miniatures, the Ajanta frescoes and 
modern drawing. In addition to these, standard works on history of 
technology of west, Iran and China have been consulted, 
particularly those of A.P. Usher, C.Singer, R.J.Forbes, Lynn 
white, Hans E.Wulff and J.Needham, for purpose of comparison 
with other cutures and for description and interpretations of 
techniques. 
--, , TRADE ajnd COMMERCE, AHMADABAD 
114. Jawaid Akhtar. Commerce of Ahmadabad during the 
seventeenth century (M.Phil). Department of History, 
A.M.U. 1987. 175 p Bibliography : p 167-175. 
Supervisor : Shireen Moosive. 
Ahmadabad emerged as an important cnetre of trade and 
comerce as well as manufacture during the 16th century and 17th 
century. It was the major market for Sarkhej indigo as well as 
saltpetre besides many other commodities such as sigar, paper etc. 
much in demand for export. The city of Ahmadabad not only 
received goods for foreign trade from almost all over the India but 
was naturally the entry point for a large portion of the imports 
which were then distributed all over the empire. 
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—- , , TRADITIONS of MUSLIM SAINTS, EAST 
115. Maksood Ahmad Khan. Surviving traditions of Muslim 
saints in eastern India (12th - 16th century) (M.Phil). 
Department of History, A.M.U. 1982. 135 p. 
Bibliography : p 111-135. Supervisor : Mohd. Zaki. 
The traditions are not hsitory but contain many facts of 
history. After critical analysis theyt may yield some very useful 
informations, which may corrooborate and supplement information 
derived from other reliable sources. Various traditions still 
surviving in diferent regions of Eastern India about the activities 
of the Muslim sainsts have been classified under following 
chapters: The first chapter deals with the traditions regarding the 
conquest of different regions by the saints. Seferal traditions still 
popular in the different parts of Bihar and Bengal claim that the 
saints penetrated into the interior regions of Bihar, Bengal and 
Assam, wrested from local chiefs some territory and setted down 
there when opposed or persecuted by the local rules they 
sometimes sought support from their coreligions in Iraq and 
Arabis. The second chapter deals with the minor conflicts that 
took place between the saints and the local chiefs at the time of or 
subsequent settlement in various after their death. Beside this 
they constructed mosques, tanks, roads for the benefit of the 
people in general. The spititual facts or the super-natural powers 
attributed to the saints have been related in the fourth chapter. 
The traditions that the saints subdued the demons in order to save 
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the people from their oppression still survive and certinly have 
deep impact on the masses. This is why people visit the tomb of 
the saints not only to pay homage to them but also the seek their 
blessing in order to get rid some incurable deseases and calamities 
places. Sometimes neighbouring rulers were also involved in such 
conflict which throw light on their relations and mutual rivalries. 
The third chapter deals with the peaceful settlement made by the 
saints and their contribution in the expansion of Islam by 
converting the non-muslims to Islam. But at the same time they 
identified with the local population and them popular among the 
masses, Hindus and Muslims, who paid homage to the saints. 
, , TRADE RELATIONS, INDIA and ARAB 
WORLD 
116. Iftikhar Ahmad Khan. Trade relations between India 
and the Arab World: the 10th to 18th century (M.Phil). 
Centre of West Asian Studies, A.M.U. 1984. 184 p. 
Bibliography; p 134-184. Supervisor: Irfan Habib. 
The first chapter deals weth the early Arab and Roman 
commerce with India and arabian Sea Trade from the 6th century. 
Second chapter deals with organisation of Arabian sea commerce 
form 100 to 1400 A.D. Third chpater deals with Indian export to 
the Islamic world before the opening of the cape route. Fourth 
chapter deals with Western Indian ocean on the eve of the opening 
of the cape route. Fifth chapter deals with the Portuguese, 
intrusion in the 16th century. Sixth chapter deveoted to the Indo-
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Arab trade and the impect of Dutch and English Supremacy (C 
1600-1750). 
—- , IRAN, REFORMS, REZA SHAH PAHELVI 
117. Sabeeha Bano. Critical study of the refroms introduced 
by Reza Shah Pahelvi (M.Phil). Centre of West Asian 
Studies, A.M.U. 1982. 95 p. Bibliography: p 91-95. 
Supervisor: S.Maqbool Ahmad. 
An analytical study of the various aspects of public life of 
the Iranian people during the reign of Rez Shah Pehalvi with a 
brief knowldege of the pre Pehalvi period, reveals the fact 
prevailing throughout the period (1921-1941) that more was gained 
than lost by the Iranian people Reza Shah was a man of great 
power and strong personality. Reza Shah had before him a lot of 
work to do save the country form socio-economic exploitation by 
out side influences. He had to eradicate the evils of illiteracy, 
ignorence and backwardness of the people. The economic 
development of the land required and independent trade policy. 
The need for fast means of communications was emphasised by 
him. All these jobs were not easy to accomplish. They needed 
courage, strong actions highly organised policies, a broad outlook, 
a centralised and excessive form of authority if they were to be 
implemented. The most important contribution of Reza Shah to 
Iran's progress was his educational policy which proved to be 
benificial in eradicating the evils of ignorance and illitracy from 
the masses. 
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ISLAMIC STUDIES, FEMINIST MOVEMENT, WASIM 
AMIN'S CONTRIBUTION, EGYPT 
118. Zarrin Moin. Qasim Amin's contribution to the 
feminist movement in Egypt (M.Phil). Centre of West 
Asian Studies, A.M.U. 1993. 92 p. Bibliography: p 80-
92. Supervisor: Mahmudul Haq. 
Women's emanicipation and the Qasim Amin's contributions 
to the development of the feminest monvement in Egypt at the 
close of the 19th century. The dissertation is divided into four 
chapters, beginning with the history of Egypt. The second chapter 
is entitled 'or igins ' of Egyptian Awakening gives an account of 
the French impact on Eqypt. Third chapter deals with the life and 
work of Qasim Amin. Forth chapter deals with the reformist view 
of Qasim Amin. 
, INDIAN RULERS in relation to OTTOMAN EMPIRE 
119. Shamshad Ali. Relations of the Ottoman empire with 
the Indian rulers 1750-1924 (M.Phil). Centre of West Asian 
Studies, A.M.U. 1988. 114 p. Bibliography: p 102-114. 
Supervisor: Mahmudul Haq. 
This dissertation consists of three chapter. The first chapte 
deals with the relationship the Ottoman Sultans and the Mughal 
emperors of India. Second chapter tried to emphasize the 
diplomatic exchanges between the Ottoman empire and the states 
Mysore and Hyderabad. The third deals with the attitudes of the 
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Ottoman empire towards British India. The emphasis in these 
chapters is to examine the various level of relation between the 
two countries and to investigate the basic objectives of theser 
relations. These chapters are mainly based on the studies of the 
leters of the rulers of both the countries, diaries of summaries, of 
newspapers articls and the reports of various govenrment officials. 
, ISLAM INSTITUTION of ZAKAT 
120. Tauqeer Ahmad. Institutiton of Zakat in Islam 
(M.Phil). Department of Islamic studies, A.M.U. 1989. 121 
p. Bibliography: p 114-121. Supervisor: M.Yasin Mazhar 
Siddiqui. 
The first chapter deals with the importance, aims and 
objectives of the Zakat in th light of th Quran and the Hadith. The 
second chapter discusses in detail the evolution of the Zakat 
system during the Prophet's period with a reference to the 
conditon of the Zakat being obligatory and its distribution. The 
third chapter has been devoted to Zakat system in the orthodox 
caliphate. The main theme of the forth chapter is the institution of 
the Zakat in the Islamic society. And the fifth and last chapter of 
dissertaiton throws light on the impact of Zakat payment and its 
distribution on individuals as well as the society. 
- -, --, QURAN, WOMEN, STATUS 
121. Shaista Aziz Alam. Role and status of women in the 
Quran (M.Phil). Development of Islamic Studies, A.M.U. 
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1988. 151 p. Bibliography: p 144-151. Supervisor: 
Muhammad Azam Qasmi. 
Analyses the role.and status of women defined in the Quran. 
This work has been arrenged in seven chapters. In the introduction 
a brief survery is attempted to assess the position of women in 
Arabia prior to Islam and her position in ancient Greece, Chine, 
India and Rome etc. and her struggle in west for emancipation 
including her present status in the Muslim world. The first chapter 
establishes the equality of sexes before the creator as seen by the 
Quran. The second chapter deals with the feminine character in 
the Quran, both idea and deplorable. It leads to a discussion of her 
role in the family and wider social sphere. Her legal position in 
marriage, divorce, inheritence and punishments have been 
discussed in the subsequent chapter. An analysis of the idology of 
the existing purdah system vis-a-vis the Quranic injunction in this 
regard is the subject of the fifth chapter. The sixth chapter 
defining the rights of slave girls and orphan girls. 
, , RELIGIOUS TRENDS, MUSLIM, KASHMIR 
122.Wani, Mushtaq Ahmad. Muslim religious trends in 
Kashmir in modern times (M.Phil). Department of Islamic 
Studies, A.M.U. 1992. 178 p. Bibliography: p 171-178. 
Supervisor : Kabir Ahamd Jaisi. 
Provides an outline of the muslim religions trends that have 
emerged and cruystallised in 20th century Kashmir. After 
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providing historical back ground of modern Kashmir, the 
dissertation investigates and analyses the religious and theological 
orientations of four major Islamic Organisations of Modern 
Kashmir, namely; Anjuman-I-Nustrat-ul-Islam, Anjuman-I-Ahl-I-
Hadith, Ajnuman-I-Tablig-ul-Islam and Jamat-I-Islami. The 
dissetation concentrates on bringing out the respective ideological 
standpoints of these representative muslim religious trends in our 
times. It argues that while all the four trends share the basic world 
view and value system of Islam yet there are disagreements in 
emphasis and interpretations. It is maintained that the thrust of the 
Anjuman-I-Nusrat-ul-Islam is refromative and educational; of the 
Anjuman-I-Tabligh-ul-Islam conservative and traditionalist; of the 
Anjuman-I-Ahl-I-Hadith doctrial and puritan and of the Jammat-i-
Islami revolutionary and revivalist. 
—-, ISLAMIC TRENDS, role of ABBAS MAHMOUD AL-
AQQAD 
123.Usama, T. Islamic trends in the writings of Abbas 
Mahmoud Al-Aqqad (M.Phil). Department of Islamic 
Studies, A.M.U. 1979 178 p. Bibliography: p 172-178. 
Supervisor : Fazl-ur-Rehman Nadvi. 
Impact of recent islamic movements on modern Arabic 
literature in the 20th century with special reference to the writing 
of "Abbas Mahmoud-al-Aqqad". Dissertation tries to give ralient 
features regarding the georaphical sketches, and the islamic trends 
of the mind and writing of Al-Aqqad. Thesis also included a 
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survery about his workes and tried to fix his position among his 
contemporaries. 
--, MAUDUDI, KHILAFAT-O-MULUKAT 
124. Ganai, G.H.Nabi. Critical study of Maududi's Khilafat-
o-Mulukat (M.Phil). Department of Islamic Studies, A.M.U. 
1995. 120 p. Bibliography: p 116-120. Supervisor: 
M.Y.M.Siddiqui. 
The Khilafat-o-Mulukiat by Maulana Maududi is an attempt 
to acquaint the urde knowing readers of the true nature of the 
Islamic Khalifah and its gradual transformation into kingship. 
This study is divided into three parts. First part the political 
teachings of Quran together with the principles of Islamic polity 
are discussed. In the second part various stages of transformation 
of Khilafah are noticed, while in the third religious and political 
difference among the muslims and the role played by the ulama 
are discussed.-The first part which consists of two chapters is 
infact an outline of the political structure of islamic khilafah. 
Discussing the theoritical basis of the islamic political system, he 
begins with the teachings of the Holy Quran, formulates as manuy 
as seventeen points and enumerates the principles of islamic 
governance. The total sum of the two chapters is the 
accumulations of all the Quranic verses and Islamic principles 
relating to the right form of government or the political structure 
of the islamic khilafah. The second part of the book deals with 
right khilafah into monarchy, which is the main thesis of the book. 
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They deal with the historical development that took place in later 
periods and pushed the Khilafah to monarchy. Part third deals 
with the religious and political difference of various muslims 
sects and the role played by some ulema. The author discusses the 
theological difference among muslims, their origins and causes 
especially the role of Abu Hanifa and Abu Yusuf is minimising 
these differences and leading the muslims ummah to unity, 
political as well as theological. 
-- , MUSLIM IMIGRANTS, GREAT BRITAIN, HISTORY 
125. Muhammad Mumtaz Ali. Short history of Muslim 
Immigrants in Great Britain (M.Phil). Department of 
Islamic Studies, AMU. 1985. 275 p. Bibliography: p. 21-
257. Supervisor: M. Iqbal Ansari. 
Todady the second largest and dominent ideology in Europe 
in Islam. Islam is not new to Europe and the West Euurope had 
been acquainted with this ideology since almost eighth century. 
Presently, France constitutes the greatest Muslim Population and 
Germanny bears the usecond position in the size of Muslim 
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populatioana. Britain being one of the most important imperial 
and colonial countries of Europe also attracted a long number of 
Muslims who now from a considerable part of the populatioan of 
Britain which has been a result of the mass migration from 
different parts of the world. Now, Britain is the third largest 
Muslim majority country in Europe. The present study deals with 
a short history of Muslim migrants in Britain, their settlement 
patttern evolution, progress and development as a part of the 
whole Muslim Community of the world. 
, MUSLIM PHILOSOPHY, role of ALI SHARIATI, 
IRAN 
126. Ahsanul Haq. Critical study of Ali Shariati 's 
Contribution to Islamic Thought (M.Phil) Centre of West 
Asian Studies AMU. 1986. 140 p. Bibliography: p. 131-140 
Supervisor Mahmudul Haq. 
The dissertation comprises five chapters. The first chapter is 
biographical sketch of Ali Shriati. The second chapter deals with 
his important works and also tries to identify authenticity of his 
writings. The third chapter discusses Ali Shariati 's concepts of 
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man and Ethics or Islamic humanism. The fourth chapter deals 
with his sociological thoughts on Islam and society. As a 
socialogist, he has tried to discover socialogical notions in the 
Quran and other Islamic sources. He also discusses social 
structure and class system and relates them to the problems of 
change in society. The fifth chapter is devoted to his ideas on 
Islam especially his concept of Shism. He believes that the clergy 
and monarchy of Iran united to corrup the shiite religion to fulfil 
their vested interest. He then tries to reconstruct the real meaning 
of Shiism in the context of the present day world. His ideas on 
some of the basic tenets of Shiism - Ummah, Imamat and Adalat 
have been critically examined. 
, MUSLIM REFORMATION, role of INDIAN ULEMA 
127. Saiful Islam. Role of the Indian Ulema in reformation 
of the Muslim Society (in India) 1875 to 1947. (M.Phil.) 
Department of Islamic Studies, AMU. 1987. 113 p. 
Bibliography: p. 111-113. Supervisor: Fazlur Rahman Nadvi. 
This dissertation is divided into five chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the background of the revolt of 1875. This was 
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a period marked by a complete anarchy. The mughal empire was 
broken into pieces. This was a suitable ground for the Britisher to 
take control of the country piece by piece. From the religious 
point of view the Muslim were divided into various sects and they 
adopted the manner and custom of the Hindus and almost lost their 
relgious point of view the Muslim were divied into various seats 
and they adopted the manner and custom of the Hindus and almost 
lost their religious identity. This themse was against the sprit of 
Islam so the Ulema rose rose againstt this tendency and tried to 
make the Muslim true Muslim. This was possible only if the 
British rulers were turned out from India, and the Muslim got 
religious freedom. In the mutiny of 1875 the ulamas found an 
opportunity to fulfil their dreams too. They fought the Britishes 
in those regions where they were well organised and were in a 
majority The fought the British courageously but were defeated 
because of lack of training in warfare. The second chapter of 
dissertation is devoted to the contributin of some leading ulema in 
the freedom struggle such as Shah Walliullah, Shah Abdul Aziz, 
Haji Imdadullah, Maulana Qasim Nanutawi etc. These ulema 
issued fatwas, making were with the Britishers incumbent on 
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every Muslim. Haji Imdadullah and Syed Ahmad Shaheed 
organised armies and fought the Britishers. They faced great 
ordeals in the fight for the freedom of the country. The third 
chapter deals with some ulema like Maulana Fazle Haque, 
Maulana Rahmatullah Keravi Azimullah Khan, Maulana Qasim 
Nanutani of these the most out standing contribution was of 
Maulana Rahmatullah. He was appointed the Chief of the army of 
Kerana region he helped the armies of adjoining region who 
fought Britisher but the Muting was crushed and Maulana fled to 
surat and frm there to Mecca but his property was confiscated. 
Azimullah Khan enlisted the cooperation of Maratha in his fight 
against the British. Maulana Nanautri fought the Britishers from 
Shamli and Thana Bhawan. He inflicted crusing defeat on the 
Britisher in the beginning but late on the British armies over 
powered the forces of the Mujahidin. The forth chapter deals with 
establishement of various institutions of Islamic learning which 
aimed at instilling the sprit of freedom among the students at the 
same tme making them true muslim. These insstitution were Darul 
Ulemoon, Deoband Mazahrul Uloom Saharanpur, Madarsa Aliay 
Calcutta, Madrsa Imdadia Darbhanga, Nadwatul Ulum Lukhnow 
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etc. The fiflit chapter is devoted to the emegence of Imarat-e-
Shariah at Patna. The foundation of the Imarat was in fact the 
after affect of the repression of the Muslim by British rulers who 
blamed the muslim for the mutiny, so they percecuted them of the 
personal lawn of the Muslims as enshrined in the Quran and the 
Haith. Thus a movement was initiated fought for the retention of 
the personal laws of the Muslim and at last the Imarat was 
established which decided in religious matters of Muslim. Its 
suzerainty was accepted by the Muslims of Bihar religious matters 
of Muslim. Its suzerainty was accepted by the Muslims of Bihar. 
, POLITICS, RELIGION, role in SAUDI ARABIA 
128. Kutty, Bilal Ahmad. Political and religious origins of 
Saudi Arabia (M.Phil.) Department of Islamic studies, AMU. 
Aligarh. 1993. 100 p. Bibliography: p.89-100, Supervisor: 
Abdul Ali. 
It is well known fact that the location of the the two holiest 
Muslim shrines the Kaba at Mecca and the Prophetic Mosque at 
medina in Saudi Arabia accounts for its previleged religouis 
position at it attracts lakhs of Muslim Pilgrims every year from all 
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parts of the world. Likewise, the presence of vast petroleum 
reserves in this country gives it significant economic and political 
clout in the country of notions. Furhter, as the largest and perhaps 
the richest country in the Middle East, it exerts considerable 
influence on the mearly oil-rich states as well as on the burning 
problems facing the whole Muslim world. In addition, the historic 
role played by Sheikh Muhammad Abd al Wahhab and Saudi 
family in promoting the cause of Islam can hrdly be 
overcomphasised at a time when muslims all over the world had 
gone astray from the true faith of this religoun and become 
politicallyy disintegrated. All these factors combined together 
give Saudi Arabia special prestige not only in the Arabb and 
lslami world, but also in the world at large. This work is divide 
into four chapters followed by a geneological table of Saudi 
Rulers. The first chapter seeks to give an accountt of the decadent 
socio polirtical and religious conditionns of central Arabia which 
necessitated the rise of a poweful and effective religous reform 
movementt culminating in the transformation of the turbulent 
prominces of this region into a geopolitical entity. While 
disussing the deplorable social and religious conditiosn fo the 
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table, it has been made clear that ccental Arabia had long been by 
strife, feuds and vendettas between different strong tribal to 
pillage and murder, thereby plunging the entire region into a state 
of chaos, lawlessness and highway robbery. The second chapter 
gives an account of the religious reform movement launched by 
Muhammad Ibn Abd al Wahhab and of his chief religious 
doctrines. It is clearly pointed out in this context that the Sheikh 
neither belonged to nor he was against, any of the four main 
shcool of Muslim jusriprusence, and that his main mission was to 
acquaint the Muslim with the true faith of the "virtuous ancients" 
(Salf-e-Salihin). The Impact of this movement on the religious, 
social and political life of Muslims as well as on the numerous 
reform movements that took place in the Muslim world from time 
to time has also been discussed in it. The third chapter deals with 
the first Saudi realm and the subsequent Egptian invesion, while 
the fourth and conluding chapter is devoted to the discussion of 
the second Saudi realm and the establishment of the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. 
— , REFORMATION, role of ABD-AL WAHAB, SAUDI 
123 
129. Saiyed Ahsan. Muhammad Ibn' Abd Al-Wahab and his 
movement (M.Phil.) Department of Islamic studies, AMU. 
1979. 141 p. Bibliography: p. 132-141. Supervisor: 
Mahmudul Haq. 
The eighteen century reform movement of Muhammad 
Ibn'Abd al-Wahhab has a special importance for any study of the 
history of Saudi Arabia. A study of this movement is also of great 
significance to a scholar of Modern Muslim thought because this 
movement has, inone way or the other, been the scource of 
Inspiration for almost all the fundamentalist reformist movements 
of the later period. In the first chapter of the dissertaion have tried 
to trace the ideological background of the fundamentalist trend in 
Islam because it was this trend which shaped the mind of 
Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab and his follwoers. The second 
chapter deals with the condition of Arabia on the eve of the 
"Wahhabi" movement. In the subsequent chapter have discussed 
the main doctrines of Muhammad Iba 'Abd al-Wahhab and traced 
his influence on th development of Modern Islamic thought. 
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, role of ASIATIC SOCIETY, BENGAL 
130. Shabnam Begum. • Contribution of Asiatic socity of 
Bengal to Islamic learning (M.Phil.) Department of Islamic 
studies, AMU. 1991. 143 p. Bibliography: p. 123-143. 
Supervisor: N. Ahmad Ayyubi. 
The Asiatic Society of bengal in an institution of National 
lmportence declared by an Act of Parliament. It was founded at 
Calcutta. The main aim of the society was to promote the study of 
Asian studies with special reference to the man and nature within 
the geographical limits of Asia. 
The Asiatic Society had made remarkable contribution in 
various fields of studies. The society since its inception had 
shown great to promote the study of language, literature, and 
culture of the Persians. 
The Asiataic society has also tried successfully to promate 
Arabian studies rare books and manuscripts of Arabic language 
were collected for its library and research work on this field of 
knowledge were pupblished under Bibliotheca Indica Series of the 
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Society. The first book of Arabic language which was published in 
1854 is Ash-Shamsiya fil Qawaid al-Mantiqya of Najmuddin AH 
bin Umar al-Katibi. The Asiatic Society has made profound 
contribution in diverse field of knowledge. The Turkish literature 
which contains so many precions literary work has also not 
escaped the attention of the Society. One of the works brought out 
in this field by the society is "History of the Khojas of Eastern 
Turkistan" of Robert Barkley published in 1897 by the Asiatic 
Society. 
- , SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, role of MUSLIMS, 
SPAIN 
131. Adam Malik Khan. Contribution of Muslim Spain to 
Mathematics (M.Phil.). Department of Islamic Studies AMU. 
1993. 131 p. Bibliography : p. 121-131. Supervisor: 
Ehtesham Bin Hasan. 
The present work attempts of colletc together all the 
possible extent material concerning the Muslim Mathematics of 
Spain. Whether they were Spanish by birth or were imigrants who 
settled there. The dissertation is divided into four chapters. The 
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first chapter contains the developments of early civilisatioan, 
natiaon and school. In the second chapter Spanish Muslim 
mathematics of the third chapter deals with the Spanish Muslims 
mathematicians and their works during the 13 th, 14th and 15th 
centuries. The muslims of the early period had great interest in 
almost all the fields of lerning. They made remarkable 
contribution and the Abbasid. The muslim of Spain in similar 
fashion carved out for themselves a place in their contribution to 
knowledge at par with their brethern in the other parts of the 
Islamic world. 
Mathematics was an important subject which was studied 
and developed by them alongwith other subjects of religious as 
well as nataural sciences such as history, geography, Quran, 
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astrology, music, surgery etc. for quite a long period Spain 
subject which became essential for the Muslims soon after the 
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performance of some of the fundamental duties of Islamic faith 
was mear to impossible without scientific knowledge , and in 
particular, knowledge of Mathematics Fasting, pilgrimage and 
numerous other religious ceremonies required careful and 
sienttific understanding of the lumar calander .. Zakat, the laws of 
inheretence and waqf (religious endovements) are purely in need 
of mathematics. Without the knowledge of Mathematics one can 
not reach to a fixed reseult regarding these religious duties. 
Mathermatics was the first priority of Muslim scholars 
alongswith other religious science. Arithmatic geometry, plane, 
and spherical trignometry and algebra were the branches of 
mathermatics on which Muslims of Spain paid their attention. 
They worked and developed almost all these branches to their 
hgieht. Muslim Spain also produced a number of Muslim 
mathematics who started, their activites in this field from almost 
the middle of the 10th century A.D. and conttinued their endevours 
till the fall of Muslim rule in th country in 1492 A.D. The exact 
number of mathematicians produced by Spain and their 
contributions may never be known as a huge material of historical 
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importence was destroyed by the chiristian rulers of Spain who 
succeeded the Muslims. 
, SUFISM, LITERATURE, INDIA 
132. Muhammad Ismail. Sufi Liteature in India during the 
17th century (M.Phil.). Department of Islamic Studies, AMU. 
1986. 167 p. Bibliography :p 150-167. Supkervisor: Azuddin 
Khan 
Dissertation is divided into five chapters, according to the 
various order of sufism which developed in India during the 
seventeeth century as follows : (1) Naqshbandi Sufi order in India; 
Naqshbani Sufi literature in India during the 17th century (2) 
Qadiri Sufi order in India, Qadiri Sufi literature in India during 
the 17th century (3) Chisti Sufi order in India; Chisti Sufi 
literature in India during the 17th century (4) Shattri and 
Suhrawardi Sufi orer in India; Shattari and Suharwardi literature 
in India during the 17th century. (5) Sufi literature in general, in 
this chapter discussed literature of those sufis who do not belong 
to any particular orders. Thus, these chaptes contain a detailed list 
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of all the Sufi works written in India during the 17 a century 
silsilah wise. 
, TURKISH NATIONALISM, role of ZIYAGOKALP 
133. Syed Sibtery Hasan. Ziya Gokalp: study of his life and 
thought (M.Phil.) Department of Islamic Studies, AMU. 
1981. 110 p. Bibliography: p. 102-110 Supervisor : N. 
Ahmad Ayyubi. 
Contributionn of Ziya Gokalp to the development of Turksh 
nationalistic thought highlighting philosophical and 
sociological background of his idea. This dissertaion also 
deal with the circumstances which led to the disintegration 
of the Ottomon empire and to the rise of revolutionary 
organisations during the time of decadence. This study takes 
into account the psychological and social factors that have 
played a significant role in the development of G.okalp's 
thinking In its scope it is particularly interested in tracingg 
the antecedents of the revolutionary thoughts of Ziya 
Gokalp. A special referecne is made to the fact how Ziya 
Gokalp tied to present a synthesis of Islamic tradition and 
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modern western philosphy. Formally, the study is intended 
to see how far Ziya gokalp's teachings go to contribute some 
of the fundamentals of Turkish nationalism. 
, TURKISH REPUBLIC, SECULARISATION role 
of MUSTAFAKEMAL 
134. Mohammad Shaharyar. Secularisation of the Turkish 
republic under Mustafa Kemal (M.Phil.). Centre of West 
Asian Studies, AMU 1989. 141 p. Bibliography : p. 136-141. 
Supervisor: Masoodar Rehman Khan Nadvi. 
Secularisataion of the Turkish Republic under Mustafa 
Kemal more popularly known as Ataturk, who was one of the 
greatest figures of the twenthieth century. To him goes the credit 
of carving out an idenpendent Turkish Republic out of the ruins of 
the once Ottoman Empire after World War I. If not for Mustafa 
Kamal Turkey would have been a mere puppet in the hands of the 
Western countries. He mat only was able to gain independence for 
his country but by becoming the first president of the newly 
formed Republic of Turkey. He introduced certain drastic reforms 
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in the religious social, cultural political, economic improve the lot 
of his people. 
The dissertation is spread over five cahpters with an 
introduction and conditions. In the introducctory part the period 
from the Tanzimat has been discussed, since it was from this 
period that certain modernising reforms were introduced by the 
Ottoman Sultans Culminating in the grant of the first constitution. 
Chapter first concerns mainly the resistence movement organised 
by Mustafa Kamal after the defeat and breakup of the Ottomon 
Empire in World war I. Consequently, the Republic of Trukey was 
established. This is followed by chapter second which discusses in 
the main size principles of Kemalism the Kemalist ideologies on 
which were based all the reforms introduced by Mustafa Kemal in 
the Republic. Chapter third, fourth fifth deal with the many 
reforms of Mustafa kemal at lenth. These reforms concerned the 
state, the Society and the Personal Law. 
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- -, LIBRARY SCIENCE, INFORMATIOAN TECHN-
OLOGY, NATIONAL DOCUMENTATION CENTERS, INDIA 
135. Siddiqui, Jamal Ahmad. Use of new information 
technology in national informatioan and docuemntation 
centres in India (M.Phil.) Department of Library and 
Information Science, AMU. 1994 128 p. Bibliography : p. 
119-128. Supervisor: Mohd. Sabir Hussain. 
The present study has been presented in five chapter. The 
first chapter is the introduction entailing the preamble, objectives 
of the study, the requirements of information technology, the facts 
of information technology and the important national information 
centres in India. The second chapter deals with the inmformatioan 
technology in Librares and information centres. This chapter 
discusses and advent of information technology; discusses on the 
developments in computers including application and 
communication; covers the adoption of information technology in 
National Informatiaon Centres. Finally, it reviews the present 
state problems and prospects of the information technology. 
Chapter third deals with the informations centres in India. Some 
of the specialised information centres have been covered. Chapter 
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fourth, is on the use of information technology at indian national 
documentation and information centres. The INSDOC, DESIDOC, 
and the NASSDOC make the contents of the chapter. The last 
chapter is the conclusion chapter. Conclusion contains the 
observations and inferences and discuss the anticipated future of 
the informatioan technology. 
, USE OF LIBRARY COLLECTION, CENTRAL 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES, DELHI and U.P. 
136. Siddiqui, Asif Fareed. Use of Library collection in the 
Central University Libraries of Delhi and U.P. (M.Phil.). 
Department of Library and Information Science, AMU. 
1996, 138 p. Bibliography: p. 122-138. Supervisor: 
Shabahat Hussain. 
Requirements of efficient working, administration and 
organisatiaon of the Library System in the Country with special 
reference to Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim Univeristy 
Aligarh and the Library of Jawaharlal Nehru University, New 
Delhi, and to draw conclusion concerning these so that the 
libraries may maximum use of their collection. 
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, PHILOSOPHY, MUSLIM PHILOSOPHY, AL-
GHAZALI, EPISTEMOLOGY 
137. Quser Mustafa. Critical study of Al-Ghazili 's 
Epistemology (M.Phil.). Department of Philosophy, AMU. 
1987. 168 p. Bibliography: p. 145-168. Supervisor: S. 
Waheed Akhtar. 
Al-Ghazali developed his epistemological theories on the 
teachings of the Quran and the Traditions. The Quran itself is 
final word in revelation and its authority has to be accepted by 
every Muslim. The traditions of Prophet(s) also enjoy the status of 
authority. So the concept of authority as one of the service of 
knowledge is present in Quran and the Traditions. Reason, sense 
experience and inner experience, i.e. intution all the three have 
been reffered to in the Quran as the source of knowledge. The 
Quran in the words of al-Ghazali, for the first time laid down the 
main principles of scientific induction, emphasising the role of 
observation and experiment with to the physical word. At the same 
time the Quran encouraged Muslims to think and contemplate on 
the sign of god in the universe, thus accepting the role of reasons. 
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, , , TAHAFUT AL-FALSAFIAH 
138. Afsal Ahmad. Critical appraisal of Al-Ghazali's 
Tahafut-al-Falsafiah (M.Phil.) Department of Philosophy, 
AMU. 1990. 210 p. Bibliography :p. 204-2110 p. Supervisor: 
S. Waheed Akhtar. 
The Tahafut al-Falsifah represents the culmination of the 
philosophical task of al-Ghazali. What is peculiar with al-Ghazali 
is that although he refutes the philosphers and their system, he is 
not anti metaphysical. The conflict between the philosphers and 
al-Ghazali is impact a conflict between the tool of reasons and th 
vehicle of faith. The Tahafut is a unique combination of the 
metaphysical problems and epistemological methodology. In 
Tahafut we experrience the culmination of the Kalam controversy 
on the Unity of God. Al-Ghazali agree with the Mutatazilites that 
certain description in the Quran are obviously mataphorical. The 
descriptions like God's having hands ears etc. should not be taken 
literally. In his arguments al-Ghazali appears to have agreed to 
hold that attributes depend on essence. 
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— - , , HUSSAIN NASR, SCIENCE 
139. Arjed AH, Sheikh. Islamic Philosphy of science: 
critical study of Hussain Nasr (M.Phil.). Department of 
Philosophy, AMU 1993. 103 p. Bibliography : p. 97-103 
Supervisor: S. Waheed Akhtar. 
Islamic science is claimed to be an alternative model to 
western science. Islamic scientists claim that Islam provides the 
most stable set of axioms can man could possibly need in 
scientific enterprises and explorations as well as in the shapeing 
of human future. To support their claim Islamic scientists discuss 
on an evidence the emergence of the Muslim scientific studies 
during the European dark ages with belief in revalution and 
prophetic experience. This intellectual heritage spread within a 
remarkable short time over three contiments (Africa, Europe, 
Asia). A body of scientific knowledge was provided in this culture 
and consequently great seats of learning emerged at places as far 
apart as cardova, Istambul, Baghdad. Cairo, Damuscus, Tashkant, 
Bukhara, Java and Beiging. The contributions of Muslims to 
physics, chemistry, medicine, astronomy, mathematics, geography, 
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geology, botany, zoology and philosophy are well known to the 
historians of science. A large number of Eurapean intendens are 
recorded to have completed their studies in Muslim Universityes 
of Spain. Roger Bacon who is considered to be the father of 
Modern science did receive his education in spain. Copernicus, 
who forwarded his revolutionary cosmological theories in 1543, 
also benefited from the researches of the Muslim schoalrs. Till the 
sixteenth century, the books of Muslim scholars such as Ibn-e-
Sina's-al-Qanun al-tibb (cannon of medicine). Jabir - ibn al 
Hayyam's Kitab-al-Mawazaim (Book of optics) and Zakaria al 
Razi's Kitab al Mansur (liber al Masur) wre translated into latin 
and continued to be the part of the currcula of the Western 
universities. Islam is believed to be the last eternal and unique 
truth in the human history. 
, ,IQBAL, EXISTENTIALIST ELEMENT 
140. Kazmi, Syed Latif Hussain (M. Phil.). Department of 
Philosophy, AMU. 1985. 233 p. Bibliography : p. 217-233. 
Supervisor: Mohd. Anzarul Haq. 
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Iqbal, who is an amalgam of Eastern wisdom and western 
thought has crucial existencial insights to offer. He dwells upon 
certain important existentialist themse without calling himself as 
existentinlist. However, he is not in fall aggrement with the 
exponents of the Slogan "existence precedes essence" and its 
implication. Iqbal emphasies the individuality and uniquenes of 
man. In keeping with Quranic injunctions he considers man to be a 
chosen spacies or the crown of the creation. Additionally, the 
thrust of Iqbal's philosophy is antiintellectualist. He considers 
'intutions' or mystical experience to be the higher form of 
intellect. For Iqbal, mere intellect cannnot resolve the dilemas, 
contradictions mystries and paradoxes of life. It is intimative 
experience that a synoptic view of life can be obtained. 
, , SUFISM, JAISI'S AKHRAVAT, ETHICAL 
IDEAS 
141. Makhan Lai. Ethical Ideas in Jaisi's Akhravat (M.Phil) 
Department of Philosophy, AMU. 1982 167 p. 
Bibliography: p. 151-167. Supervisor; Mohd. Noor Nabi. 
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Akhravat clearly shows that like other Sufis Jaisi places a 
great importance to the freedom and respnsibility of man. He is 
quite categorical that a man has to perform the good actions 
according to his capacity. He further says that a man has to reap th 
fruits of his actions either good or bad, when he would go back to 
the heavenly abode afte his death. Thus Jaisi, declared the moral 
discipline as the basic need to attain the "Summum Bonum." e.g. 
the ultimate good. And here Jaisi is quite in aggrement with the 
techniques of the Quran and the other Sufis of Chisti and 
Suharawardi orders in India. Jaisi 's system many be called 
Theologica Ethica. His moral system is means to achieve the end 
and and is love and visiion of God which is rooted in religion. He 
does not present any system of Ethics as we find the current 
western trend. 
, , SYED AHMAD, RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY 
142. Rubby Akbar. Religious philosphy of Sir Syed Ahmad 
Khan and its conemporary relevance (M.Phil). Department 
of Philosophy, AMU. 1995. 162 p. Bibliography, p. 141-162. 
Supervisor: S. Waheed Akhtar. 
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Sir Syed was the first Mslim thinker who had the necessary 
intellectural calibre and courage to come out of the medievel 
conceptual grooves and fixed pattenrs of thinking,. He was 
actually superiory of the western world. Sir Syed is emphasis on 
understanding Islam in the light of reason and commonsencse is 
also in accord with contemporary sensibility. Sir Syed's project 
of the reconstruction of traditional Islamic religious thought was 
inspired by his concern for the socio-political economic and 
cultural rehabilitation of Indian Muslims. Sir Syed was convinced 
that the root cause of the economic and political backwardness of 
Muslims was their allegiance to various outward patterns of 
thought and modes of behaviours, wrongly deemed to be Islamic. 
Furthermore Sir Syed, was convinced that Muslims will have to 
come to terms with the liberal and progressive civilisation of the 
Western World. 
, WESTERN PHILOSOPHY, HEGEL, RELIGION 
143. Shammsool Hoda, Mohd. Study of Hegel 's philosophy 
of religion (M.Phil.). Department of Philosophy, AMU. 
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1990. 152 p. Bibliography: p. 149-152. Supervisor: 
M.Rafique. 
According to Hegel, Religion and Philosphy both have an 
identical content. According to him a religious term like 'God' wil 
reveal itslf a meaning no more than the I of self consciousness, 
which is inseparable from the finite particular self. That is God 
has created the world of nature and finite spirit, but only in the 
sense that these are necessary conditions of pure self 
Consciousness. To put it concisely, God is God only in so far as 
the known Himself; His self-knowledge in his self-consciousness 
in Man and hence in Man's knowledge of God. 
, POLITICAL SCIENCE, CONSTITUTION, INDIA, 
EMERGENCY PROVISIONS 
144. Zubair Alam, Emergency provisions of the Indian 
constitution (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, 
AMU, 1983. 117 p. Bibliography: p. 108-117. Supervisor: 
M. Mahmood. 
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Emergency provisions of the constitution of India embodied 
in part XVIII. This effort by and in itself will be fruitless unless it 
is related to some theoritic questions: Why it is necessary to 
include explicit emergency power clauses in the constituion and 
how far are they compitable with the theory and practice of 
consitutional democracy. Such questions are dealt with in chapter 
I, following a definition of constituional emergency powers, their 
rationale, their criterian and their safeguards, an attempt will be 
made in chapter II to bring into focus and using patterns of crisis 
governemtnal embodded in the contituions of some older 
democracies, namely, Great Britain, the United State, Federal 
Repupblic of Germany and Fifth republic of France. Against this 
perspective the genesis and evalution of emergency provisions of 
the Indian constitution wil be traced in chapter III. Adetailed 
critical analysis of the emergency provisions of the Indian 
constition is reserved for chapter IV. 
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, POLITICAL SCIENCE, CONSTITUTIONAL, RESER-
VATION, SCHEDULED CASTE 
145. lrfan Ali. Social welfare and scheduled casttes 
(M.Phil.) Department of Political Science, AMU. 1989 164 
p. Bibliography: p. 160-164. Supervisor: Mohammed 
Mumtaz Khan. 
Constitutional, legal lesislative and judicial solutions and 
methods with particular reference to anti untouchbility law 
enforcement in India. For about four decades India has been 
engaged in the most massive and far reachingg effort ever 
undertaken by a democratic nation to integrate an oppressed and 
excluded population into the mainstream of national life. The 
foundings fathers of the constitution prescribed reservations for 
Sc/Sc for an initial period of 10 years. The intention was to do 
away the reservations after the specified period. Later the 
government decided to progressively reduce the quota of 
reservations - both the percentage and the number of groups 
which had been given preferential treatment. Since than, politician 
of all political parties have developed a wested interest in 
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reservations and made them a full ledged poll plank. Thrice the 
reservationn in favour of the SC\ST have been extended and there 
does not seem to be any resaonable ground to withdraw them. 
, POLITICAL SCIENCE, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
AMERICA and AFGHANISTAN 
146. Mohammad Khalid, U.S. Afghan relations after second 
world war (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, 
AMU. 1985. 150 p. Bibliography: p. 148-150. Supervisor: 
Akhtar Majeed. 
The advent of US - Afghan relations has been of recent 
origin. But Afghanistan, right from the beginning of the twentieth 
century, had been trying to forge closer relations by Afghanistan, 
and the positive US response provide instrumental in bringing 
both Washington and Kabul closer to each other, especially during 
the Second World War. Despite Afghanistan's geographic 
proximity to the Soviety Union, the former always kept away from 
the latter and pursued Independent foreign policy. Afghanistan!'s 
vigrous pursuit of the policy of non-alignment won it admiration 
from the United State. Despite the fact that Afghanistan's geo-
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stratgic location was stretogically very significant for US, 
pa r t i cu la r ly during the cold wear years, Washington never 
insisted on Kabul to deviate from its path of non-alignment. It 
rather encouraged Afghanistan to pursue the policy on non-
alignment 
, POLITICAL SCIENCE, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
AMERICA and NON- ALIGNED COUNTRIES 
147. Beg, Mirza Asmer. United States and the non-aligned 
movement (M.Phil.). Departmentof Plitical Science, AMU. 
1990. 110 p. Bibliography: p. 100-110. Supervisor: H.A.S. 
Jafri. 
Non-aligned movement as regards its relations with the 
United State. In the first chapter, an effort has been made to bring 
out the appropriate definition of the concept of non-alignment. It 
also deals with the process which culminated in the 
institutionalisation of non-alignmentt. The second chapter deals 
with the evolution of NAM., in the light of the proceedings of the 
various non-aligned summit conference, held during the last three 
decades. The thirds chapter explains as to how and why the 
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American policy makers have always changed their attitude 
towards the NAM since the time of its inception. The last chapter 
reviews the whole period of relationship bettween the United 
States and the NAM. It also presents certain suggestions which it 
followed, may lead hopefully, to a convergence of perception 
between the two. 
, POLITICAL SCIENCE, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, ARMS 
AID-USA. 
148. Asim Zafar Khan. US Policy of Arms aid since 1973. 
(M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 1989. 150 
p. Bibliography: p. 120-150. Supervisor : Akhtar Majeed. 
Outlines the following aspects: Enhancement of security of 
united state and its friends and allies by selling arms, what 
diplomatic advantages accure to the united state from its arms 
exports? What are the economic benefits from selling arms to 
other countries? Chapter one represents the U.S. arms aid and 
policy objecives. Chapter two is review of U.S. arms transfer 
policy during the past war period. It examines in detail the policy 
assumptions and objectives of the Carter and Reagon adminis-
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trations. Chapter three describes the decision making process for 
U.S. arms aid and supplies to the Third World and allies. 
, POLITICAL SCIENCE, FOREIGN AFFARIS, ARMS 
AID USA- PAKISTAN effect on INDIA'S SECURITY 
149. Aftab Alam. US Military aid to Pakistan and India's 
security 1980-91. (M.Phil.) Department of Political Science, 
AMU. 1994. 143 p. Bibliography : p. 137-143. Supervisor: 
MA. Kishore. 
This dissertation consists of four chapters. The first chapter 
attempts to analyse the varioius compulsions and complexities 
involved in the U.S. military aid diplomacy as instrument of 
foreign policy in cold war context. The second chapter tries to 
present an overview of the evolution of US - Pakistan alliance 
relationship in historical perspective focusing how Pakistan 
skilfully used the various sistuations inherent in Cold War. Far 
acquiring massive security assistance from the U.S.A. It also gives 
a resume of U.S. military aid to Pakistann till April 1979 when all 
US assistance was terminated under Symington - Gleen 
Amendment. The third chapter endeavours to analyse how the past 
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deterioration in the security relationship between the US and 
Pakistan, due to latters's nuclear weapons programme, came in for 
reppraisal in the the security relationship between the USA and 
Pakistan , due to latter 's nuclear weapons programme, came in far 
reappraisal in the wake of fall of Shah of Iran and the Soviet 
military intervention in Afghanistan. It also portrays how 
President Zia-ul-Haq's bargaining position increased on account 
of Soviet intervention in Afghanistan and how cleverly he 
managed to secure the two heavy doses ($ 3.2 billion and $ 4.02 
billion) of US military aid along with sophisticated weapons 
including F-16 fighters. The forth chapter deals in detail with 
implications on India's security of Pakistan being armed by the 
Western powers especially the USA. It also throws some light on 
issues like concept of national security and India's threat 
perceptions. 
, , GULF STATES, IRAN, IRAQ, KUWAIT, 
SAUDI 
149. Faruqi, Ali Ahmad. Foreign policy of the major gulf 
state, IRAN, iraq, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia (1961-81). 
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(M.Phil.) Department of Political Science AMU. 1983. 136 
p. Bibliography, p. 132-1336. Supervisor: S.A.H. Bilgrami. 
Studies the foreign policies of four major Gulf State - Iran, 
Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Chapter first is a brief historical 
sketch. Chapter second deals with process of commercial 
exploitating of oil deposits in the region and the circumstances 
leading to the birth of the organisation of petroleum exporting 
countries sources of regional conflicts. Chapter petroleum 
exporting countries (OPEC). Chapter third atempts to study the 
sources of regional conflicts. Chapter fourth explain th 
cooperatioan and regional arrangements among these states. In 
chapter fifth makes a study of foreign policy interests of the 
nations of the region, emphasizing recent trends. 
, , INDIA-AMERICA 
150. Biswas, Rathindrabhusan. Indo - American relations 
(1962-1966) (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science 
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AMU 1981. 133 p. Bibliography : p. 122-133. Supervisor: 
S.A.H. Haqqi. 
Political, military and diplomatic reactions between India 
and the United States, excluding, however, economic, cultural and 
other relted aspects. The first chapter traces the history of India -
United States relations in the perspective of India's struggle for 
freedom. The second chapter seeks to place their relations in the 
context of the emergence of India's independent foreign policy 
more so, its vital ingredient and innovation of non-alignment in 
the world cancvass of the cold war. The third brings it down to the 
specific of the Kashmir problem and the Pakistan connection of 
the United States, specially the question of military aid, while the 
forth covers the international crises over the Suez and Hungry. 
The study proper begins in the fifth chapter wherein, in the 
background of the border conflict with the peoples republic of 
China, the intensive interaciton between India and th United 
States has been analysed in terms of military aid, the induced 
India - Pakistan talks over Kashmir, the voice of America episode 
the Quester of V.K. Krishna menon, and pressure to give up non-
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alignment. The sixth chapter concentrates on the border conflicts 
with Pakistan (1965) in the Ran of Kutch and them in Kashmir. 
The seventh chapter focuses on the Tashkent conference. 
, , INDIA-BANGLADESH COOPERATION 
151. Azra Khan. Indo-Bangladesh development cooperation 
(M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 1990. 122 
p. Bibliography: 115-122. Supervisor: M. Mahmood. 
This dissertation consists of six chapters. In chapter first 
researcher have analysed the geogrphical, economic, cultural and 
social factors which were responsible for the creation of 
Bangladesh as an independent nation - state. Researcer also 
depicted the role of India in the creation of Bangladesh and Indian 
aid and support during and after the libration struggle of 
Bangladesh. Second chapter analysed the frame work of the Indo-
Bangladesh reaty of peace, friendship, and cooperation of 
1972.This chapter also assessed the significance of the treaty and 
its impact on th subsequent development of Indo-Bangladesh 
cooperation in the plitical, strategic and developments fields. In 
chapter third made an effeort to examine the determinants of Indo-
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Bangladesh development coperation i.e. geographical and strategic 
factors behind political, economic, cultural and technological 
cooperation between the two countries. In chapter forth and fifth 
researcher have surveyed the progress made in the field of Indo-
Bangladesh developmental cooperation under various trade 
agreements and protocols between India and Bangladesh. Chapter 
sixth highlighted the gains of India-Bangladesh cooperation and 
prospects of growth of friendly cooperation between the two 
countries during the 1990s. 
—-, , INDIA, NATIONAL SECURITY 
152. Mustak Ahmad Khan. India's foreign policy and 
national security (1971-1980) (M.Phil.). Department of 
Political Science AMU, 1991. 164 p. Bibliography: p 150-
164. Supervisor: Iqbal Khanam. 
This dissertation is classified into four chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the background of the nature of threat to 
India's natioanl security and foreign policy pursued by th 
Government of India to meet the challenge to its security upto 
1971. The second chapter throws light on the Bengladesh crisis 
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and its impact on India's security. An attempt has been made to 
highlight the consequences whch brought fundamental. Changes in 
India's foreign policy after the signing of the Indo-Soviet Treaty 
of Peace and Freindship of August 1971. It also deals with the 
nature of threat to India's security during post Simla Agreement 
and the diplomacy purposed by India to meet the challenges from 
the side of Pakistan and China. The third chapter deals with the 
foreign policy adopted by the Janata Government in the context of 
major challenges to India's security. It also deals with India's 
relations with its immediate neighbours. And finally, the forth 
chapter deals with the nature of threat to India's security because 
of the supply of sophisticated weapons to Pakistan by United 
States of America; after the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in 
1979. In this chapter an attempt has been made to survey and 
analyse India's foreign policy actions to safeguard th security of 
the country and to protect its national interest. 
, , INDIA-NEPAL 
154. Kulshrestha, Alka. Indian policy towards Nepal: recent 
trends (M.Phil.).Deartment of Political Science, AMU. 1992. 
95 p. Bibliography: p. 92-95. Supervisor: M.A. Kishore. 
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Politico-economic and security dimnetions of India with 
Nepal in the perspective of global politics. It is also intended to 
analyse how far India's policy initiatives in the economic 
development of Nepal and its own have been fruitful. Bilateral 
understanding in respect of regional and global compulsions are 
also to be viewed. 
— , , INDIA - SOUT ASIA RELATIONS 
155. Ansari, Mohammad Isa. Indian foreign policy towards 
South Asia (1949-1955) (M.Phil.). Department of Political 
Science, AMU. 1986. 60 p. Bibliography : p. 57-60 
Supervisor: S.A.H. Bilgrami. 
Consists of three chapters with conclusion. The first chapter 
discusses the pros and cons of the formation of India 's foreign 
policy. The second chapter deals with the post - war situation and 
the impact of non - alignment in South Asia. Various aspects of 
India's policy relating to South Asian region have been taken up 
in the third chapter. The conclusion points out the chief gains 
accuring from India's policy of non-alignment and its impact on 
the foreign policies of other South Asian Countires. 
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-, ISRAEL-AMERICAN RELATIONS 
156. Sohail, Ashraf. Israel - American Relations (1950-
1960) (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 
1986. 119 p. Bibliography: p. 104-119. Supervisor: B. 
Rahamatulla. 
Studies the Israel - American reltions. The dissertation has 
been divided into four chapters. The various factors that promted 
the birth of Israel have been discussed in chapter first. The impact 
of suezimbroglio on the policies of America and Israel has been 
dealt in the chapter second. The role of Jewish lobby in American 
politics has been deliented in the chapter third. The economic and 
military asistance given by America recorded in the chapter fourth 
and the conclusion has pointed out the power of Jews and Jewish 
lobby, which become inevitable factor to accelerate the process of 
reltions between the two countreis. 
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, , SOVIETT INTERVENTION, AFGHANISTAN, 
impact on INDIA PAKISTAN RELATIONS 
157. Pathak, Yogesh Kumar. Impact of Soviet intervention 
in Afghanistan on India - Pakistan relations (M.Phil.) Department 
of Political Science, AMU. 1986. 180 p. Bibliography : p. 165-
180. Supervisor: S.A.H. Bilgrami. 
Impact of the Soviet Intervention in Afghanistan on India -
Pakistan relations. The scheme of this disseertaion is as follows. 
Chapter first reviews Afghanistan's role in regional and global 
stategy, her relations with the Soviet Union and the United States 
and her internal political scenario before the Soviet interventionn 
in Afghanistan on December 27, 1979. Chapter second analyses 
the trends of the Afghan factor in India - Pakistan relations from 
1947 till the Soviet intervention. The reactions and repercussions 
espoused by the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan form the 
subject of chapter third. Chpater forth analyses the nature of 
relations between India and Pakistan till the Soviet Intervention. 
Chapter fifth is devoted to a discussion of the Soviet intervention 
in Afghanistan on India Pakistan relations it analyses new regional 
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and global developments brought about by the Soviet intervention 
in Afghanistan and their implications in India. Pakistan relataions. 
Chapter sixth discusses the various efforts made by India, 
Pakistan and the United Nations to resolve the Afghan problem 
and analyses India - Pakistan relations in this context. 
, HUMAN RIGHTS, LAW, ARMED CONFLICTS, 
ISLAM, compared with INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN 
LAW 
158. Asadul Haque, Waheedi. Islamic perspective on 
international Humannitarian Law (M.Phil.). Department of 
Political Science, AMU. 1995. 128 p. Bibliography : p. 119-
128. Supervisor: Abdulrahim. 
Finding a common basis and general principles of law 
regulating the behaviour of parties involved in a War from the 
perspectives of Islam and Western Jurisprudence. It also attempts 
to explore similarities and dissimilarities of humanitarian 
principles recognised by the Islamic legal system as well as 
Internationsl law of armed conflict. This study has been divided 
into four chapters. The first chapter makes a general survey of 
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history and evolution of International humanitarian law. In doing 
so, it traces the origin of this law even in some ancient 
civilizations with special emphasis on Indian Contribution. It also 
gives an account of events that had impact on the course of 
development and the creation of humanitarian law. The second 
chapter attempts to evaluate 1949 Geneva conventions and 1977 
protocols in their theoritical frmework. It deals specifically with 
the meaning, intrpretation and application of some of their 
important rules tha have direct learning on the safety and 
protection of human being in an armed confflict. In this chapter an 
attempt has also been made o examine the problem of 
implimentation and enforcement so as to determine the 
effectiveness of th law. Chapter third is exclusively devoted to the 
discussions of Islamic concept It attemmpts to evaluate Islamic 
principles in its legal framework and concentrates for much of its 
discussion on various Quranic injunctions, prophetic traditions, 
justice interpretations, and practices of various Islamic crusaders. 
, , role of AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
159 
159. Vadra, Sangeeta. Human Rights and the role of 
Amnesty International (M.Phil.). Department of Political 
Science, AMU. 1990. 110. P. Bibliography: 104-110. 
Supervisor: M.A. Kishore. 
The study is divided into five chaptes. The ffirst chapter 
deals with the philosophical basis of human rights. Begining with 
a definition of the concept over the ages as also its mature and 
characteristics. The second chapter is primarily a survey of the 
human rights situation in a few select countries. It deals with non-
governmental organisations involved in upholding human rights 
principales and their method of working. The problems of torture 
and death penalty, considered the most common manifestations of 
human rights -violations, have been analysed, as also the case of 
women's rights in the broader context of human rights. The forth 
chapter seeks to identify the problems in the implications of 
human rights principles and also measure the egree of success that 
AI has achieved in countering human rights violations. The fifth is 
the concluding chapter focussing on the latest developments in the 
global human rights sphere. Besides the human rights situation in 
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India and the question of review of AI mandate which has been on 
the cards since quite some time now-have been dealt with. 
, , UNITED NATIONS and INDIA 
160. Masood Ali Khan. United Nations efforts in the field of 
Human Rights and India: a critical evaluation (M.Phil.). 
Department o Political Science, AMU. 1982. 181 p. 
Bibliography: p. 169-181. Supervisor: Ishtiaq Ahmad. 
U.S. efforts in the field of Human Rights with referrence ot 
India's role or contribution in achieving the 'goal ' with or without 
the united nations. Prior to the establishment of this organisation, 
under the covenant of the League of Nations - which come into 
being as a result of the World War I and collapsed owing to the 
flagrant violations of its charter by the founding members - very 
little attention was paid to the fights of Man in the name of rights 
of minorities. 
, INDIA-PAKISTAN WAR, EMEERGENCE OF 
BANGLADESH impact on INDO-AMERICAN RELATIONS 
161. Bellary Rahmathulla. Emergence of Bangladesh : its 
impact on Indo-american relations (M.Phil.). Department of 
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Political Science, AMU. 1976. 133 p. Bibliography : p. 130-
133 p. Supervisor: S.A.H. Haqqi. 
Contradictions and constraint inherent in the politics of the 
united Pakistan which ultimately led to its break-up and the 
emergence of Bangladesh, attempts at analysing the impact of the 
Bangladesh crisis on the Indo-American relations. The first 
chapter provideds a back drop to the genesis of the crisis and the 
subsequent births of Bangladesh. The impact of Bangladesh on 
Indo-american relations has been analysed in the second chapter. 
The last chapter surveys the relations of the new state with its 
friends and foes. 
, , role of USA and U.S.S.R. 
162. Clement, Nnamdi Okhli. Super powers and the India-
Pakistan War - 1971 (M.Phil.). Department of Political 
Science, AMU. 1988. 176 p. Bibliography: p. 170-176. 
Supervisor: T.A. Nizami. 
Role of Super Powers in the India - Pakistan war of 1971 
which was a fall out of the contradictions and constraints inherent 
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in the politics of the United Pakistan and ultimately led to its 
break-up and the birth of independent sovereign state of 
Bangladesh. The dissertation consists of four chapters. The first 
chapter provides a back drop to certain factors responsible for the 
better relations between India and Pakistan from (1947-1971) The 
Indian involvement in the Bangladesh Crisis has been analysed in 
the second chapter. While the third and last chapters surveys the 
United States's and the Soviet Unin's role in the entire crisis. 
, LAW, HABEAS CORPUS, SUPREME COURT, INDIA 
163. Ansari, Mohd. Nafees Ahmad. Indian Supreme Court 
and the problem of Habeas Corpus in India (M.Phil.). 
Department of Political Science, AMU. 1992. 142 p. 
Bibliography: p. 130-142 p. Supervisor: Mohammad Murtaza 
Khan. 
The writ of habeas corpus is a prerogative process for 
securing the liberty of the determue by affording an effective 
means of immediate release from unlawful or unjustifiable 
detention, whether in prison or in private custody. Historicaly it is 
a prerogative writ by which the king had a right to inquire into the 
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causes for which any of his subjects are deprived of their liberty. 
If any man is impresoned by another a habeas corpus can be 
granted to those who imprison him, for the king ought to have an 
account remembered to his concerning the liberty of his subjects 
and the restraint thereof. 
—- , , INTERNATIONAL LAW, INTERNATIONAL 
LAW COMMISSION 
164. Chandni Begum. International Law Commission 
(M.Phil.) Department of Political Science, AMU. 981 p. 225 
p. Bibliography: p. 218-225. Supervisor: Ishtiaq Ahmad. 
To make a legal system precise, concrete, clear and to 
remove its vaguencess so that there should be no problem in its 
interpretation, conflication is essential. Consequently, 
codification of International Law - both at individual and 
institutional levels - have been made. 
Jeremy Bethan (18 th Century) was the first theorist, who 
conceived the codification of International Law and utility. 
Between 1858 and 1862, the Russian Jurist Denitre de ivanevich 
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Kotchenvsky declared himself on th side of codification of the 
International law. Field in 1872, published at new York the Draft 
Outlines of an International Code. At institutional level the 
Institute of International law was established at Ghant for the first 
time, which devoted itself to the scientific study and discussion of 
the law. 
, NATIONALISM, ARAB COUNTRIES, contribution of 
MICHAL AFLAQ 
165. Jamil Ahmad Khan. Michal Afilaq : his contribution to 
Arab nationalism (M.Phil.). Departmnt of Political Science, 
AMU. 1993. I l l p. Bibliography: p. 1 0 5 - 1 1 p. Supervisor: 
N. Mahmood. 
Arab nationalism which entails the transitiaon from 
Ottamanism to Arabism as exemplified in the life and thought of 
Michall Aflaq (1910 - 1989), who has long been recognised in the 
Arab world as one of the most outspoken exponents of secular 
Pan-Arab nationalism. As educator, ideologue prolific author, 
educator, Lecutrer, he exerted considerable influence on educated 
Arab opinion in the decades following the end of the World War 
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II. The first chapter, therefore, reveals the genesis of Arab 
nationalism and the factors that contribute to the creation of 
national feeling and explores how the feeling of Arab nationalism 
developed before the world war-I as a reactio to the Islamic mode 
of loyalty in whose name the Ottoman had ruled Arab Lands. The 
second chapter treats the ideas of contemporary Arab thinker on 
nationalism and also makes certain comprisions between Aflaq 
and his contemporaries. The third chapter focuses on Aflaq's 
involvement in the vicissitudes of the Arab nationalist movement 
during the 1930s and 1940s and traces his political career untill 
his death in 1989. It also undertakes his efforts towards the 
establishemen of Bath party in Syria. The chpater also examines 
the political circumstances which accompained its development on 
the regional and Pan-Arab levels. The forth chapter concentrates 
on Aflaq's doctrine of Arab nationalism, his intellectual models 
and his general definition. This chapter also deals with the ideas 
on Islam, unity, freedom and socialism and his proposals for the 
inclusion of historical pride and communal solidarity among the 
Arbas. It further highlights the various methods envisaged by 
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Aflaq in view of attaining the objective of Arabs unity, freedom 
and socialism. 
, NULERASATION, INDIA Compared with PAKISTAN 
166. Faruqui, Ahmad Shabbir. Indian Nuclear policy in the 
contextt of Pakistan Nuclearisation (M. Phil.). Department 
of Political Science, AMU 1987, 130 p. Bibliography: p. 115 
- 130. Supervisor: Iqbal Khanam. 
This disseertaion consists of three chapters. The first 
chapter analyses the background and evolution of India's nuclear 
policy as formulated by its pioneer practitioner. Jawaharlal Nehru. 
The second chapter examines India's decision to use nuclear 
energy for peaceful purposes, and Pakistan's intention to embark 
upon a nuclear weapons programme. It also throws light on the 
1974 nuclear explosion by India, which symbolised a lnadmark as 
far as India's nuclear future was concerned. The last chapter 
summarises and describes the establishement of Nuclear 
Installations in India and Pakistan and explains the rationale as 
wll as the men behind the numours Nuclear Projects in both the 
countries. 
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- , POLITICAL THOUGHT, MORAL and. SOCIAL, 
REHEBI-LITION, HARIGN, GANDHI (See also 179) 
167. Shivnarayan. Gandhian perception of the Harijan 
problems (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU 
1992. 185 p. Bibliography: p. 180-185. Suprvisor : Moinuz 
Zafar Khan. 
The study has been divided into four chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the origin of the caste systems and particularly 
the origin of theShudra Caste. In the second chapter the 
development of the prejudices against the the Shudras or Harijans 
is traced. In the third chapter, researcher analysed the perception 
of Mahatma and the various measures and movements which he 
started to remove the inqualities imposed on this great section of 
the polulation, and advocated the theory of change of heart. But 
there were only a few thousand heart which were changed in an 
ocean of thirty crore hearts. The saints and Sadhus, the Mahatmas 
and the Pujaris, the Acharyas as and the Sankracharyas whose 
preaching could convert the hearts of the entire occean did not 
take Mahatma's message to the length and breath of the country. 
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— , PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, INTERNATIONAL 
CIVVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
168. Ansari, Mohd. Usman Ghani. International Civil 
Service Commission (ICSC) and its work: 1974-1988 
(M.Phil.) Department of Political Science, AMU. 1991. 127 
p. Supervisor: S. Hasan Ahmad. 
Work done by the Commission in area of post adjustment 
system and Job-classification. The post Adjustment system was, 
according to third report of ICSC, designed to maintain equality of 
purchasing powers of United nationsl salaries for staff in the 
professional and higher categories in duty station throughout the 
world.; consequently it reflected changes both in the cost of living 
and in the exchange value of the united states doller in relation to 
local currencies. The ICSC agreed in 1975 for an interim solution 
to the problem of post adjustment applicable only to the classes 
post adjustment above class 7 and made it clear that the ratio of 
remuneration of staff without dependents would not fall below 90 
per cent of that of staff with dependents. This measure could be 
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efective from 1st January 1976 and validouly unitl a general long 
term solution was approved. 
, , PUBLIC SERVANT TRAINING PROGRARMME, 
U.P. 
169. Bilal Ahmad Khan. Designing of training programmes 
for development administration in the context of Uttar 
Pradesh (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 
1994. 166 p. Bibliography : p. 158-166. Supervisor: Asif 
Hameed. 
This dissertation consists of five chapters. The first chapter aims 
at a close study of the origin of civil services in India starting 
from the ancient period to the present day, travelling throug the 
Hindu period. Mughal era and the British system of 
administration. The second chapter deals with the provisions of 
imparting training to civil servents in India. The third chapter 
tackles the concept of Development Administration as opposed to 
classical or traditional administration. The fourth chapter 
concentrates on the training of devleopment personnel in the state 
of Uttar Pradsh. The last chapter concludes the problem which has 
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been engaging the attention of the policy makers for a very long 
time. It is an attempt to highlight the desirability of thinking 
serioiusly about introducting modifications in the training 
programmes in order to remove the problem areas from our 
development schemes to achieve optimum success. 
, UNITED NATIONS, MEMBERSHIP, MICRO STATES 
170. Kaleem Ahmad. Problems of membership of the micro-
states in the United nations (M. Phil.). Department of 
Political Science, AMU. 1987. 155 P. Bibliography : p. 147-
155. Supervisor: Ishtiaq Ahmad. 
Analyse the bases, trends, problems and issues of the United 
Nations membership. The realisation of the above design has been 
made into five chapters. Chapter first deals with the qualificaitons 
for membership as contained in the U.N. charter, the operational 
difficulties associated with it, the legal and political problems 
associated with it and the solution of these problems. Chapter 
second analyses the case studies of problems of the membership of 
Mongolia, Korea, Vietnam, Kuwait and China. In chpater third, 
withdrawal suspension and emplusion from the membership of the 
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United Nataions has been explain and analyses. The chapter 
focuses on their constitutional provisions emergence of the 
problems and the manner in which it was resolved. Chapter forth 
is devoted to a discussion of the problems of membership of 
micro-states in the United nataions. It analyses the basic criteria 
of membership, summaries and discussionf for and against the 
membership of micro-states and evaluate the various proposals put 
forht by various states before the United Nations. 
POLITICS, CASTEISM, role of AMBEDKAR, INDIA (See also 
145) 
171. Prem Prakash. Casteism in Indian Politics : role of B.R. 
Ambedkar (M.Phil.). Department of Politcal Science, AMU. 
1991. 283 p. Bibliography: p. 254-283. Supervisor: S. Hasan 
Ahmad. 
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's role in the Indian Politics of cateism 
was very significant in the history of our country. It can be 
examined by knowing his achievements for the dehuminated 
untouchable in particular, and for the country as a whole. He had 
before his the aim of social deliverance, political safeguards and 
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human rights for the untouchables. He waned to secue for them 
politcal social and economic justice with equality, liberty and 
fraternity as the principles of life. He had come to conclusion that 
the constitutional safeguards were necessary to protect them from 
the oppression of caste and untouchablity in the Indian Society. 
Thus, his role was the role of liberator and savior on the one hand, 
and on the other he sought to build up a democratic socialists, 
sculars, nationalist based on equality liberty and fraternity. He 
wanted democracy to be present in all domain of life political, 
social and economic. 
, CENTRE - STATE RELATIONS, COALITITION 
GOVERNMENT, BIHAR 
172. Alamgeer, M. Coalition government in Bihar: case 
study of centre state relations 1967-77 (M.Phil.). 
Department of Political Science, AMU. 1982. 155 p. 
Bibliography : p. 150 - 155. Supervisor: M. Hashim 
Kidwai. 
Analyse the relationship between the coalition goverments 
of Bihar and the Union government 1966-77. An atempt has been 
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made to identify the areas of tension between the two levels of 
government in three broad categories - Institutional , Functional, 
and Financial cum-planning issues. The study also covers, the 
politics of coalition in Bihar. How the different coalition 
government was formed, why inspite of popular support to the 
opposition led coalition, they failed to fill the aspriation of the 
people of Bihar, and the coalition government collapsed. 
, FREEDOM MOVEMENT, QUIT MOVEMENT, INDIA 
173. Sharma, Sivani. Quit India Movement (M. Phil.). 
Department of Political Science, AMU. 1990. 116 p. 
Bibliography: p. 107-116. Supervisor : M. Suberahmanyam. 
The present study seeks to probe into the facinating phase of 
national struggle. The thesis has been divided into four chapters 
follwoed by conclusion. Chapter one deals with the background 
and identifies not only the incidents and developments which 
resulted into the quit India Movement but also analyses the 
preceding phase of test and trial of the strategies which were to be 
employed at a much larger scale in the Quit India Movement. 
Chapter two goes into the intricacies of the developments leading 
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to the ultimate resolve of th congress to conduct a fulfledged Quit 
India Movement under th leadership of Gandhi. Chapter three 
deals with the first phase of the movement in the various regions 
of the country and unfolds the adhoc character and localised tenor 
of the movement in the wake of abrupt arrest of the top leadership 
of congress in early August 1942. Chapter four deals with 
concluding phase of the movement and seeks to establish that 
contrary to the offical claims the movement did continue to effect 
the various regions the movement did continue to effect the 
various regions of the country till the end of 1943. 
, , role of MUSLIM LEAGUE 
174. Qazi, Mohammad Jamshed. Role of Jamiat-ul-Ulema in 
the freedom movement (1937 - 1947) (M.Phil.). Department 
of Political Science, AMU. 1987 227 p. Bibliography : p. 
213-227. Supervisorr: Shan Mohammad. 
The first chapter of the dissertation deals with the Political 
background and highlights with political development of the 
period. Researcher have presented a gist of the role of Jamiat-ul-
Ulema from the days of its formation to the partition of India. 
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Researcher also tourched the controversial points regarding the 
founder of Jamiat-ul-Ulema. The second chapter describes the 
formatiaon of the Muslim League Parliamentry Board and Muslim 
Mass contact Movement. The third chapter deals with the war 
situation and other constituional proposals which followed the 
quite India Movement. In the forth chapter the Lahore resolution 
and the opposition of the Jamiat-ul-Ulema has been discussed. 
This period presents an interesting picture of Muslim politics in 
India. By that time the two principal centres of Muslim learaning 
- Aligarh and Deoband collided against each other in deciding the 
final destiny of Muslim India. Both quite sincerely desired the 
welfare to the Muslims, but differed in their approach to the 
problem. 
, -, role of MAULANA MAHMUD-UL-HASAN, 
INDIA 
175. Mohammad Tayyab. Role of Shaik-ul-Hind Maulana 
Mahmud-ul- Hasan in the Indian freedom movement 
(M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 1990. 97 
p. Bibliography; p. 93-97. Supervisor? 
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Political activities and role of Shaik-ul-Hind Mulana 
Mahmud-ul-Hasan in the freedom movement in India. He was the 
first active and revolutionary Alim who zealously planned and 
assiduously fight for the Independence of India. The first chapter 
is introductory and deals with the condition of India before and 
after the catastrophy of 1875. The second chapter gives a brief 
sketch of Maulana Mhamud-ul-Hasan. The third chapter describes 
the early revolutionary activities of Shaik-ul-Hind in India until 
his departure for Haj to Mecca in 1915. The forth chapter 
highlights his activities in Hejaz, close contact with Munistries of 
Hejaz, silk letters conspiracy and confinement in Malta. The fifth 
chapter deals with the release of Shaikh from Malta in 1919; his 
arrival to India, the inaugration of Jamia Millia Islamia, at 
Aligarh and his participation in the Second Anmnual Session of 
jamiyat-ul-Ulema-e-Hind. This chapter also deals with his close 
contact with Gandhiji and other Indian leaders and active 
participation in Non-coopertion and the Khilafat movement. 
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, , role of MUSLIM LEADERSHIP, EAST, U.P. 
176. Faizi, Akhtarul Alam. Role of Muslim leadership in the 
freedom struggle in the eastern Uttar Pradesh, 1919-1947 
(M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 1986. 189 
p. Bibliography: p. 177-189. Supervisor: Abida Samiuddin. 
Study in mainly confined to the period from 1919 to 1947, 
with a background of freedom struggle. The study has been 
divided into five chapters. The first chapter deals with the 
historical background of the national politcs, from 1857 to 1918. 
The second chapter covers the role of Muslims of Eastern U.P. in 
the Khilafat and Non-cooperation movement led by Gandhiji, 
Maulana Abdul Bari and Dr. M.A. Ansari, while the streets and 
homes were echoing with the songs of Ali Brothers and Bi Amma. 
The third chapter gives details of the Communal representation 
with special reference, and the part playd by the Muslim leaders 
coverning th period from 1922-1937. The forth chapter explains 
the consequences of the Government of India Act of 1935, 
election held in 1937, Hindu Muslim Conflictt, civil disobedience 
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movement, Jinnah's demand for Pakistan and consequently the 
partition of the Motherland. 
, , role of MUSLIM LEAGUE 
177. Hakimuddin. Study of All India muslim League 1930-
1940. (M.Phil.). Department of Political Science, AMU. 
1987. 179p Bibliography: p. 169-179. Supervisor: Shan 
Mohammad. 
Attitude of the Muslim league towards Indian Nationalism 
between 1930 and 1940. The whole dissertaion is divided into four 
chapters. The first chapter is introductory and gives the historical 
backrougd of the formation and activites of League till 1930. The 
second chapter deals with the Round Table confernce and 
highlights the discussion therein. The third chapter describes the 
formation of the congress ministries and minorities the process 
leading to the Lahore Resolution. 
, , role of MUSLIM LEAGUE 
178. Naqvi, Sayeda Sabiha. Role of muslim league in the 
pre partition politics of India. (M.Phil.). Department of 
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Political Science, AMU. 263 p. Bibliography: p. 249-263. 
Supervisor: A.P. Sharma. 
Role played by the Muslim League in the partition of India 
with a focus on its pre-partition activities. The league established 
in 1906 became a rival group of the Indian National Congres in 
many respects and articulate distructive Muslim demands. Chapter 
I. Gives the historical bakground of the Muslim League's elite 
leadership from landed aristocracy to the articulate young 
politicians. Under the leadership of M.A. Jinnah considerably 
revitalised it after the winding up of the Khilafat Movement and 
made it strong enough to fight effectively its demands and 
obectives. Chapter second deals with political strategy of the 
Muslim League during the period 1937 to 19938, when the 
elections were held and the League sufferred defect casuing a 
good deal of reshuffling in the membership of the Muslim League. 
It induces also a treatment of the congress activities, ML 
opposition to the All India Federation alternative schemes of 
reform, Governors' role in Indian politics, and rresignation of the 
congress ministries. Chapter third covers the explanation of the 
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background of idea of Musim separate homeland and the 
emergence of the demand of Pakistan during 1938 to 1940. It also 
gives details of Rahmat Ali 's idea of Pakistan. Chapter forth 
enumerate the League's antagonism to congress from 1944 to 
1947, culminating into the creation of Pakistan. It includes the 
August, 1940 declaration, civil Disobedience Movement, Cripps 
Proposals, Rajaji's acceptance of demand of Pakistan, Quit India 
Movement, Gandhi - Jinnah talks, Desai - Liaqat Pact, th Lord 
Wakellplan, Simla conference, Attlee's declaration, the cabinet 
Mission schemes, interim government, the Direct Action Day, the 
Mountabatten Plan and the partition of India. 
, GANDHI, ETHICAL CONTRIBUTIO, SOUTH 
AFRICA (See also 167) 
179. Mazhar, Kibriya. Gandhiji 's ethical conribution to 
practical politics in South Africa (M.Phil.). Department of 
Political Science, AMU. 1919. 210 p. Bibliography: p. 204-
210. Supervisor: S. Hasan Ahmad. 
The whole ethical and moral philosophies of Gandhiji were 
developed initially in South Africa during the antiracial struggle 
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of the Indians against the racist white regime, the presdnt study is 
related with South Africa. It was South Africa that provided 
Gandhiji with peculiar and extraordinary inhuman and undignified 
condition in which the entire ethical and moral philosophies of 
Gandhiji originated, evolved, blossomed out and and got 
woiidvide publicity and support. The following chapter deals with 
the causes of Gandhihi 's travel of South Africa, and there, his 
contact with the shocking experiences of the draded diseases of 
colour prejudices and social discrimination pursued by the 
Europeans against the Indian community. It also deals with the 
political and and constitutional background of South Africa 
colonies governed by the minority white regimes. Chapter third 
deals with the constitutional and peaceful resistance of the Indians 
under the devoted leadership of Gandhiji against two racial bills 
of colony of Nantal viz. Franchise Law Amendment Bill and 
Indian immigratioan law Amendment Bill. The struggle was 
carried on primarily through appeals, petitions, memorials and 
deputations. Chapter forth deals with the causes of the generis of 
the Satyagraha movement against the Asiatic Act or the Black Act 
of the calony of the Transval. It also deals with the evolution of 
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the doctrine of Satyagraha as a powerful, but non-violents method 
to attain justice. Chapter fifth deals with and postulates important 
conceptual philosophies of Gandhijis viz. Truth, Non-violence, 
Morality and Relgion which are the foundations stones of his 
entire social, economic and political thought. Chapter sixth deals 
with important and relevent political ideas of Gandhiji regarding 
the individual, ideal and practical state and his model of 
democracy. Chapter seventh deals with the non-violent methods of 
Gandhiji for resolving conflicts of any kind. 
, LADERSHIP, PAKISTAN 
180. Al-Gandhi, Ali M.S. Leadership and Political 
development in Pakistan 1967-1977 (M.Phil.). Department 
of Political Science, AMU. 1983. 146 p. Bibliography :p. 
132-146. Supervisor: A.S. Beg. 
Leadership crisis in Pakistan. It is an attempt to review 
politcal development in Pakistan in the light of leadership Crisis. 
The first chapter makes a study of politcal development in 
general. The second chapter, rise and fall of Ayub Khan, studies 
period of his rule. This is a study of how easts Pakistan, now 
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Bangladesh, broke away the country has been made in third 
chapter. The fifth chapter studies the Bhutto Era. 
, MUSLIMS, role of MAJLIS-E-MUSHAARAT 
181. Zafar AH Khan. Majlis-e-Mushawarat (M.Phil.). 
Department of Political Science, AMU. 1980. 188 p. 
Bibliography: p. 183-188. Supervisor: S.A.H. Haqqi. 
Emergence and the role of the MM. The whole thesis has 
been divided into four chapters. The first chapter, Independence 
and after deals with the participation of the Muslims in the 
freedom struggle movement and the role they played. The second 
chapter, the communal riots deals with the communal passion, 
which was aggravated by Hindu revivalism and the aims 
interpretation of history, and which led to communal violence on a 
large scale. The third chapter, genesis and role of the Muslim. 
Majlis-e-Mushawarat, deals with the necessaity of unity and amity 
among the various muslim organisations for the existence of the 
Muslim Commmunity in India. This had encouraged them to form 
a new organisatiaon. Secondly, it dealt with the role the newly 
formed organisation played. The forth chapter, aims and 
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organisations, deals with the aim and objectives, as well as 
organisational setup of the MMM. 
, role of MUSLIM MAJLIS, U.P. 
182. Laiqur Rahman Khan. Role of the Muslim Majlis in 
U.P. politics from 1967 to 1977 (M.Phil.). Department of 
Political Science, AMU. 1982. 131 p. Bibliography : p. 129-
131. Supervisor: M. Hashim Kidwai. 
This dissertaion consist of four chapters. The first chapters 
discuss at length the historical development from 1857 to the 
formation of Majlis while the second chapter deals with the 
election of 1967 and the formation of the Muslim Majlis and its 
role in U.P. politics, its performance in the mid term election of 
1971 in which the majlis had fully supported Mrs. Gandhi's 
congress. The third chpater describes the role of the Muslim 
Majlis in the U.P. assembly election of 1974 in which the Majlis 
had an electrol alliance with the B.K.D. and Raj narain's S.S.P. 
and the elections of 1977 for U.P. assembly in which it had 
entnered as an ally of the Janata Party. The forth chapter 
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performance of the Majlis and also gives the reasons for not only 
its performance but for its failure. 
5 NATIONALISM, MAULANA AZAD, INDIA 
183. Zeenath Kauser. Maulana Azad's concept of 
Nationalism (M.Phil) Department of Political Science, 
AMU. 1986. 198p. Bibliography : p l78-198. Supervisar : 
Shan Mohammad. 
Azad's conception of Nationalism, hence claims to be a 
pioneering step to eradicate the confusion and to clarify the vaghe 
and ambiguous ideas that one whelmed the literature on political 
philosphy of Azad, particularly on his caonception of Nationalism. 
In this work and attempt is made to throw a searching light on the 
evolution of Indian nationalism on the fusion of Hindu and 
Muslim cultures and the communal pinnings in the guise of 
Nationalism to reveal the fact that Indian nationalism demands a 
secular bent of mind and a geniune nationalistic fervour Indian 
Nationalism inegates and condemns Hindu Revivalism and Muslim 
revivalism and stresses and highlights the integration of Hindu 
and Muslim communities. This study while exposing and anlysing 
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Azad's concept of Nationalism would focus two important points 
- firstly that the idiology of Nationalism and the ideology of 
islam are irreconcilable and secondly, that Azad was neither a 
Muslim Nationalist nor a nationalist Muslim, but a staunth indian 
Nationalist. Thus, it marks a complete break from the earlier 
studies on Azad for it is oriented and presented on a different way 
which is not yet attempted. 
, NATIONAL MOVEMENT, INDIAN NATIONAL 
CONGRESS, effect on MUSLIMS 
184. Qazi, Mohd. Junaid. Attitude of Indian National 
congress towards Muslims (M.Phil.). Department of 
Political Science, AMU. 1987, 196p. Bibliography : p l76 -
196. Supervisar: Moinuzzafar Khan. 
Attitude of Indian National Congress towards Muslims and 
their problems. The study of its attitude towards the largest 
minority of the country during freedom struggle is important 
because this party was leading the movement. The study is 
relevent in the sense that from 1947 onwards the Muslims have 
been blamed for the partition of India. They have suffered a lot 
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and are still suffering from this stigma. Researcher teken up this 
subject for dissertation to reach somewhere mear the truth through 
objective analysis of the events and circumstances. An effact has 
also been made to identify varous forces working at different 
levels, and their influence on the decision making process of the 
indian National congress. 
POLITICAL PARTY, JANTA PARTY, role of 
JANSANGH 
185. Paliwal, Rajesh Kumar. Role of Jan Sangh in Janaty 
Party (M.Phil). Department of Political Science, AMU. 
1983. 136p. Bibliography: p. 131-136. Supervisar: 
A.P.Sharma. 
Bhartiya Jana Sangh emerged as a political party on 21 
October 1951. There were two major factors instrumental toward 
the formation of BIS: an organisation called the Rashtriya Swaym 
Sevak Sangh (RSS) and a personality named Syama Prasad 
Mookerjee. The formation of BJS was not a sudden political 
development but it emerged as a sequal to protracted negotiatious 
and well concerned planning. BJS, since its inception in 1951, had 
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emerged as a force to reckon with in Indian Politics. It was 
reckoned to be the fourth largest party in the country, its 
enigmatic links with the RSS gat the party dubbed as 
communalist. It played a crucial role in the formation of Janta 
Party and in its performance in the Desai govement and Janta 
Party ruled states of Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan and the unioun teritory of Delhi. 
POLITICAL VIOLENCE 
186. Serajuddin Khan, Mohd. Conceptual framework for 
political violence (M.Phil.). Department of Political 
Science, AMU. 1986. Bibliography: p. 78 - 94. Supervisar: 
Akhtar Majeed. 
Analyse the typology sources and nature of violence in this 
the article paradigm. Conceptual framework has been advanced 
that whatever be the form of violence or its nature, actually it is in 
itself a method to a chieve some end. Because politics is the 
study of who gets what, when and how this method (violence) 
automatically, becomes politcal. Thus hypothesis is thus advaced 
that violence is a politcal method. 
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, SOCIALISM, INDIA 
187. Bhala Singh. Socialist thought in India 1934 - 1947 
(M.Phil). Department of Political Science, AMU. 1947. 
238p. Bibliography: 231 - 238. Supervisar; A.P. Sharma. 
Brief history of the development of socialist thought of p re -
independent India, particualry, since the birth of the congress 
socialist party,. The main focus of the study has been the socialist 
ideas of Jaya Prakash Narayan and M.N.Roy. The study is divided 
into six chapters. The first chapter deals with the concept and 
theartical premises of socialism. The second chapter seeks to 
study the beginnnigs of socialism in India. The third chapter is an 
attempt to analyse the trend of Indian socialism after world war I. 
After the war the consciousness among the masses, especially in 
the workers and peasantry developed. The Russian Revolution was 
one of the main reasons behind this consceousness. The socialist 
movement in the form of Trade Unionism started in India in 1920, 
when the All India Union Congress was farmed. The last chapter 
deals with the development of socialist thought in India during the 
world war II. J.P. as a Marxist put forth the idea of democratic 
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socialism. Bose's ideas on the synthesis of the common traits of 
communism and Faseism which he called " Samyavad' have also 
been discussed. 
, THEOCRACY, STATE in ISLAM (See also 124) 
188. Shabnam Fatima, Concept of state in Islam (M.Phil). 
Department of Islamic Studies, AMU. 169p. Bibliography: 
p. 162-169 : Supervisar : Mahmudul Haq. 
Origin and growth of the concept of state and politics as 
evolved during the classical periced of islamic history in 
consonance with time and circumstances. The dessertation starts 
with a study of the Meccan polity on the eve of the rise of Islam. 
This is necessary in order to understand the exact political 
conditions in which islam took root. This is followed by a chapter 
on the chief features of the Medinan state founded by the prophet 
of which the prophet himself was the administrator. It is well 
known fact that the prophet did not leave behind any clearly 
defined theoritical structure of the state. Therefor the first four 
caliphs, who followed him and under whom islam made rapid 
exapansion had to face a vastly different and much more complex 
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situation. Precedence far many things were mat to be found in the 
prophet 's saying or his practices. As the period ended, the 
"Islamic State' underment fundamental changes under the 
umayyads. Later on, despite the Abbasids religious pretensions, 
the nature of the caliphate no longer remained theocratic. It is 
with the origins of the caliphate that the next chapter is concerned 
with followed by another on the rise and development of sharia -
the law of the islamic state, leading to its codifications. The next 
chapter is concerned with the critical assessment of political 
thoughts of various thinkers and philosophers of the medieval 
period. 
, PSYCHOLOGY, ABNORMAL, LIFE ATTITUDE in 
relation to ALCHOLICS. 
189. Vadra, Prena. Study of attitude towards life in relation 
to certain variables among alcholics (M.Phil.). Department 
of Psychology, AMU. 1990, 47p. Bibliography : p41-47. 
Supervisor : Abbas Hussain. 
Significance of difference between non patient and impatient 
alchololics on the everall scores of life attitude profile (LAP) and 
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the factors of LAP. In addition to this the investigator also 
determined the significance of difference between non patient and 
inpatient alcoholacis among groups formed on the basis of socio -
demographic varables professional status and marital status - on 
the overall mean scores of LAP. 
, ANXIETY, ASPIRATION of CRIMINALS 
190 . Sajid Ali. Study of anxiety and levels of esperiation 
of criminals convicted for crimes against person and 
property (M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 1986. 
97p. Bibliography: p.88-97. Supervisor: Qasim Hussain. 
Anxiety end aspiration among two groups of criminals; one 
convicted for crimes against person and other convicted for crimes 
against property and also among normals. It also aims to find out 
the differences in level of aspiration and anxiety between different 
groups of subjects. 
, CHILDREN, ASPIRATION, REALISM 
191. Mahmood Khan. Realism in the level of aspiration of 
disadvantaged and advanced children (M.Phil.). Department 
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of Psychology, AMU. 1984. 102p. Bibliography : p 97-102. 
Supervisor : Nisar Ali. 
Whether disadvantaged children are more or less realistic in 
level of aspiration or goal setting behaviour in comparison to 
advantaged children. In addition to this, the study also attempt to 
ascertain if difference in religious Hindu and Muslim, results in 
any difference in the realism of level of aspiration in the category 
of children. 
, , HANDICAPED, ATTUDE of PARENTS 
192. Jain, Neelu. Attitude towards disability and need 
patterns among parents of sensary handicapped children 
(M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 1993. 104p. 
Bibliography : p.93-104. Supervisor: Afzal Kureshi. 
Attitude towards disability and need patterns of parents of 
handicapped and normal children with regard to certain socio 
demographic variables : nature of child's handicap, parents gender 
and sex. 
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, , SCHOOL, AGGRASSIVE BEHAVIOUR 
in relation to SOCIAL DIFFERENTIALS 
193. Chauhan, Madhu Bala. Patterns of Aggressive 
Behaviour among school children as related to certain social 
differentials : a picture frustration study. Department of 
Psychology AMU. 1985. 71p. Bibliography: 66-71. 
Supervisor : Afzal Kureshi. 
Different form of aggressive behaviour of children of school 
going age expressed in reaction to simulated frustrating situations 
they may be exposed to in their day to day life. 
, EDUCATION, WOMEN, ATTITUDE of PARTNETS 
194. Jahan Ara, Jabeen. Attitude of parents towards 
women's Education (M.Phil.) Department of Sociology, 
AMU. 1992. 442 p. Bibliography: p. 432-442. Supervisor: 
Nikhat Feroz. 
Attitude of parents towards women's education . The main 
objectives of the study are: (i) To study the attitude of parents 
towards woemens' education, (ii) To study the attitdue of 
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economically well - off and economically weaker parents towards 
women's education (iii) To study the atttidue of uneducated and 
educated parents towars women's education (iv) To study the 
attitude of males and females towards their daughter education (v) 
To study the attitude of parents haling from rural urban 
background. 
, FAMILY LIFE ATTITUDE, NEUROCIRCULATORY 
ASHENIA 
195. Sabuh Adhani. Sex, age, Health care, structure of 
family and attitude towards life as factors in Neuro-
circulatory Asthemia. (M.Phil.) Department of Psychology, 
AMU. 1992. 105 p. Bibliography: p. 86-105. Supervisor: 
Afzal Kureshi. 
Assessing attitude of neurocirculatory asthemia patients 
NCAP towards life in relation to certain socio demogrphic 
variables, such as age sex, health care, socio-economic status and 
structure of family. 
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—- , JOB CHARACTERISTICS in relation to JOB 
SATISFACTION and JOB INVOLVEMENT 
196. Huma Naaz. Relationship between certain job 
characteristics and job satisfaction and job involvement 
(M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 1993. 81 p. 
Bibliography: p. 68-81. Supervisor: Sultan Akhtar. 
, MATE SELCTION, PYHSICAL and[ SOCIAL 
DETERMINATION 
197. Firdous. Sex differences in physical and social 
determinatioan of mate selection (M.Phil.). Department of 
Psychology, AMU. 1989. 72 p. Bibliography.: p. 65-72. 
Supervisor: Akbar Hussain. 
Studies mate selection is to identify the factors and 
processes which operate on choosing a marriage partner. The 
purpose of this research is to establish what factors play an 
important role in mate selection and to know who married whom. 
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, MOT1VATIONN among MARRIED COUPLES 
198. Gupta, Rashmi. Study of marital locos of control and 
approval motivation among married couples. (M.Phil.). 
Department of Psychology, AMU. 1986. 66 p. Bibliography: 
p. 57-66. Supervisor: Akbar Hussain. 
The major prupose of the studies determine (a) the influence 
of social variables such as working couples, conventional couples, 
younger couples and older couples on the marital locus of control 
(b) the relationship between locus of control and approval 
motivation among hubsands, wifes and couples belonging to 
working, convential younger and older groups and (c) the 
significnce of difference between husbands and wives and couples 
in two corelation. 
, , JOB 
199. Madhu. Factor analytical study of Job - motivation 
(M.Phil.) Department of Psychology, AMU. 1983. 65 p. 
Bibliography : p. 56-65. Supervisor: Sultan Akhtar. 
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, , JOB in relation to UDEMOGRAPHI 
VARIABLES 
200. Manju. Study of relationship between Job motivation 
and demographic variables (M. Phil.). Department of 
Psychology, AMU. 1990. 78 p. Bibliography :p. 62-78. 
Supervisor: Sultan Akhtar. 
, , POWER in relation to AGE, SEX, SOCIO-
ECONOMIC STATUS 
201. Bilqees Fatima. Study of power motivation in relation 
to the variables of age, sex and socio-economic status 
(M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 1979 61 p. 
Bibliography : p. 54-61. Supervisor: Affzal Kureshi. 
Measure the strength of power motive and its approach and 
avaidence aspects in a sample of college students in relation to 
differents of age, sex and socio-economic status. 
, SCHEDULED CASTE and NON-SCHEDULED 
CASTE, DEPRIVATION 
202. Tandon, Sunita. Need pattern and perception of 
deprivation among scheduled caste and non-schedule caste 
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man and womn (M.Phil.).Department of Psychology, AMU. 
1989. 79. P. Bibliography :p. 74-79. Supervisor: Hamida 
Ahmad. 
In the present investigation an attempt has been made to 
studies members belonging to the scheduled caste and non-
scheduled caste residing in the same city and thus by and large 
being exposed to the same type of collective climate. 
, SOCIAL DIFFICULTIES, FOREIGN STUDENTS, 
INDIA 
203. Odera, Peter. Study of social difficulties of foreign 
students in India (M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, 
AMU. 1992. 140 p. Bibliography : p. 119-140. Supervisor: 
Qamar Hasan. 
The purpose of the present study is to device an instrument 
to assess social difficulties faced by foreign students in India. 
, SOCIAL, NATIONAL INTEGRATION 
204. Mohd. Gufran. Social psychological study of National 
Integration (M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 
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1983. 76 p. Bibliography : p. 72-76. Supervisor: Jamil 
Qadri. 
The present investigation is undertaken to study the 
problems of national integration. The study was designed to 
investigate the factors which hinder or facilitate the process of 
national integration. 
, STUDENTS, COLLEGE, INTER PERSONAL 
ATTRACTION 
205. Akbar Hussain. Study of certain physical and social 
concomitants of interpersonal attraction among college 
students (M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 1980. 
78 p. Bibliography : p. 74-78. Supervisor: Afzal Kureshi. 
Role of physical concomitants facial attactiveness and 
physique - attractiveness - social concomitants - sex and socio -
economic status - in interpersonal attraction. Toward this end, it 
was to be determined: (i) what type of persons face, physique and 
socio-economic status were generally preferred; (ii) to what extent 
subjects' similarity - dissimilarity to the stimulus persons with 
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respect to face physique and socio-eoconomic status played a role 
in interpersonal attraction. 
, VALUE ORIENTATION in relation to RELIGIOUSITY 
206. Aftab Ahmad. Study of religiousity in relation to value 
orientation (M.Phil.). Department of Psychology, AMU. 
1987. 61 p. Bibliography: p. 58-61. Supervisor: Abbas 
Hussain Rizvi. 
Relationship between religiosity and value orientation. To 
obtain this purpose two scale namely, Religiosity scale, 
constructed by Bhusan (1970) and Value Orientation Scale 
designed by Ansari (1964) were used. These scales were 
administered on a sample of 106. Postgraduate students, of AMU, 
Aligarh. Data were analyzed in terms of the three variables 
namely sex, religion and financial status of the students. 
, WOMEN, LIFE SATISFACTION in reltion to 
ALIENATION 
207. Lubna Hasan. Life satisfactio as related to alienation 
and certain social variables: a comparative study of working 
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and non-working women (M.Phil.). Department of 
Psychology, AMU. 1990. 51 p. Bibliography: p. 51-59. 
Supervisor: Afzal Kureshi. 
Determine the interacting role of certain social 
variables in life satisfaction and alienation, among working 
and and non-working women belonging to the groups formed 
as the basis of marital status. 
SOCIOLOGY, CAST SYSTEM, MUSLIM, KUSSORI, BASTI 
208. Fareed Ahmad. Caste and class identity among 
Muslims: case study of village Kussori, Distt. Bastsi. 
(M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, AMU. Supervisor: 
Abdul Matin. 
Caste and class identity among Muslims in Kussori has been 
researched. However, eductional and political aspects have also 
been taken into consideration. These phenomena have been 
examined in chapter four. The physical structure of the village 
has been described in chapter three. Caste is defined as a system 
of social stratification in which things are hierarchically organisd 
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and ritually separated. And class is defined as a system of social 
stratifications in which things are economically stratified. 
, CRIMONOLOGY, WOMEN CRIMINAL, ALIGARH 
JAIL 
209. Shereen Sadiq.Women Behind Bars: study of women 
inmates of Aligarh Jail (M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, 
AMU. 1993. 215 p. Bibliography: p. 200-215. Supervisor: 
Noor Mohammad. 
Analyses the nature and patterns of women's criminality. 
The study aims to identify the various social and environmental 
factors such as socialisation neighbourhood, parent-child 
relationship, relation with the members of the family of 
procreation, religion, residential area etc. 
, DEMOGRAPHY, POPULATION, EGYPT 
210. Sherwani, Ali Akbar Khan. Recent structure of 
population in Egypt (M.Phil.). Centre of West Asian 
Studies, AMU. 1983. 180 p. Bibliography: p. 172-180. 
Supervisor: Hasan Askari Kazmi. 
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Egypt is a big country and Egypt is also a small country: 
both the propositions are s imul taneously true. The country is big 
because it has an area of more than one million square kilometers, 
which is larger than the area possessed by many other West Asian 
Countries, and it is small because the only habitable area where 
99% of its population resides comes out to be mearly 35,500 Sq. 
Km. or 3.5 percent of its total area. The rest of its territory which 
is as large as 96.5 percent of its total area lies as a useless 
detached mass, since it is a mere collection of hot and arid 
deserts, inaccessable sugged mountains, different terrians and 
barren plateouous regions. Egptian largest problem is its 
burgeoning and unevenly distributed population which according 
to a united Nations; estimate, touched the 42 million mark in 
1980. On account of the high rate of population increase, the 
problem has already become very serious and is likely to become 
even more severe during the next few decades. 
, DEMOGRAPHY, POPULATION, EGYPT 
211. Mohd. Kalimullah. Migration and family tension: 
study of Muslims of Dhanbad (Bihar) (M.Phil.). Department 
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of Sociology, AMU. 1995. 237 p. Bibliography: p. 215-237. 
Supervisor: Nemat Ali Khan. 
Nature and extent of migration and family tension among the 
Indian Muslims. Normally it is believed that due to migration of 
family members, tensions are generated in the family. The study 
of migration will help to understand the problem of migrants and 
the basic cause of family tensions of individuals, and group as a 
whole. The problem of the present study arises out of the fact that 
in contemporary Indian society with rapid pace of industria-
lisation, urbanisation and migration bring changes in its structural 
form. 
, , URBAN MUSLIM, GAYA 
212. Ahmad Iqbal. Special settlement of urban Muslim 
migrants of Gaya town: a socialogical study (M.Phil.). 
Department of Sociology, AMU. 1995. 163 p. Bibliography: 
p. 149-163. Supervisor: M. Jamal Siddiqui. 
The present work discusses the nature of migration of Gaya 
town. This study focusses on family structure, marital status, caste 
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orientation, kinship linkage and economic placement of urban 
Muslim migrants of Gaya town. 
, MUSLIM, POLITICAL INSTITUTION 
213. Mohammad Akram. Politcal attitude of Muslims of 
Aligarh city. (M.Phil.) Department of Sociology, AMU. 
1988. 89 p. Bibliography: p. 82-89. Supervisor: Bashir 
Ahmad. 
This study deals with the political attitudes prevailing 
among Muslims living in the city of Aligarh. This thesis is an 
attempt to observe correctly and to know accurately about the 
Muslim attitude towards various political issues. 
, RURAL LEADERSHIP, INDIA 
214. Zaidi, Ijlal Anis. Changing pattern of leadership in an 
Indian village (M.Phil.) Department of Sociology, AMU. 
1980. 153 p. Bibliography: p. 147-153. Supervisor: M.B. 
Mathur. 
Studies the rural leadeship and its changing pattern with 
special reference to village MIRAPUR of Barabanki district in 
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Uttar Pradesh. One of the objectives of the study is to make a 
comparative study of old and new leadership patterns. Another 
objective of the study is to investigate those factors which are 
responsible for the emergence of new patterns of leadership in the 
rural society. 
SOCIAL CHANGE, MINORITY, MUSLIM, 
EDUCATION 
215. Mumtaz Ahmad, Educatioan and social change: 
problem of Muslim minority (M.Phil.) Department of 
Sociology, AMU. 1988. 215 p. Bibliography: p. 195-215. 
Supervisor: M.B. Mathur. 
Attitude • of the Muslim employees of AligarhMuslim 
Univeristy has been surveyed in order to assess the role of 
education in moulding their attitudes towards the newer demands 
of the society. 
, , KUWAIT 
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216. Nuzhat Frarzana. Social change in Kuwait after 1961. 
(M.Phil.) Centre of West Asian Studies, AMU. 1983. 115 p. 
Bibliography: p. 99-115, Supervisor: Jamil Farooqui. 
A survey of the numerous changes that have taken place or 
late in Kuwaitt brings home the point that a new Kuwait, highly 
urbanised, esternised and industrialised has been emerging fast 
and this has in turn, demolished the centuries old momadic set up 
of this time state. The change is almost total and at a quite fast 
pace affecting all walks of life. It has swept away the traditional 
life style of the desert. In a degree undreant of Kuwait has got 
wealth accuring from the discovery of oil, which is the fountain 
head of all recent developments in Kuwait. One of the significant 
social changes in Kuwait attendatn upon the discovery of oil is 
that of a growing interest in education. Before her independence 
educated people were few in Kuwait. Today, Kuwait happens to be 
one of the major publication centres in the whole Middle East. In 
addition, hundreds of Kuwaiti students including females have 
been pursuing educaiton in prestigious institutions abroad. 
Another obvious outcome of recent social changes is the changed 
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status of women. The regregation of sexes, in public life, a 
traditional feature of Kuwaiti society, has been giving way to 
women liberation. 
, SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS, FAMILY § M MARRIAGE 
rn ISLAM 
217. Kishwar Sultana. Institution of marriage and family in 
Islam. (M.Phil.). Departmemnt of Sociology, AMU. 1985. 
175 p. Bibliography: p. 172-175. Supervisor: Nemat Ali 
Khan. 
Discusses institution of marriage and family in Islam. This 
study is divided into four chapters. In the first chapter an outline 
history of the institution of family and the structural variations of 
the Muslim family are specifically discussed. In the second 
chapter, the history, importance and relevence of the institution of 
marriage is given diverce in Islam is the third chapter. Forth 
chapter is inheritance. 
, , FAMILY, ISLAM 
218. Farhat Yasmeen. Structure of family in Islam : a 
theoriticl analysis (M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, 
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AMU. 1987. 141 p. Bibliography: p. 124-141. Supervisor: 
Shadbano Ahmad. 
Concept of family in Islam in the light of Quranic 
injunctions and the taditions of Prophet Muhammad. The study is 
theoritical in mature in which an attempts is made to explain, 
elaborate and interpret the Quranic Verses and Hadiths relating to 
the concept of family in Islam. This dissertaion then, analyses, the 
major aspects of the Islamic family structure. Indnded under the 
wide canopy of Islamic family are the presciptions and 
proscriptions of marriage and laws governing marriage, followed 
by an extensive analysis of divorce and inheritence. 
, , FAMILY STRUCTURE, MUSLIMS ALIGARH 
219. Basharatullah Khan. Family structure of Muslims in 
Aligarh (M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, AMU. 1975. 
186 p. Bibliography, p. 182-186. Supervisor: R.N. Saksena. 
The traditional Aligarh Muslim family is the extended 
family. Ideally, the minimum size of the family consists of 
parents, unmarried children and married sons with their wives and 
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their children. There are, however, many other variations on this 
pattern. Whether two married brothers with their families living in 
one house for one family, depends on how they work on land or 
run a husiness. If they work cooperatively on land or run a 
business jointly and also share a common kitchen, they must form 
the family. Though the extended family is the dominent family 
types throughout the Muslim of Aligarh, in recent times, and 
particularly in the present generation an irrefulable change has set 
in: married sons tend to move off to separate homes. It means that 
the family has been moving towards nuclearity since the last few 
years, but it has not been institutionalisd. The members of the 
nuclear family are not totally independent to make decisions. They 
still have to seek the advice of the relatives, especially of parents 
or grand-parents, if they are alive. 
, SOCIAL PROBLEMS, COMMUNALISM COMMUNAL 
FACTORS, ALIGARH 
220. Anwarul Haque. Communal riots in Aligarh in the Post 
Independence period (M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, 
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AMU. 1976. 218 P. Bibliography: p. 215-218. Supevisor: 
Abdul Haleem Siddiqi. 
In the present dissertation an attempt has been made to 
discuss and examine diferent aspects religious political, economic, 
educational and social of commnal riots in Aligarh. The 
conclusion have been based on the responses of a questionnaire 
issued to the chosen members of both the communities living in 
sensitive localities other town, and on personal interviews with 
responsible Hindus and Muslims of the town. 
, SOCIAL SYSTEM, ISLAM 
221. Mashhood Ahmad. Social system of Islam: a 
conceptual study (M.Phi.). Department of Sociology, AMU. 
1986. 137p. Bibliography: p. 131-137. Supervisor: Jamil 
Farroqi. 
The introductory chapter deals with philosophical found-
ations of System theroies, particularly "Functionalism" the second 
chapter deals with the branch of "Socialogy of Religion" - the 
studies of various religions and societies. The third chapter is 
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concerned with the social system of Islam as such which has been 
analysed within a functionalistics prespective. And in the fourht 
chapter a conceptual model of Islamic social system has been built 
and developed. 
, SOCIAL WORK, VOLUNTRY ORGANISATION, 
JAMMU and KASHMIR 
222. Zahoor Ahmed. Voluntary social work organisations 
(M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, AMU. 1977. 140 p. 
Bibliography: p. 135-140. Supervisor: M.B. Mathur. 
Evalution of the concept of social work in its historical 
perspective and to study the voluntry social work organisation in 
Kashmir vellye of the Jammu and kashmir state with a populatio 
of 24.36 lakhs Kashmir has presently seventy voluntry social work 
organisations and covers all the three districts of the velley. All 
the organisations are voluntarily established by the public and are 
free from government control. 
, STRATIFICATION, PATHANS, FARRUKHABAD 
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223. Siddiqui, Muzammil Husain. Stratificaiton among 
Pathans of Farrukhabad distt. (M.Phil.) Department of 
Socialogy, AMU. 1986. 100 p. Bibliography: p. 92-100. 
Supervisor: Jamil Farooqi. 
Nature of social inequality and social stratification among 
the Pathans of Distt. Farrukhabad. The present study tries to 
understand the social patterns of Pathans, their tradition and 
continuity. The life and the practices of the people of this 
community have been pried. 
, STUDENTS, CUSTOM anjd TRADITION, MARRIAGE 
NORMS, ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY 
224. Mohd. Suhaib. Marriage norms among the students of 
AMU Aligarh (M.Phil.) Department of Sociology, AMU. 
1976. 150 p. Bibliography: p. 140-150. Supervisor: Jamil 
Farroqui. 
Attitudes of Aligarh Muslim University students 
towards marriage norms. The present study aims at 
achieving the following objective. (1) To study the students 
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opinion toward marriage norms (2) To find out what do the 
students except from their life partners (3) To determine the 
attitudes of the students towards - (a) The selection of life 
partner (b) Early marriage (c) Dowry system (d) 
Interreligious marriage (e) Divorce. 
, WOMEN STUDENTS, role of TECHNICAL EDUCA-
TION, ATTUDE, SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 
225. Jafri, Sultana Bilquis. Attitude of AMU. under 
graduate Women students towards Job - oriented 
Education in reltion to the socio-economic background 
(M.Phil.). Department of Sociology, AMU. 1989. 23 p. 
Bibliography: p. 205-213. Supervisor: M.B. Mathur. 
The aim of the present dissertation is to investigate the 
attitude of undergradute women students belonging to different 
socio-economic status towards job oriented education. 
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PART THREE 
INDEXES 
V. J 
SUBJECT INDEX 
COMMERCE, CEMENT INDUSTRY, PROBLEMS, CHURK 
FACTORY, MIRZAPUR. 
, MARKETTING, ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, 
INDIA. 
, SHIPPING, DEVELOPMENNT, INDIA. 
, TOURISM, ORGANISATION, INDIA. 
, TRADE, FOREIGN, EXPORT POLICY, INDIA. 
, , , , INDIA. 
, , , INDIA-JAPAN. 
, TRANSPORTATION, RAILWAY DEVELOPMENT 
INDIA. 
, , ROAD, BIHAR. 
ECONOMICS, AGRICULTURE PRICES, INDIA 
, , PRODUCTION, SPICES, INDIA. 
, , , SUGERCANE, U.P. 
TOBACO, PRICES, 
FARRUKHABAD. 
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14. - , , role of BANKING, LAND 
DEVELOPMENT BANK, ALIGARH 
15. , , TECHONOLOGY, SHAHJAHANPUR. 
16. , BANKING, COOPERATIVE BANK, ALIGARH. 
17. , , , MUSLIMS. 
18. - , , ISLAMIC DEVELOPMENT BANK, role 
in DEVELOPMENT. 
19. , , LEAD BANK, CANARA BANK, 
ALIGARH. 
20. , , WORLD BANK, role in ENERGY 
PROJECTS, INDIA. 
21. , 'COOPERATIVE .MOVEMENT, CONSUMER 
COOPER-ATION, ALIGARH. 
22. , , MARKETTING, ALIGARH 
23. , , , BIJNORE. 
24. , ECONOMIC PLANNING, INDUSTRIAL POLICY, 
INDIA. 
25. , , ISLAMIC REPUBLIC, IRAN. 
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26. , INDUSTRY, LABOUR, SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
STATUS, ALIGARH. 
27. , , , TRADE UNIOUNS, COTTON 
TEXTILE, KANPUR. 
28. , , SMALL-SCALE, ALIGARH. 
29. , INDUSTRILISATION, role of INDUSTRIAL 
FINANCE CORPORATION, INDIA. 
30. , INSURANCE, LIFE INDURANCE, BUSINESS, 
INDIA. 
3 1. , LABOUR, ORGANISATION, INTERNATIONAL 
LABOUR ORGANISATION. 
32. , , TRAINING PROGRAMMES, RAILWAY 
WORKERS, NORTHERN ZONE. 
33. , , WELFARE POLICIES, GOVERNMENT, 
U.P. 
34. , LAND and PROPERTY, LAND REFORMS, IRAN. 
35. , MANUFACTURE, BRASSWARE INDUSTRY, 
MORADABAD. 
36. , , CARPET INDUSTRY, BHADOHI. 
37. — , , COTTON INDUSTRY, KANPUR. 
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38 , , DIAMOND INDUSTRY, PRODUCTION, 
INDIA 
39 , , FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY, AGRA. 
40 , , HANDLOOM INDUSTRY, 
DEVELOPMENT, U.P. 
41 - , —- , , MUSLIMS, GORAKHPUR. 
42 , , HEAVY DRUGS INDUSTRY, INDIA. 
43 , , JUTE INDUSTRY, INDIA. 
44 , , LEATHER INDUSTRY, U.P. 
45 , , LOCK INDUSTRY, ALIGARH. 
46 , , , ALIGARH. 
47 , PUBLIC SECTOR, IRON AND STEEL 
INDUSTRY, PRODUCTION. 
48 , PRGANISATION, INDUSTRY, BHARAT HEAVY 
ELECTRONICS LTD. WORKING. 
49 - , , , FERTILISER CORPORATION, 
WORKING, INDIA. 
50 , , JAL NIGAM, POWERS, FUNCTIONS, 
U P 
51 , , MARUTI UDYOG LTD., WORKING. 
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52. , , OIL AND NATURAL GAS 
CORPORATION, WORKING and POLICIES. 
53. , , OIL INDIA LTD., WORKING 
54. , , RAILWAY BOARD, WORKING. 
55. , , STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LTD., 
WORKING. 
56. , , TJHERMAL POWER STATION 
HARDUAGANJ, WORKING. 
57. , , URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION, WORKING and MANAGEMENT. 
58. -- , ORGANISED INDUSTRIES, TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION, SKILL FORMATION, INDIA. 
59. , UNEMPLOYMENT, MUSLIMS, OLD DELHI. 
60. EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL THOUGHTS, AL-GHAZALI 
and IBN KHALDUM 
61. , EXAMINATION, EXAMINERS, MARKING 
BEHAVIOUR. 
62. , PSYCHOLOGY, PERSONALITY, LEARNERS, 
INTELLIGENCE. 
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63. , , PERSONAL VALUES, GIRLS, 
ADOLESCENT. 
64. , , LEARNERS, INTRA-INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES. 
65. , SECONDARY, TEACHER MORALE role of 
STANDARDS 
66. , , TEACHING PROFESSION, SCHOOL 
TEACHERS 
67. GEOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CROPS, PRICES, 
GANGA-YAMUNA DOAB. 
68. , DEVELOPMENT, AGRICULTURE ROLE OF 
TECHONOLOGY, WESTERN U.P. 
69. , , , , SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
TRANSFORMATION, GANGA-YAMUNA DOAB. 
70. , , , UPPER GANGA-YAMUNA 
DOAB. 
71. , , impact on ECOLOGY, ROHILKHAND. 
72. , , impact on ENVIRONMENT, FRINGE 
AREAS, ALIGARH. 
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73. , , PLANNING, WASTELANDS, 
LUNIBASIN. 
74. , , , RURAL, MOCROLEVEL. 
75. , , WORK PARTICIPATION, U.P. 
76. , ECOLOGY, WILD LIFE impact of AGRICUL-
TURAL DEVELOPMENT. 
77. , FERTILITY, SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DETERMINATION, GHAZIPUR and VARANASI. 
78. , , STATUS OF WOMEN, role of SOCIO-
ECONOMIC FACTORS, EASTERN U.P. 
79. , MIGRATION, INTEGRAL, U.P. 
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